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==================PREFACE ==================
Adult stem cells are characterized as an autonomous pool capable of

regenerating the mature cell compartment ofa given tissue, at any time. The
hematopoietic system is the best-characterized model in stem cellbiology. The
progress achieved in the last decades started in the early I%Os with the
discovery that multipotentiality and self-renewal were properties of rare
individual bone marrow cells. The mechanism of hematopoietic stem cell
differentiation and self-renewal, that allow a constant differentiation while
maintaining the size of the stem cell compartment, represents still today a
major challenge in clinical research. Some of the more recent contributions
to this understanding came from the study of the ontogeny of the hemato
poietic system.

This book presentsthe state of the art in developmental hematopoiesis. It
includes recent data from various animal models (from Drosophila to higher
vertebrates) used to exploredifferent aspectsofhematopoietic stem cell (HSC)
development. Each model provides information that cannot be easily
approached in others , e.g., interspecific chimeras that allow one to follow
the fate of engrafted tissue up to adulthood can only be performed in
amphibia and avian embryos.

The presented data point to conserved features in developmental
hematopoiesis, namely the existence ofindependent generations ofhernato

poietic precursors endowed with opposing self-renewal and differentiation
properties and with specific roles at different stagesofdevelopment. In most
vertebrates, the first hematopoietic precursors appear in the yolk sac and
seem driven to a fast differentiation along the erythromyeloid lineages, at
the expense of self-renewal and rnultiporentialiry, while the intraembryonic
compartment gives rise to bona fide HSC, precisely in the area that
encompasses the aorta, gonads and mesonephros. This scheme constitutes
the major advance of the decade in the field of hematology, and has
been extended to human embryos.

The experimental systems established to understand the origin of
hematopoietic stem cells are now used to approach unresolved questions .
While the intraembryonic generation of HSC is well accepted, the nature
and differentiation potential oftheir immediate precursor is still a matter of
controversy. The role of environmental signals in the different sites of
hematopoietic cell generation has not been analyzed, and the molecular
basis of the differences in potential displayed by cells of different origins is,
as yet, poorly defined. Another unresolved issue relates to other possible
sites that can provide the environmental conditions for HSC generation.
The concept that all HSC are generated once in the lifetime, during a short
period of development and then exported to hematopoietic organs where
they can expand and further differentiate,is consistent with the available data.



However, it is conceivable that other sites throughout embryonic development
and even in the adult can provide HSC that contribute to blood cell formation.
This volume provides the first elements to answers some ofthese questions.

The next years will hopefully bring exciting new observations in the
field that will allow the more efficient use of these cells in clinical protocols
ofgene and cell replacement therapy.

Isabelle Godin andAna Cumano



CHAPTER 1

Ventral and Dorsal Contributions
to Hematopoiesis in Xenopus
Aldo Ciau-Uitz, Maggie Walmsley and Roger Patient

Abstract

T he view that all blood derives from ventral mesoderm has been challenged in recent
years. In the Xenopus embryo , it is now clear that the embryonic blood compartment,
the ventral blood island (VBI), is derived from regions of the pre-gastrula embryo

traditionally referred to as dorsal as well as ventral. Furthermore, recent lineage labelling stud
ies in Xenopus, show that the adult blood lineage in the dorsal lateral plate (DLP) mesoderm
arises independently of the embryonic lineage. Thus, there appear to be three distinct sources
of blood in Xenopus embryos , two giving rise to the VBI and one the DLP. Distinct origins
coupled with separate migration pathways through the embryo suggestthat the three populations
may be independently programmed during development. Perturbation ofBMP signalling shows
that all three require this signal in order to form the putative bipotential precursor ofblood and
endothelium, the hemangioblast. Differences between the embryonic populations and the adult
lineage however have been detected with respect to retinoid signalling during gastrulation, and
also with respect to specific gene responses to BMP signalling. Experimental manipulations of
this model systemare beginning to inform our understanding ofthe developmental programming
of hematopoietic stem cells.

Introduction
Blood has been traditionally viewed as a derivative of ventral rnesoderrn.lv This view in

part reflects the location of the blood islands in the Xenopus embryo, which are found in the
belly region. Early fate mapping of these ventral blood islands (VBI) traced the cells to

the opposite side of the pre-gastrula embryo from the Spemann organizer and notochord tissue,
traditionally viewed as dorsal.' This side of the pre-gastrula embryo was therefore labelled
ventral . However, recent studies have uncovered a major contribution to the VBI from the
dorsal side of the embryo, rendering the early terminology a little misleading. In addition,
the origin ofblood cells in the Spemann organizer raises some interesting questions about the
embryonic signals required for blood formation, especially with respect to bone morphoge
netic protein (BMP) signalling.

Recent data from Xenopus have also enlivened the debate about the origin of the adult
blood, including the clinically important hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) . This has been a
controversial issue in mammalian embryos where two models are still competing. The first
model was proposed more than 30 years ago and states that the yolk sac is the source ofHSCs .3

Hematopoietic Stem CeU Development, edited by Isabelle Godin and Ana Cumano.
©2006 Eurekah.com and Kluwer Academic I Plenum Publishers.



2 Hematopoietic Stem Cell Development

According to this model, HSCs derive from the yolk sac and enter the blood stream,
seq uentially seeding the intraembryonic organs where emergence of hematopoietic activiry is
observed. According to the second model , HSCs first form in the embryo proper independently
of the yolk sac.4 This implies that the precursors ofyolk sac and intraembryonic hematopoiesis
arise independently during ontogenesis. A resolution of this issue will inform the process of
defining the embryonic signals that program the HSC.

Amphibian embryos have been used for a long time as model organisms for developmental
biology. Indeed many fundamental concepts, such as the Spemann organizer, were first
developed in these organisms. In recent years, the amphibian, Xenopus laeois, has dominated
studies of gastrulation, the formation of the three primary germ layers , morphogenetic
movements and embryonic patterning.

Many characteristics make the Xenopus embryo an ideal experimental modeI.5 Xenopus
embryos can be obtained in large numbers from adult females all year round, and they can be
fertilised and cultured in vitro thus providing many synchronously developing embryos.
Amphibian eggs are large, being approximately 1 mm in diameter, and therefore easy to
manipulate. Because they develop outside the mother and without the need for extraembryonic
structures, they are accessible to experimental manipulation at all developmental stages, from
oogenesis to adulthood. Because of this and their size, microdissection procedures, such as
tissue transplantation, are relatively easy to perform. Development is rapid: the body plan is
established and tissue-specific gene activation occurs within 24 h. In addition, the size and
number of embryos enable the extraction of sufficient material for biochemical analysis.
Finally, the embryos do not grow: their early development consists ofa series of cleavage divi
sions. This means, firstly, that it is possible to construct fate maps by injecting lineage tracers
into selected blastomeres: because there is no growth the marker does not become diluted
during development.? Furthermore, since embryonic blastomeres survive on their yolk reserves,
they will divide and even differentiate in a simple buffered salts solution. Thus it is possible to
culrure explants in isolation and to test defined molecules for their effects on differentiation
without the interference of poorly characterized serum components. In fact much of the
knowledge of mesoderm induction derives from exposure of nafve ectodermal cells (animal
caps) to inducing factor candidates. Another feature that makes Xenopus an attractive model
for developmental studies is the number of genes characterized, which currently exceeds 5000.
Imporrandy, the genes isolated include factors crucial for hematopoiesis , such as GATA-2, SCL
and AML-l/Runx-l (XarnI).

Hematopoietic Organs in Xenopus
During vertebrate development, multiple sites ofhematopoiesis are observed. Several tissues

within the mammalian embryo serve as reservoirs and/or generators ofhematopoietic activity:
yolk sac; para-aortic splanchnopleura (P-Sp); aorta, gonads and mesonephros region (AGM);
liver; spleen and thymus." In the mouse embryo, the liver, spleen and thymus form relatively
late in gestation and are thought to be seeded by hematopoietic progenitors produced else
where in the embryo.f Shortly after birth, the bone marrow becomes the principal site of
hematopoietic activity. The fetal liver is capable of providing all the blood lineages to the
developing organism and serves as the source of the HSCs that seed the thymus, spleen and
bone marrow.

In avian embryos, the liver is not considered a primary hematopoietic organ. The yolk sac
is the organ responsible for erythropoiesis during most of the incubation period. During early
stages ofdevelopment, the yolk sac produces red cells from its own progenitor cells, but for late
stages of development, erythropoiesis is carried out by stem cells received from the embryo
proper. In the embryo proper, the hematopoietic organs (thymus and bursa ofFabricius) are seeded
by HSCs derived from the para-aortic splanchnopleura directly rather than via the liver.7·8
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Amphibian hematopoiesis is more similar to rhar ofmammalian embryos in rhat the liver
plays a major role. Initially rhe VBI (yolk sac equivalent) is rhe major organ for erythropoiesis
and also provides hematopoietic precursor cells rhat seed the liver, rhymus and spleen. Erythro
poiesis begins in the VBI at stage 28 (31 h) ofdevelopment and by stage 40 (66 h) rhe VBI no
longer exists.9•lo In severalspecies ofRana, rhe second erythropoietic organ is rhe kidney (pro
nephros and mesonephrosll) . However, for larval Xenopus laeois, rhe kidney contribution to
erythropoiesis represents only 2% of the total number of erythroid cells.12The liver initiates
erythropoietic activity around stage 46 (106h), and is considered rhe major erythropoietic and
lymphopoietic organ of rhe Xenopus larva.12.13As in the mouse embryo, hematopoiesis in rhe
rhymus and spleen is only observed during late stages of development, when rhe embryo is
entering metamorphosis.

In amphibians, as in avians, studies ofrhe development ofhematopoietic cellshave greatly
benefited from rhe generation of embryo chimeras. Borh intra-speciesand inter-specieschimeras
can be generated using transplantation techniques . Their use established that two regions of
rhe early Xenopus embryo contain hematopoietic precursors:13 rhe ventral blood island (VBI),
which is located in the ventral mesoderm between rhe liver anlagen and rhe procrodeum.Y!
and the dorsolateral plate (DLP), which is located ventral to the somites and posterior to the
pronephros in the lateral mesoderm14 (see Fig. 2). Subsequently it was demonstrated that
rhe VBI contains rhe precursors for embryonic and early larval hematopoiesis, whereas the
DLP contains the precursors for late larval and adult hemaropoiesis .P'V Hematopoietic
precursors derived from both rhe VBI and rhe DLP migrate to and seed rhe liver, thymus and
spleen for a significant period of time.16 However, rhe DLP-derived cells are the major con
tributors to rhe adult hematopoietic organs, producing blood cells rhroughout adult life.14-1

?

Thus, in terms of their contributions to blood, rhe Xenopus VBI is equivalent to rhe mamma
lian yolk sac and rhe DLP is equivalent to the P-Sp/AGM region.

The relationship between rhe P-Sp and rhe AGM in mouse embryos is not yet proven but
it is assumed that rhe P-Sp gives rise to rhe AGM . A recently described manifestation of rhe
hematopoietic activiry in rhe P-Sp/AGM region is rhe appearance ofclusters in rhe floor ofthe
dorsal aorra and the other major arteries.l'' Using genes expressed in hematopoietic progenitors
as markers, we have recently described intra-aortic hematopoietic clusters in the stage 43 (85 h)
Xenopus embryo .l" In addition, orhers have reported the identification, after stage 44 (90 h) of
development, of many leukocytes of the macrophage/monocyte series, located in rhe mesen
chyme underneath the ventral wall of the dorsal aorta. lO Lineage tracing indicates that rhe
clusters derive from the same blastomere as the DLP (Fig. 2, stages 27-45 and see below).

Origins of Hematopoietic Cells in Xenopus
In Xenopus, hematopoietic cells have been trad itionally regarded as derived from ventral

mesoderm.li Fate maps established that dorsal and ventral tissues in post-gastrulation
embryos derive from opposite sides of rhe equator (or marginal zone) of the pre-gastrulation
embryo.I .2o Accordingly, the side of rhe embryo from which dorsal tissues, such as notochord
and somites, derived was named the dorsal marginal zone (DMZ) while the side from which
ventral tissues, such as blood, derived was named rhe ventral marginal zone (VMZ) . Thus from
rhese fate maps, it was deduced that the VBI (rhe ventral most mesoderm) derives from rhe
VMZI (Fig. lA, dark grey blastomere). A small contribution from rhe DMZ was observed in
rhe experiments of Dale and Slack but has until recently been ignored . It is important also to
mention that, for the purposes of this fate map, blood was considered part of lateral plate
mesoderm and the origin of the DLP as a separate entity was not addressed.

The view of a ventral origin for all hematopoietic cells in Xenopull was first challenged
wirh rhe discovery rhat dorsal marginal zone (DMZ) explants cultured in isolation can express
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Figure1.The originsof hematopoieticstemcells(HSC) inXenopus. Evolutionof the 32-cellstagefatemap
forhematopoietictissues.A) Daleand Slack!fatemap.Lateralplate,includingblood,derives from the most
ventral blastomere (dark grey). B) Lane and Smith23 fate map. The whole of the leading edge of the
mesoderm (LEM, darkgrey) contributes to the VB!. Twoanimal pole blastomeres (stars) alsocontribute.
Note the irregularlocationofcleavage planesin thevegetal/ventral (V)hemisphere. C) Ciau-Uitzet al!9 fate
map.The adult lineage(HSC via DLP and hematopoieticclusters) derives from a blastomerewhich does
not giveriseto the embryoniclineage, VB!.The aVB! derives from dorsalwhereas the pVB! derives from
ventralwith no contribution of'lateralblastomeres to the VB!.A: anterior;AP:animalpole;aVB!:anterior
VB!; D: dorsal; HSC: hematopoieticstem cells; LEM: leadingedge of the mesoderm;N: notochord; P:
posterior;pVB!: posteriorVB!; S: sornires; V: ventral;VP: vegetalpole.

Xarnl , the Xenopus homolog of the hematopoietic progenitor gene, AML-l or Runx-I, which
is normally expressed in the VBI. 22 Furthermore, LiCI dorsalized embryos were also
demonstrated to express both Xaml and a-globin. Interestingly, injection ofXRD, a dominant
negative form of'Xaml, into the VMZ of4-cell stage embryos, abolished a -globin expression in
the most posterior region of the VBI. Conversely, when XRD was injected into the DMZ,
a-globin expression was abolished in the most anterior region of the VBI. 22 Taken together,
these data suggested that the anterior region of the VBI (aVBI) derives from the dorsal
hemisphere of the 4-cell stage embryo whereas the posterior region of the VBI (pVBI) derives
from the ventral hemisphere.

These discoveries were confirmed and further expanded by Lane and Smith.23 These
authors demonstrated that Cl (see Fig. lC for blastomere numbering) , the blastomere which
gives rise to the Spemann organizer, contributes to primitive blood as indicated by labelled cells
in the circulation.P Their results also indicated that all the equatorial (tier C) and vegetal (tier
D) blastomeres contributed to primitive blood, at least in the vicinity of the cleavage planes
between these blasromeres: the region that will constitute the leading edge of the involuting
mesoderm (dark grey region in Fig. IB) . They proposed that the most dorsal equatorial blas
tomeres contribute to the most anterior region of the VBI and that the most ventral
equatorial blastomeres contribute to the most posterior region of the VBI , with the equatorial
blastomeres in the middle contributing to the central region of the VBI. Thus the concept ofa
ventral derivation for all hematopoietic cells in Xenopus could only be true if the axes of the
32-cell embryo were rotated through 90· (Fig. IB). The blood-forming region is represented
by the vegetal (yolk-proximal) toroid ofcells in the marginal zone (dark grey region in Fig. 1B)
with more dorsal mesoderm (somites (S) and notochord (N) in Fig. IB) derived from the
animal (yolk-distal) toroid ofcells. The old dorsal side becomes anterior (A) and the old ventral
side becomes posterior (P). Such a redrawing of the 32-cell fate map is consistent with the
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Figure 2. Development of hematopoietic cellsat successive sites in Xenopus. Precursors to embryonic and
adult hematopoietic cellsin the 32-cell stageembryo (stage6). Precursorsfor the aVBI migrate from dorsal
to ventral during gastrulation (stage 10-14). aVBI precursors initiate expression of hematopoietic and
endothelial genesin the vicinity of the cement gland, and begin migration into the VBI differentiating into
hematopoietic and endothelial cells(stage14-18). Migrating cellsreach the aVBI (stage24). VBI complete
(stage26). Erythropoiesis (globinsynthesis)in the VBI (stage26-40). Heart starts beating (srage34, vertical
pink line). Blood circulation established (stage35, vertical red line). Gene expression in the anterior DLP
commences (stage20). DLP complete (stage26). DLP cellsmigrate towards the hypochord (stage27-30).
Dorsal aorta (DA) lumen forms (stage 35-38) . Hematopoietic clusters associatedwith the ventral wall of
the DA and the underlying mesenchyme form (stage43-44) . A: anterior; AP: animal pole; aVBI: anterior
VBI; D: dorsal; DA: dorsal aorta; DLP: dorsal lateral plate; P: posterior; pVBI: posterior VBI; V: ventral;
VBI: ventral blood island; VP: vegetal pole.

origins ofanterior and posterior sornites, with the tail somites coming from the old ventral side
and the trunk somites coming from the old dorsal side of the embryo.

Data from our own laboratory confirmed the dual origin ofthe VB!. 19 Cells derived from

the VMZ of the 4-cell embryo populate the pVBI whereas the DMZ forms the aVB!. The

progeny of the DMZ occupy the ventral mesoderm from the area of the cement gland to half
way down the VB!. At the beginning ofgastrulation, the DMZ derivatives include the Spemann
organizer, and blastomeres C I and D I ofthe 32-cell stage embryo have been shown to contribute
to the Spemann organizer of the gastrulating embryo.24 Lineage tracin~ confirmed that the

progeny of these blastomeres populate the aVBI of the stage 26 embryo 9 (Fig. l C), Thus, it

appears that the aVBI cells, the "early anterior" Xaml-expressing cells described by Tracey Jr. et
al,22 represent the first fast involuting cells of the gastrula embryo. These involuting cells,

initially located dorsally, migrate along the roof of the blastocoel and at the end ofgastrulation
they are located ventrally, close to the cement gland forming area (Fig. 2, stages 10-14). Later
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on, they migrate from the cement gland area to their final location, the aVBI (Fig. 2, stages
18-24).

Our 32-cell stage lineage tracing agreeswith the Lane and Smith23 fate map in the sense
that a dorsal contribution to the VBI was observed. However, our data do not support their
claim that all the blastomeres ofthe C and D tiers contribute to embryonic blood: we found no
contribution from the CD3 blastomere (I6-cell stage) or C3 and D3 blastomeres (32-cell
stage) to the VBI19 (Fig. l C). The differences can be explained by the fact that these authors
used irregularly cleaving embryos (compare Fig. 18 with IC), where blastomeres D2 and D3
are larger than in regularly cleaving embryos, and occupy some of the territory normally
contained within D 1 and D4 of regularly cleaving embryos.

The VMZ of 4-cell embryos gives rise to both the pVBI and the DLp'19,25 Thus, at this
level of resolution, the adult and one of the two embryonic blood compartments share a
common origin. To determine if this resulted from migration between the VBI and the DLp,
we performed transplantation experiments.t'' In the case of the DLP, blood cells do not
differentiate in situ and its location is defined by tissue transplantation.14-1? However, the
expression ofblood genes such as GATA-2 in a strip ofmesodermal cellsrunning alongside and
immediately dorsal to the developing pronephric duct, and below the somitic mesoderm,
enables a visualization of the HSCs in the DLP. With a combination of ventral mesoderm
transplantations at the neurula stage (stage 14) ofdevelopment, and in situ hybridization with
a GATA-2 probe at tail bud stages, we were able to demonstrate that no cells migrate from the
VBI to the DLp'26Thus, the VBI and the DLP derive from different regions of the embryo, at
least after stage 14.

To determine the origin of the DLP in embryos earlier than stage 14, and at higher
resolution than possible at the 4-cell stage, we fate mapped the progeny ofsingle blastomeres of
the 32-cell embryo. 19 To ensure that cells could not arrive via the circulation , embryos were
analyzed using blood markers prior to the onset of blood circulation (stage 26). The lineage
labeling experiments show quite clearly that the DLP derives from a blastomere (C3) distinct
from those (CI, DI, and D4) giving rise to the VBI (Fig. Ie). Thus, at this extremely early
stage ofdevelopment, the precursors to adult and embryonic blood are separate. These results
disagree with the fate map of Lane and Smith23 over the progeny of blastomere C3. In their
experiments, C3 gives rise to circulating cells at stage 41, which are known to derive from the
VBI,9,II,16 while our results indicate that C3 gives rise to the DLP and not the VBI. The
explanation again appears to reside in the differing cleavagepatterns of the embryos injected
with lineage label. Lane and Smith never saw regularly cleaving embryos and chose to use
embryos with large D2 and D3 blastomeres instead (compare Fig. IB with l C). In these ir
regularly cleaving embryos, blastomeres C3 and D3 occupy territory normally occupied by D4
in regularly cleaving embryos and therefore label the circulating embryonic blood. In contrast,
in regularly cleaving embryos, the C3 and D3 blastomeres gave rise to circulating cellsat stage
41 in only 2 out of 17 embryos. 19 In conclusion, the results show that precursors for the adult
(DLP) and embryonic (VBI) hematopoietic lineages are separate in the early embryo.

In order to follow the fate of the hematopoietic precursors located in the DLp, we moni
tored C3 injected embryos at increasingly later stages of development. 19 We were able to
observe the known migration of cells from the DLP to the midline to later form the dorsal
aorta2? (Fig. 2, stages 27-30) . Importantly, the hematopoietic clusters of cells associated with
the ventral aspect of the dorsal aorta (Fig. 2, stages 43-44) were also labelled (Fig. 3). Before
migration, the cells of the DLp, characteristically for hemangioblasts, coexpresshematopoietic
and endothelial genesl9 (unpublished results). However, during the migration phase, expres
sion of hematopoietic genes was silenced but expression of endothelial genes continued.
Hematopoietic gene expression returned one day after the aorta had formed. The re-emergence
of hematopoietic gene expression was restricted to the single medial dorsal aorta with neither
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Figure3.The originsofhematopoieticclusters associated withtheventralwall ofthedorsalaortainXenopus.
The hematopoietic clusters and the wallof the dorsalaorta derivefromblastomere C3 of the 32-cellstage
embryo, the sameblastomere that gives riseto the DLP. 10 mm transverse sectionof a stage43 embryo
injectedwith ~-gal mRNAinto one of the twoC3 blastomeres at the 32-cellstage. Greyarrow, a hemato
poieticcluster. Greyarrowhead, endothelialliningof the dorsalaorta, Black arrowheads, pronephricduets.
n: notochord.s: somite.

the anterior paired dorsal aortae nor the posterior cardinal veins containing hematopoietic
clusters. These data probably explain earlier transplantation studies in Rana and Xenopus
embryos, in which apparently differentiating blood cells derived from the DLP were observed
in the viciniry of the dorsal aorta.14,28,29

In agreement with our observations in Xenopus, evidence that primitive and definitive
hematopoietic precursors have different origins, comes from the analysis of interspecific yolk
sac chimeras in avian embryos (see chapter by ]affredo). These experiments demonstrated that
adult hematopoiesis originates from intraembryonic precursors and that the yolk sac has an
important role only in the establishment of a transient primitive erythropoiesis.

Development of Hematopoietic Cells in Association with Endothelial
Cells in Xenopus

During ontogeny, the development of the hematopoietic lineage occurs in very close
association with the endothelial lineage (see chapter by]affredo, Orrersbach and Arai). Within
the extraembryonic tissues of mammals and birds, both blood cells and endothelial cellsl
angioblasts arise within large mesodermal cell aggregates, the blood islands. In the embryo
proper, definitive hematopoietic cells also develop in close association with endothelial
cells. Definitive hematopoietic cells are thought to first appear as clusters associated with the
ventral wall of the dorsal aorta and other arteries of the embryo.18 The mechanism by which
such hematopoietic clusters arise has been a subject of considerable interest and discussion .

Evidence for the existence of a bipotential precursor for hematopoietic and endothelial
cells, the hemangioblast, comes from observations that many genes are co-expressed and/or
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required during early stages ofboth blood cell and blood vesseldevelopment.f However, while
populations of cells have been shown to give rise to both endothelial and hematopoietic
progeny, to date, no in vivo proof ofa clonal relationship between the two cell rypes has been
presented. Resolution of the in vivo existence of the hemangioblast will require single cell
lineage labelling experiments.

In Xenopus embryos, the two compartments containing hematopoietic precursors, namely
the VBI and the DLp, develop in regions where endothelial cellshave also been seen developing.
For example, the vitelline veins develop near the VBI whereas the posterior cardinal veins
develop in the DLP area.30

-
32 Our gene expression analysis demonstrates that cell populations

co-expressing both hematopoietic and endothelial genes, and, therefore, with characteristics of
hemangioblasts, do indeed exist in the early embryo'" (unpublished results). Although we have
not found hemangioblasts in the VBI region itself, a population of hemangioblasts located
more anteriorly during neurula stages migrate, as development progresses, and populate the
aVBI (Fig. 2, stages 18-24; unpublished results). Lineage labelling experiments show that these
cells give rise to both blood and endothelial cells, reinforcing their identity as hemangioblasts.

Regarding the DLP region, a population ofcells co-expressinghematopoietic and endothelial
genes is also observed there19 (unpublished results). However, pronephric duct genes are also
expressed in these cells at this time26 (unpublished results). A subgroup of the cells migrates to
the midline to give rise, first, to the dorsal aorta and, later, to the hematopoietic clusters associ
ated with the dorsal aorta19 (Fig. 2, stages 27-30; Fig. 3). Taken together, migration of
'hemangioblasts' appears to be a common feature for both embryonic and adult hematopoietic
cell development in Xenopus.

Ventral hemangioblasts do not differentiate into blood cells in situ, to do so they migrate
posteriorly to the VBI. Similarly, DLP hemangioblasts do not differentiate into blood cells in
situ , they migrate to the midline to do so. Interestingly, endothelial cells do differentiate in the
places where hemangioblast formation occurs. Cells ofthe ventral hemangioblast which do not
migrate to the VBI, differentiate into angioblasts that later form the ventral aorta and the
endocardium. Similarly, cells of the DLP which do not migrate to the midline, differentiate
into angioblasts that later form the cardinal veins. Taken together, these observations suggest
that the VBI and the dorsal aorta region provide cues that allow the differentiation ofhernato
poieric cells from hemangioblasts, and that the microenvironments of the locations where the
hemangioblasts originate prevent their differentiation into blood .

The posterior component ofthe VBI (pVBI) derivesfrom ventral regions ofthe pre-gastrula
embryo19.22.23 (Fig. 1,2). Although hematopoietic and endothelial cells develop in the pVBI
region, we have not been able to detect a hemangioblast population which gives rise to this
region of the embryo (unpublished results). However, signal perturbations that affect the pos
terior derivatives affect blood and endothelial cells equally (see below), suggesting that they
may well share a biporential progenitor like the cells in the aVBI and the DLP.

In mammals, the hematopoietic gene, AML-l/Runxl , has a strong association with the
adult hematopoietic lineage. Thus, the Runxl or Cbfb (the heterodimeric partner ofRunxl)
null mutant mice reveal an absolute requirement for these genes in definitive hematopoiesis,
but not in primitive hematopoiesis.33-

36 Runxl association with the adult lineage is observed at
the level of the aortic hematopoietic clusters: Runxl is strongly expressed by these clusters and
an important role there is indicated by their absence in the knockout mouseY In apparent
contrast, the Xenopus homologue ofRunxl , Xaml, isexpressed in the VBI and not in the adult
compartment, the DLp' 22 This can be explained by the fact that Runxl is required for the
differentiation ofhematopoietic cells.37•38 Thus, in the VBI, where hematopoietic cells differ
entiate, Xaml expression is observed and in the DLp, where differentiation of hematopoietic
cells does not occur, Xaml is not expressed. However, at later stages of development, Xaml
expression is observed in cells of the aortic clusters and the mesenchyme underneath the
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ventral aspect of the dorsal aorta, confirming its association with differentiating hematopoietic
cellsand with definitivehemaropoiesis.I''Thus, Runxl 'sassociationwith the adult hematopoietic
lineage extends to amphibians and our data confirm that its expression is coincident with the
differentiation of th is lineage. Runxl expression has also been detected in the yolk sacofmouse
embryos. Although loss of Runxl function does not affect the initial wave oferythropoiesis in
the yolk sac, it does prevent the later appearance of hematopoietic cells closely associated with
the yolk sac endothelium indicating that it may play an important role in endothelial
dedifferentiation.37 Thus, taken together with these data, our observations of the timing of
Xarnl expression in the dorsal aorta area support the idea that Runxl facilitates the epithelial to
mesenchyme transition that gives rise to hematopoietic cells from the vasculature.Y

Embryonic Signals Involved in Hematopoietic Development
in Xenopus

The distinct origins and migration pathways for embryonic and adult blood suggest that
they may come under the influence of different embryonic signals during their ontogeny.
Indeed, it has been demonstrated that ventral mesoderm transplanted into the DLP region
contributed to adult hematopoiesis and, conversely, that DLP mesoderm transplanted into the
VB! region contributed to embryonic blood.25 These results indicate that hematopoietic
precursors located in both the VBI and DLP have the potentiality of producing both embryonic
and adult blood and suggest that microenvironmental signals restrict differentiation into one
of the lineages.25

In Xenopus , mesoderm is induced in the equatorial region of pre-gastrula embryos by
TGF-~ signals, most likely of the nodal-related family, produced in vegetal cells.39 Blood is
formed from the leading edge ofgastrulating mesoderm, the first cells to involute on the dorsal
and ventral sides of the embryo19,23 (Fig. 18 and C). This territory is marked out as early as
mid-gastrula by GATA-2, a transcription factor associated with very early blood progenitors
including stem cells. 26,40 Blood formation is restricted to this subset of the mesoderm by FGF
signalling.41

,42 In isolated VMZ explants grown to tailbud stages, globin expression is restricted
to the vegetal end of the explant. When however, VMZs are isolated from embryos injected
ventrally with XFD, a dominant negativeinhibitor ofFGF signalling,43 globin expressionspreads
into more animal regions of the explant normally fated to become somites.

Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) have long been associated with ventral patterning
and the formation ofblood .Thus ectopic expression ofBMP4 in Xenopus intact embryos, or in
animal cap (presumptive ectoderm) explants, stimulates blood cell and globin production,44-46
and injection of a dominant negative receptor for BMP results in a reduction ofbloodlglobin.47,48

We have shown that injection ofa dominant negative BMP receptor (tBR) into VMZs results
in loss of expression of blood and endothelial markers in the posterior blood island compart
ment whilst leaving the anterior blood island intact, emphasising the distinct origins ofthe two
VBI compartments (unpublished results) . Targeting tBR to the DMZ on the other hand,
eliminates blood and endothelial marker expression in the anterior blood island and, in
addition, reduces expression of blood markers in the posterior compartment suggesting a
requirement for a signal from the anterior compartment for posterior VBI development.
Furthermore, more lateral injections of tBR into the ventrolateral marginal zone (VLMZ),
which includes blastomere C3, eliminated expression ofblood and endothelial markers in the
DLp, where the precursors for adult blood are located. Thus all three blood compartments
require BMP signalling for development of blood .

If the dorsal blood compartment requires BMP signalling, how is this achieved when the
precursors of this region originate from the area of the Spemann organizer, a rich source of
BMP antagonists such as noggin, chordin and follistatin ? Kumano et al41 demonstrated that
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even when chordin and noggin were over expressed in organizer blastomeres Cl and Dl, these
cellswere still able to make blood in the anterior blood island suggesting that they were refrac
tory to BMP antagonism. When, however, BMP antagonists were injected into blastomere A4,
which is fated to become ventral ectoderm at tailbud stages, globin expression in the VBI was
strongly repressed. This suggests that the requirement for BMP in blood formation might
occur during gastrulation when the leading edge mesoderm comes into contact with the
ventral ectodermY A role for this ectoderm in BMP signalling to the blood mesoderm has
been previously suggested by juxtapositioning animal cap and VMZ explants.46 Confirmation
that the signalling occurs during gastrulation comes from the measurement of the half life of
tBR RNA injected into Xenopus embryos, which demonstrates that the RNA is abundant at the
end ofgastrulation but is completely degraded during neurula stages (unpublished results). In
addition, any chordin diffusing towards the future ventral ectoderm from the organizer region
will be cleaved by the metalloproteases, Xolloid and BMPl, which are expressed there.49

The precursors ofXenopus adult blood located in the DLP migrate to the midline where
they form clusters associated with the dorsal aorta. Whether these clusters emerge from the
endothelial cells of the aorta is still debated. The endothelial derivatives of the DLP migrate
towards the hypochord, an endoderm derived structure which secretes vascular endothelial
growth factor, VEGF,19.50 The migrating cells express the Flk-I receptor for VEGF and it is
likely that this signalling pathway is influencing their differentiation into endothelial cells.51

One day later, when VEGF production in the hypochord has ceased, blood gene expression is
detected in and under the floor of the dorsal aona.19 It is possible that the absence ofVEGF
and the presence ofanother signal in the mid-line at this stage ofdevelopment are factors in the
appearance ofthe clusters. Ofparticular interest is the expression ofhigh levelsofBMP4 in the
region just below the dorsal aorta in human embryos (see chapter by Marshall).52

Finally, the vitamin A derivative, retinoic acid (RA), has long been known to affect blood
cell development. In the Xenopus embryo , exposure durin~ gastrulation to exogenous RA re
sults in complete loss of globin expression in the VB!.26, 3 However, GATA-2 expression in
both the VBI and the DLP were unaffected , suggesting that elevated RA blocks differentiation
of early blood progenitors. 26We have now re-investigated the action of RA using more blood
and endothelial markers to determine which steps in the blood pathway are sensitive to el
evated RA (unpublished results). We have shown that all the blood and endothelial markers
tested in the DLp, and all except Xaml in the VBI, are expressed normally. We conclude that
elevated retinoid signalling prevents blood differentiation from hemangioblasts, possibly by
preventing Xarnl expression.

To further explore the role ofRA signalling in blood development, we treated gastrulating
embryos with the drug, Disulphiram, which inhibits aldehyde dehydrogenases, thereby lower
ing the levelofRA signalling (unpublished data). We found that all blood and endothelial gene
expression in the VBI was eliminated except for GATA-2. We conclude that formation of
embryonic blood and endothelium from GATA-2+ mesoderm requires RA signalling. Interest
ingly all of the markers were expressed normally in the DLP in 50% of the embryos, while all
except XHex and SCL were expressed in the other 50%. We conclude that the DLP is less
sensitive than the VBI to reduced RA signalling during gastrulation.

In conclusion, even though the embryonic blood compartment has dorsal as well as
ventral contributions, both cell populations are equally sensitive to perturbed BMP or RA
signalling. In contrast, the adult blood lineage has a distinct origin to the embryonic blood,
and an altered dependence on at least one embryonic signal during ontogeny.
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CHAPTER 2

Genetic Dissection of Hematopoiesis Using
the Zehrafish
Rebecca A. Wingertand Leonard I. Zon

Abstract

H ematopoiesis during embryogenesis and adult life has been extensively studied in
severalvertebrate models. The zebrafish (Danio rerio) has recently provided a power
ful genetic system to further dissect the molecular pathways of hematopoiesis.

Large-scalegenetic screens utilizing the zebrafish have ident ified blood mutants with defects in
mesoderm patterning, hematopoietic stem cell generation and maintenance, hematopoietic
progenitor cell proliferation and differentiation, and erythoid differentiation. Cloning of the
mutations has revealed both known and novel genes required for blood production, and served
to underscore the strength of the zebrafish as a hematopoietic model. Continued study of
zebrafish hematopoietic mutants offers an exciting venue to investigate hematopoiesis during
vertebrate ontogeny, as well as to elucidate therapeutics for human blood diseases.

Introduction
Hematopoiesis is a dynamic, ongoing process that generates all blood cell lineages from

the pluripotent hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) throughout the lifeof an organism.The zebrafish
(Danio rerio) has emerged as a powerful model system to study vertebrate organ development
and heritable human disorders. l -4 In particular, zebrafish are useful to study the development
of the hematopoietic system.5-6 Zebrafish genetic screens have found mutations that affect a
broad range of events involved in hematopoiesis . Progressive improvements in the zebrafish
genomics infrastructure, includ ing the creation of physical and genetic maps, radiation hybrid
panels, and large genomic insert libraries, have enabled the genetic cloning of many zebrafish
mutants.7-14A number ofzebrafish hematopoietic mutants have been identified by a combina
tion of candidate and positional cloning strategies. Characterization of these blood mutants
has revealed new perspectives on hematopoiesis, and in several cases, mutants represent new
models of human blood diseases. This review will address the zebrafish blood mutants that
have been generated to date and the insight that their embryological and genetic investigations
have provided into hematopoiesis .

Zebrafish Hematopoiesis
As in other vertebrates, hematopoiesis in zebrafish ontogeny occurs in multiple waves

from different anatomical sites in the embryo.15,16 An initial primitive wave, equivalent to
mammallian yolk sac hematopoiesis , occurs within the zebrafish embryo proper. Mesoderm

Hematopoietic Stem CeO Development, edited by Isabelle Godin and Ana Cumano.
©2006 Eurekah.com and Kluwer Academic I Plenum Publishers.
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Figure 1. Formationof the intermediatecellmass. Following mesoderm induction, the ventralmesoderm
domainwillgiveriseto theprimitiveblood. Insituhybridization forsciexpression at 12hpf marksthestripes
of ventralmesoderm blood precursors in the zebrafish embryo (A). B) GATA-1 expression in the ventral
mesoderm at 16hpfasthestripesfuse, and (C)at 24 hpfafterthe ICM hasformed(andbeforeerythrocytes
haveexitedinto circulation).

induction and subsequent patterning divides the mesoderm into dorsal and ventral domains.
Following gastrulation, the ventral mesoderm that will give rise to the blood consists of two
stripes of cells that migrate medially to form the intermediate cell mass OCM), the
intraembryonic blood island which contains both hematopoietic and vascular progenitors (Fig.
lA_C).15,17,18 Primitive erythroid cells exit the ICM and migrate rostrally along the trunk to
enter circulation in a path over the yolk sac concomitant with the onset of rhythmic heart
contractions at 24 hours post fenilization (hpf).17Embryonic circulation is comprised oferyth
roid cells, macrophages, and neutrophils.19-21 Like mammals, the primitive erythroid
cells express embryonic globins.22Asdevelopment progresses, there is a transition to definitive
hematopoiesis which begins as early as 4 days post fertilization (dpf) in the kidney primor
dium. ' 8Definitive zebrafish hematopoiesis produces cells ofthe erythroid, myeloid, lymphoid,
and thrombocyte lineages; these cells arise primarily from the adult kidney, though some
hematopoietic activity occurs in the adult spleen (Fig. 2D).15,18 Zebrafish peripheral blood
cells resemble mammalian cells, but definitive erythrocytes retain their nuclei as in other fish.23,24
Erythropoiesis in adult zebrafish is characterized by the expression ofadult globins, demonstrating
that developmental globin switching occurs in the zebrafish.25

Zebrafish orthologues of genes required for both primitive and definitive hematopoiesis,
including scl, Im02, GATA factors , c-rnyb, runxl, pu.l, ikaros, rag, and §lobins, have
been isolated and function similar to their mammalian counterparts. 17,19,20,22,25- 3The expres
sion of these genes has been used to follow the developing blood populations during the
primitive and definitive waves by whole-mount RNA in situ hybridization. The expression of
scl begins at 2-3 somites in the stripes ofventral mesoderm and continues to be expressed in the
blood until 24 hp£26,28 Other markers of early hematopoietic progenitors, including Im02,
GATA-2, and hhex are expressed in the ventral mesoderm and in the ICM compartment with
the same timing as scl expression. 17,3I,34 A subset of the sol-expressing cells begin to express
GATA-l at the 4-5 somite stage; coexpression of scl and GATA-l delineates the primitive
erythroid p0f:ulation within the ICM, while the gatal-negarive cells in the ICM represent
angioblasts. I ,28Markers ofthe differentiated erythroid lineage, including the embryonic globin
chains, heme biosyntheticen~es, and erythroid cytoskeletal genes, are expressed in the ICM
at 12 to 16 somite srages.22,29, 5The definitive wave is marked by expression ofc-myb between
approximately 31 and 38 hours in the ventral wall of the dorsal aorta, the zebrafish equivalent
to the mammalian aorta-gonad-mesonephros (AGM) region (Fig. 2A_B).18,31 By 4 dpf
hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) have colonized the developin~ kidney and have begun to
produce a new population of circulating erythrocytes (Fig. 2C). 5,18 Also beginning at 4 dpf
morphologically distinct definitive erythroid cells are observed in circulation; these definitive
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Figure 2. Thesiteofhematopoiesis changes during zebrafish ontogeny. A) At36 hpf, expression ofc-myb
in thewall of thedorsal aorta marks thezebrafish equivalent to themammalian AGM, enlarged in (B). C)
Arrow indicates thelocation oftheembryonic kidney at5dpf marked byexpression of'Na' IK+ATPase al
subunit. D) Whole kidney marrow from a zebrafish adult contains eo/basophils (b), enhroblasts (eb),
erythrocytes (e), lymphocytes (I), monocytes (m), and thrornbocytes (r),

cells likely arise from the AGM, though lineage tracing has not been done.36 This second
population of erythrocytes still express embryonic globins; adult globin expression is
detectable at approximately 25 dpf suggesting that zebrafishactuallyundergo an embryonic
to larval to adult globin transition (A. Brownlie and LJ. Zon , unpublished). The thymic
organs form bi 65 hpfand are then populated by rag1, lck, and ikaros-expressing Iymphoeyres
at 4 dpf18,32,3 .37,38 Macroph:§es ariseindependently from a rostral anlagethat isderived from
anterior paraxialmesoderm.V' 0The macrophageanlageis marked by expression of pu.I, fms,
leukocyte-specific plastin (l-plastin), c-myb, and draculin, with expression of pu.I, l-plastin,
and fms distinguishing myeloid cells from the primitive erythroid population. 19-21 ,30,39,40

Macrophages are present on the yolk sacasearlyas 24 hpf though it is unknown whether they
represent a primitive macrophage population that is later replaced by monocyte-derived
macrophages or whether they remain as long-term residents in the developing fish.19

Zebrafish Genetics and Hematopoietic Mutants
The zebrafish has several attributes that make it an excellentvertebrate systemto study the

developmental biology and genetics of hematopoiesis. Since zebrafish fertilization is external,
embryos are accessible at all stages of development. The transparency of zebrafish embryos
permits visual observation of circulating blood cell morphology (number and color) from the
time circulation begins at 24 hpf up to day 7-10 of development. Blood cellscan be obtained
easily from the zebrafish embryo for analysis, and as discussed, zebrafish hematopoiesis parallels
that of higher vertebrates, Zebrafish are amenable to forward genetic screensasa largenumber
ofadults can be maintained in a relativelysmall area, adults generate hundreds of offspring in
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a single mating, and the fish have a short generation time to sexual maturity (approxi
mately 3 months). Additionally, mutations in the zebrafish germ line can be induced by chemical
mutagens, gamma or X-rays, and more recently via insertional mutagenesisy-46

Two large-scale genetic screens have used zebrafish to identify genes required for develop
ment.47,48 From these screens, over 50 blood mutants comprising 25 complementation groups
were identified by inspecting zebrafish embryos for the absence of circulating blood or an
alteration in its color.36,49 In addition, several spontaneous zebrafish blood mutants have been
identified, as well as blood mutants generated serendipitously in other screens.50-52 This
combination of sources has produced a plethora of hematopoietic mutants that can be placed
into the following categories: mesoderm patterning mutants, hematopoietic stem cell (HSC)
mutants, committed progenitor mutants, proliferation and/or maintenance mutants, hypo
chromic mutants, and photosensitive mutants (Fig. 3). The embryological characterization
and genetic cloning of these blood mutants by several groups has revealed valuable perspective
into the molecular regulation of hematopoiesis.

Mesoderm Patterning Mutants
Mesoderm induction and patterning during embryogenesis establishes early dorsal and

ventral mesoderm domains in the blastula; blood is specified subsequently in the ventral
domain.53Signaling through members of the transforming growth factor ~-related bone
morphogenic protein (BMP) familyare necessaryfor correct specificationofventral mesoderm.54.55

Secreted BMP-2 and BMP-4 signal through BMP receptors, leading to the downstream
activation of SMAD proteins.56 SMAD proteins function in turn to activate transcription of
target genes, which include Mix.l and its family members. Negative regulation ofBMP signal
ing occurs via the action ofcompetitive antagonists for the BMP receptors. These antagonists
are secreted from the Spemann organizer to induce specification of dorsal mesoderm identity,
and include the genes chordin, noggin, cerberus, and follistatin. 57

Zebrafish with mutations that alter BMP signaling have defects in dorsoventral pattern
formation that result in the inability to induce normal hematopoiesis in the ventral mesoderm.
The mutants swirl (swr) and snailhouse (snh) represent respective mutations in the ligands
BMP2b and BMP7, and have expanded dorsal tissues at the expense of the ventral blood and
pronephros.58-61The dorsalized mutant somitabun (sbn) also has greatly reduced blood.58 sbn
is caused by a defect in the transcription factor smad'i, which is specifically required down
stream ofBmp2b signaling to mediate Bmb2b autoregulation.V The dorsalized lost-a-fin (laf)
mutant represents a mutation in activin receptor-like kinase 8 (alk8), a novel type 1 serinel
threonine BMP receptor.58.63.64 Embryos lacking both maternal and zygotic laf expression mimic
the strongly dorsalized phenotype of swr and snh mutants, evincing a complete absence of
blood.64 In contrast, dino mutants, which have a mutation in the BMP antagonist chordin,
display a strong venrralized phenotype with expansion ofblood in the embryo.65.66 Phenotypic
analysis of these zebrafish mutants supports the current model of how BMP signaling acts to
direct mesoderm dorsoventral fate. However, the rninifin (mfn) mutant, which has a defect in
the rolloid gene, has normal primitive blood production even though embryos are dorsalized
and suffer a variable lossoftail tissue.58,67 Since overexpressionofzebrafish tolloid causesa moder

ate ventralization of the embryo along with expansion of the blood, the normal blood in mfn
mutants might be explained by the presence of another tolloid (or tollo id-like) gene.68 The
remaining dorsalized ogon (ogo) and ventralized piggytail (pgy) mutants are likely to harbor
mutations in genes that affect BMP signaling in the early embryo; recent evidence suggests that
the ogon gene in fact acts to antagonize BMP signaling through a tolloid- and
chordin-independenr function.58,65,69,70
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Figure3. Zebrafishblood mutants representdefectsat variousstagesof primitivehematopoiesis.Hemato
poietic mutants identified in two large-scale screensfor genesaffectingembryogenesis havebeen classified
based on the nature of their primitive blood defects into the following categories: mesoderm patterning
mutants, hematopoietic stem cell mutants (inclusive of hemangioblast defects), erythroid progenitor
mutants, and erythroid differentiation/proliferation mutants (inclusiveofhypochromicand photosensitive
mutant classes). Complementation analysis has not been performed betweenthe paw, sti, db, dsm, andfrx
(isolatedin Boston) and mutants of each respecrive phenotype category, so these mutants may be in fact
allelic to other members of their category. Top panel: black: zebrafish mutant; grey between bracket:
identified gene; Bottom panel: genes required for primitive hematopoiesis; *: genes required at the same
stagesfor definitivehematopoiesis.

In addition to BMP signaling, the T-box transcription factor VegT (tbx16/Brat) is crucial
for endoderm formation and the release ofmesoderm-inducing signals. The zebrafish spadetail
gene appears to represent a homologue ofVegT, and consistent with this , spt mutants develop
with severe deficiencies in both mesodermal and endodermal tissues.50,72.73spt embryos have

defective convergence of their trunk paraxial mesoderm; the mesoderm defects in Spt also
result in poorly formed trunk sornites and disorganized tail development, the latter including
defects in both blood and vessel formation.31 .50.72 spt embryos have reduced expression of

Im02 and GATA-2 and in the ventral mesoderm, and the stripes of blood progenitors which
are present fail to fully converge at the midline (Fig. 4).31 Few GATA-l-expressing cells are seen

in the ICM of spt embryos, and embryos make hardly any circulating primitive erythroid

cells." spt embryos do express blood vessel markers, including flil , flkl , and flt4, though

expression (as with eventual vessel structure) is disorganized in the embryo tail. While it is

unclear precisely how the spt gene functions to specify blood fate, the blood phenotypes

observed in both spt and the various dorsoventral mutants underscore the importance ofproper

mesoderm patterning for normal embryonic hematopoiesis.

Hematopoietic Stem Cell Mutants
A number ofzebrafish mutants have been collected that correctly pattern their mesoderm,

but which possess defects in the development or maintenance of hematopoietic stem cells
(HSCs). During ontogeny, HSCs have been hypothesized to originate from a precursor cell,
coined the hemangioblast, that is capable of producing both the blood and vessel endothelial
lineages,?4 A close anatomical association exists between blood and vascular cells during
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embryogenesis.74-78 Several lines of experimental evidence support the existence of a
biporential hematopoietic-endothelial precursor, which functionally explains the intimate
developmental proximity of these tissues.79Blood and endothelial progenitors have been found
to coexpress a number of genes, incIuding CD34, c-kit, flk-l , sci, tie-L, and tie_2.8o-88 Mice
lacking the flkl, CBF, or sci genes have both blood and vascular defects.89-91Mouse chimeric
transplantation experiments have found that flkl deficient embryonic stem cells fail to con
tribute to blood and vascular lineages.85Finally, in vitro culture ofblast-colony-forming cells in
the presence ofappropriate cytokines has found that these cellshave the capacity to give rise to
both hematopoietic and endothelial cells.92-

94

The zebrafish mutant cloche (clo) has defects in its hematopoietic and endothelial
lineages during embryogenesis, suggesting that cIo is essential for the formation or mainte 
nance of the hemangioblast. cIo embryos almost entirely lack blood and fail to develop
vasculature; in addition , the heart chambers become enlarged due to the lack of an endocardium,
with the atrium expanded to resemble a bell-like shape.51 cIo embryos have severely reduced
sci, Im02, GATA-2, and GATA-l expressions, suggesting a loss of blood progenitors (Fig.
4).26,28.31.51,95 In addition, cIo embryos have almost undetectable expression offlkl , and tie-I
expression is absent, consistent with the loss of vessels.31,95 Overexpression of the bHLH
transcription factor scl in cIo mutants has been shown to rescue blood expression of GATA-I
and vessel expressionof both flkl and tiel, though sci has been eliminated as a genetic candidate
for cIo based on the respective linkage group positions ofsci and cIo.28The rescue ofblood and
vessel structures by sci overexpression in cIo mutants establishes that cIo acts prior to sci to

specify the fate of these tissues. Remarkably,SCL variants unable to bind DNA rescue primitive
erythropoiesis and vasculogenesis in cIo embryos, demonstrating that sci functions in a
DNA-binding-independent manner to enable development of blood and vesselIineages." hhex
overexpression in cIo mutants has been shown to rescue expression of sci, GATA-I , flkl, flil ,
and tieI. 34 However, hhex has been elimininated as a candidate for cIo based on their respective
genomic loci.34 Furthermore, despite the striking similarity between the clo phenotype and the
mouse flk-l knockout phenotype, flk-l also maps independently of cIo. cIo is likely to function
prior to flkl to specify vascular differentiation, as flkl expression is not detected in do mutants
where endothelial cells and their progenitors normally reside.95Overexpression ofbmp4 in cIo
embryos fails to rescue sci or GATA-I expressing cells, indicating that the cIo gene product is
required for hematopoietic patterning subsequent to ventral mesoderm inducrion.Y Thus, cIo
gene function has been positioned after ventral mesoderm patterning but before the functions
of sci and flkl to direct blood and vessel differentiation. Additionally, the cIo gene product is
required both cell-autonomously and non-cell autonomously for blood differentiation and
survival.97 Unfortunately, the isolation of the cIo gene has proven difficult due to its telomeric
location; the successful cIoning of this gene would dearly provide invaluable insighr into the
early mechanisms regulating embryonic development and differentiation of the hematopoietic
and endothelial lineages.

The bloodless(bls)mutation (alsoknown assort-of-bloodless)causesan absenceof primitive
erythrocytes in a dominant but incompletely penetrant manner (Fig. 4).52Severelyaffected bls
embryos have virtually no erythroid cells at the onset of circulation; however, bls mutants
begin to recover circulating red cells after 5 dpf coinciding with the initiation of definitive
blood cell production around 4 dpf and mutants live readily to adulthood. Primitive
macrophages develop normally in bls mutants, and lymphopoiesis is normal, albeit delayed:
lymphoid precursors are absent in the thymic epithelium at 4.5 dpf but lymphocyres populate
the thymic epithelium by 7.5 dpf bls mutants have greatly reduced sci expression throughout
embryogenesis, suggesting that the bls gene product is required for hematopoietic stem/pro
genitor cell specification. Up to 18 hpf, GATA-I transcripts are also greatly reduced in bls
mutants, after which GATA-l ICM expression is undetectable by in situ hybridization.
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Figure 4. Characterization ofhematopoiesis in zebrafish embryosat24hourspostfertilization. Theexpres
sionof Imo2and GATA-2 (A, D) delineate thebloodprogenirors in theICM,while expression of GATA-l
andc-myb (B, C) marktheprimitive erythroid cells.Vascular markers includeflil ,flk1, andflt4 (E-G) . clo
embryos lackbloodandbloodvessels, andaccordingly lack expression ofearly hematopoietic andvascular
markers (O-V) .sptand blrembryos have angioblasts (though inspttheyare disorganized) (L-N, X-BB) ,and
express Imo2 and GATA-2, but lackGATA-l expression.

Interestingly, bls mutants express GATA-2 in the ir ICM, though the level is reduced in
comparison to wild-type siblings. The GATA-2-expressing cells could largely represent en
dothelial cells in the ICM region, since GATA-2 is expressed in both blood and endothelial
progenitors, and the ICM is known to contain both populations.I'' In agreement with
this, bls mutants have morphologicallyintact vasculature, and maintain normal flkl expression
during embryogenesis. The few sci-expressing cells that are specified from the ventral mesoderm
and then fail to maintain GATA-l eventually undergo apoptosis in the ICM between 15 and 23
hpf The overexpressionofsci (but not bmp4 or GATA-l) in bls mutants can rescueembryonic
erythrocyte production in the ICM; scioverexpression could act to rescuehematopoietic progeni
tors or potentially expand the number of blood progenitors specified from the mesoderm.
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Notably, sd overexpression in do mutants appears to rescue GATA-I expression in more rCM
cells than sd overexpression does in bls mutants, implying that the bls gene may playa role in
maintaining sd expression in blood progenitors. The inability of GATA-I overexpression to
rescue embryonic erythrocytes suggests that additional downstream targets of both sd and bls
are required for primitive erythroid hematopoiesis. Cell transplantion experiments found that
bls embryo donor cells contributed to the GATA-I-expressing rCM population in wild-type
hosts, whereas wild-rype donor cells were unable to produce GATA-l-positive erythroid
progenitors in bls mutants. The non-cell autonomous requirement for the bls gene combined
with the incomplete penetrance of the bls phenotype supports the speculation that bls is a
secreted factor or cell surface receptor that is uniquely necessary for development or mainte
nance of primitive hematopoietic precursors , possibly by regulating sd expression. Normal
definitive hematopoiesis in bls fish indicates that HSCs are correctly developed in spite of the
bls mutation, and emphasizes that bls is strictly required for the generation or maintenance of
hematopoietic precursors during the primitive wave.

The do and bls mutants demonstrate the utility of zebrafish blood mutants to study the
development and regulation of hematopoietic stem cells in the early vertebrate embryo. The
eventual doning of the do and bls genes will allow further analysis of their respective roles in
maintaining primitive hematopoiesis. At least two additional mutants have been described as
having a bloodless phenotype at 24 hp£ 36 The early bloodless phenotype of these mutants
could indicate defects at the HSC or hematopoietic progenitor cell level. Based on murine
knock-out models, an scl, Im02, or GATA-2 genetic mutant should fail to make HSCs properly,
and would be mostly likely bloodless at 24 hpf The analysisofgene expression in the remaining
bloodless mutants will allow their defects to be specifically categorized.

Committed Progenitor Mutants
The vlad tepes (vlt) and moonshine (rnon) mutants also fail to properly generate appreciable

circulating blood cells at the onset of circulation, and remain largely anemic during
development.36.49 Based on the expression of early blood markers, both mutants appear
to make hematopoietic progenitors, but the progenitors are unable to give rise to the wave of
primitive erythrocytes, vlt has been shown to represent a nonsense mutation in GATA-l that
results in a truncated protein which is unable to bind DNA or mediate GATA-specific
transactivarion.T Expression ofsci, Im02 , and GATA-2 are normal in vlt embryos until 24 hpf
indicating the presence of hematopoietic progenitors in the ICM. vlr embryos proceed to
initiate normal levelsofICM GATA-l expression, but later lose GATA-l expression by 26 hpf
embryonic a-globin gene expressions are retained in the ICM, though other markers of dif
ferentiated erythocyres, induding band3 and alas2, are markedly absent in vlt mutants.
The myeloid markers pu.l , l-plastin, and c/ebp l , and lymphoid markers ikaros and ragl are
all expressed normally, evidence that these lineages are unaffected by the vlt mutation. The loss
of GATA-I function is consistent with a specific loss of the primitive erythroid lineage, as it
recapitulates the red cell precursor arrest observed in murine studies when GATA-l function
has been removed.99-

102An upregulation ofGATA-2 expression has been proposed to compensate
for null GATA-l function in the murine knockout; increased GATA-2 expression is not
observed in vlt mutants, though predicted gata targets (such as a-globins) are still expressed at
relativelyhigh levelsin vlt embryos. The embryonic lethality ofvlt embryos mirrors the lethality of
GATA-l-/- mice.99

The mon mutant (also isolated as the mutant vampire) is bloodless at the onset of
circulation.36.49 Like the vlr mutant, mon specifically affects the development of the erythroid
lineage during hematopoiesis. mon embryos have normal ICM expression ofGATA-2 until IS
hpf GATA-l expression is strongly reduced in weaker mon alleles and absent in strong mon
alleles, while markers of all other blood lineages appear normal (D . Ransom and 1.1.
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Zon, unpublishedl.V In addition to affecting the formation of erythroid cells, mon embryos
have abnormal migration ofneural-crest derived iridophores while melanophores are normal .103

mon embryos also suffer from fin necrosis, resulting in the appearance of jagged looking
fins. 49.103 The combined blood and neural crest defects in mon embryos are reminiscent of
the phenotypes observed in the murine steel and whire-spotting mutants that have respective
defects in c-kit and its receptor; the c-kit mutation in zebrafish, however, causes defecrs in
migration and survival of neural crest melanocytes but does not display a hematopoietic
defect. I 04The correlation between mon allelestrength and GATA-l expression could indicate
that mon plays a role in regulating GATA-l expression. The mon and vlt mutants serve to
demonstrate that an early bloodlessphenotype is equally likely to represent a primitive erythroid
lineage defect as a HSC defect in the embryo.

Differentiation and Proliferation Mutants
A large category of blood mutants have a decreased blood phenorype as embryonic

development proceeds. These mutants are characterized by normal initiation ofhematopoiesis
that is followed by a dramatic decrease in the number ofcirculating blood cellsafter 3 days. As
such, the expressionofearlyblood markers, including GATA-l, isnormal, and wild-type numbers
ofcirculating erythroid cells are seen at 24 hp£ The subsequent decrease in circulating cells in
these mutants suggests a defect in erythroid survival or in hematopoietic progenitor prolifera
tion after 24 hp£ The class includes the mutants cabernet (cab), chablis (cha), grenache (gre),
merlot (mot), pale and wan (paw), pinorage (pnt), retsina (ret), riesling (ris), sticky blood (sti),
and thunderbird (tbr).36,49 The class can be subdivided into mutants with an onset of anemia
at 2 dpf ~re, pnt, sti, tbr) and those that become anemic between 3-5 dpf (cab, cha, mot , paw,
ret, ris).3 ,49The cloning of two late decreasing mutants, ris and motlcha (since discovered to
be allelic), have found defectsin erythroid cytoskeletalproteins that are necessaryfor maintaining
the integrity of the red cell membrane and hence red cell survival.29.105

ris represents a null mutation in erythroid ~-specrrin.29 Erythroid spectrins are the largest
proteins of the red cell cytoskeleton and are responsible for providing the framework and
stability of the cell membrane.106Individual ex and ~-specrrins form antiparallel dimers which
self associate to form ex2~2 tetrarners; ~-spectrin binds to ankyrin and protein 4.1, which
anchor the spectrin -actin framework to the red cell membrane by attaching to band 3 and
glycophorin c.10? ris mutant embryos manifest profound anemia at day 4, though they can be
raised to adulthood. Adult ris maintain a severe anemia, and possess expanded numbers of
erythroid precursors in their kidney tissue, as well as cardiomegaly. Peripheral erythrocytes in
ris adults are distorted, evincing a spherical or tear-drop morphology with round nuclei. These
spherocytic erythrocytes undergo rapid hemolysis associated with compromised marginal band
(MB) microrubules, which normally serve to reinforce the red cell membrane in the
nonmammallian elliptical erythrocyte. In ris spherocytes, the number ofmicrorubules per MB
was found to be reduced by half, suggesting that an intact ~-spectrin cytoskeleton is required
for aggregation ofrnicrorubules into the MB. The blood disorder in ris mutants is analogous to
human hereditary spherocytosis (HS), in which patients suffer from hemolytic anemia and
their erythroid cells possess an abnormal spherocytic shape. lOB

The motlcha mutant encodes the zebrafish erythroid specific protein 4.1 (band 4.11
4.1R).105The ternary complex formed between protein 4.1, specrrin and actin filaments is
necessary to maintain stability of the red cell membrane. 109.1 10 Protein 4.1 deficiency has been
shown to result in erythrocytes with an elliptical cell morphology and compromised mem
brane integrity.111-113 motlcha embryos maintain normal erythropoiesis in the first 3 dpf
profound anemia appears at 4 dpf though a small number (5-10%) ofmutant embryos can be
raised to adulthood. At 48 hpf, mutant embryo erythrocytes are already morphologically
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abnormal, possessing spiculated membranes, and a small number of binucleated cells are
present in circulation. Examination of the peripheral blood in motlcha adults found a significant
reduction in red cell number; red cells exhibited a differentiation arrest at the basophilic
erythroblast stage along with abnormal membrane structure, including surface pitting
and membrane projections. Similar to the case in ris fish, the MB is disorganized in motlcha
erythrocytes, reflecting improper assembly or stability of this structure. Adult mot/cha
fish suffer severe anemia due to hemolysis accompanied by compensatory kidney hyperplasia.
The phenotype ofmot! cha corresponds to human patients with hereditary elliptocytosis (HE) ,
a hemolytic anemia characterized by elliptical erythrocytes .108

The mot/cha and ris mutants provide genetic models to investigate the genesis of
the membrane ultrastructure during erythroid differentiation, as well as provide models of
human hemolytic anemias. Human hemolytic anemias are caused by defects in a number of
other cytoskeletal proteins , includ ing erythroid a -spectrin, ankyrin, and band 3.108 Based on
ris and mot!cha, the remaining decreasing blood mutants are likely to represent genes encoding
these structural components of the erythroid membrane cytoskeleton .

Hypochromic Blood Mutants
The chardonnay (cdy), chianti (cia), clear blood (clb), frascati (fra), sauternes (sau),

weissherbst (weh), and zinfandel (zin) mutants evince a phenotype ofhypochromic, microcytic
anemia, such thatlrimitive erythrocytes are reduced in number and appear both small and
abnormally pale. 3 ,49 Mutants in this class display hypochromic circulation beginning at
33-36 hpf, followed by a marked decrease in the number of circulating erythrocytes. The
severity and onset of anemia varies among the mutants, as does the degree of microcytosis (A
Brownlie, A. Donovan, and L.I. Zon, unpublished). Hypochromic, microcytic anemia is
commonly indicative of a defect in hemoglobin production during erythroid differentiation, and
human disorders of hemoglobin production manifest with these blood characteristics.
Hemoglobin production requires both the availability of iron and the de novo synthesis of
heme and globin. 114The cloning ofseveralhypochromic mutants has revealed defects in genes
necessary for iron uptake and heme synthesis.

sau mutants have a defect in the eryrhoid-specific heme enzyme, aminolevulinate
synthase 2 (ALAS2), that functions in red cells at the first step in heme biosynthesis.P sau
embryos display a decrease in cell number at 2 dpf and primitive erythrocytes differentiate
abnormally: they are morphologically immature, maintaining expression of GATA-l through
72 hpf as well as misexpressing /3e-2 globin at 72 hpf (normally downregulated by 48 hpf).
Erythroid heme levels are reduced more than lO-fold in sau embryos, but not absent,
consistent with the finding of missense mutations in both sau alleles. sau adults maintain a
deficit ofheme that is comparatively lesssevere than that observed in sau embryos, suggesting
that reduced alas2 activity is more limiting in the zebrafish embryo. Mutations in ALAS2 cause
congenital sideroblastic anemia in humans, and sau represents the first animal model of this
disease.

The cdy and weh mutants represent defects in genes responsible for iron uptake in the
embryo. cdy is a mutation in the divalent metal transporter (DMTl).115 The major pathway
for iron absorption into a cell utilizes uptake of iron-bound transferrin by transferrin receptor,
which subsequently internalizes the iron via clathrin-rnediated endocytosis. DMTI functions
to transport iron across the endosome to the cytoplasm in erythroid precursors, and additionally
transports iron from the diet across the apical surface of enterocytes in the adult intestine. 116

cdy embryos have a normal number of circulating erythrocytes until 48 dpf and hemoglobin
expression is not detectable . Circulating erythoid cells in cdy embryos are delayed in their
differenrarion based on their immature morphology, though globin gene expressions are
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normal. cdy mutants are viable, but have an increased number oferythroid precursors present
in both their peripheral blood and kidneys, consistent with increased erythropoiesis in
response to anemia. The blood phenotype and viability of cdy adults mirrors that of the micro
cytic anemia mouse (mk) and the Belgrade rat, which harbor mutations in DMTl.117,118 Based
on the adult survival of these DMT1 mutants, it has been proposed that an alternate (albeit
minor) protein or pathway functions in vertebrates to intake dietary iron and transport iron
into developing erythrocytes, possibly through a mechanism of non transferrin bound iron
uptake,u9,120

Identification of the weh genetic lesion discovered a novel iron transporter, ferroportin1
(fpn1).121 weh embryo erythrocytes make virtually no hemoglobin, and similar to the cdyand
sau mutants, erythrocytes in circulation are morphologically immature. Intravenous injection
of iron-dextran into weh mutant embryos completely rescues hemoglobin production,
demonstrating both that weh erythrocytes are capable of hemoglobinization, and that
hypochromia in weh mutants is a specific consequence of inadequate iron in the embryonic
circulation. fpn1 is expressed between 18-48 hpf in the yolk syncytial layer (the multinuclear
yolk cell which surrounds the entire embryo yolk) consistent with a function of transporting
iron from maternal yolk stores into embryonic circulation. Examination offpn 1 expression in
human and mouse found high levelsoffpn1 in the placenta, duodenum, and liver.121-123 In the
placenta, fpn 1 was localized to the cell interface between maternal and fetal circulation,
analogous to the casein zebrafishembryos. High levelsofFerroport in1 protein at the basolateral
surfaceof duodenal enteroeytessuggestedthat Ferroportin1 functions in the intestine to transport
absorbed dietary iron from enterocytes into circulation. Iron export function of Ferroportinl
has since been hypothesized to be involved in the release of iron from hepatocytes and
macrophages during iron recycling.I 16 Patients with mutations in fpn 1 suffer from a rare form
of hernachromatosis, an iron overload disorder, in which loss of fpn1 function is believed to

cause an imbalance in iron distribution and tissue iron accumulation.124.125
The sau, cdy, and weh zebrafish mutants have provided new vertebrate models of

hemoglobin production during erythroid differentiation, in each caseserving as a diseasemodel
for a human hemoglobin production disorder. In particular, cloning of the weh mutant
highlights the utility of zebrafishfor novelgene discoveryas well as the study of iron metabolism.
Continued identification of the hypochromic mutants will be useful for establishing genetic
pathways for embryonic iron transport, heme biosynthesis, and globin gene expression. At
least one mutant, zin, maps to the major globin locus in the zebrafish and is likely to represent
a defect in embryonic globin regulation. 35Additional hypochromic mutants recovered in the
Tubingen 2000 large-scale genetic screen promise to serve as additional tools to investigate
hemoglobin production during erythroid differentiation (R. Wingert, K. Dooley and L. Zon,
unpublished) .

Photosensitive Mutants
The dracula (drc), desmodius (dsrn), friexenet (frx), and yquem (yqe) mutants produce

normal numbers of circulating erythrocytes but the red cellsundergo rapid lysisupon exposure
to light.36,49 Along with phorosensitiviry, the erythrocytes in these mutants also emit
autofluorescence prior to lysis.36,49 This combination of characteristics is consistent with
human erythropoeitic porphyria disorders, a group of rare diseases caused by deficiencies in
heme biosynthetic enzymes. The heme biosynthetic pathway consists of a cascade of eight
enzymes, and defeciencies in the last seven are known to cause human porphyrias. 126 Defects
in the last five enzymes of this pathway result in the accumulation ofporphyrin intermediates
that are toxic to cells: upon exposure to light, the intermediates break down, releasing harmful
free radicals which cause red cell lysis.
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The drc and yqe genes have been cloned and represent the heme enzymes ferrochelatase
(fch) and uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase (UROD), which act at respectively the eighth and
fifth steps in heme biosynthesis.127

•
128 fch mutations in humans cause erythropoietic

protoporphyria (EPP). Along with auto florescent, light-sensitive red cells, some EPP patients
develop liver disease, presumably due to the uptake oftoxic substances from lysed erythrocytes .
Patients also accumulate crystalline deposits of protoporphyrin in their liver tissue. Similar to
humans, dra embryos accumulate high tissue levels of protoporphyrin IX; embryos also
develop a red-colored liver with numerous red-brown inclusions scattered throughout
the tissue that autofluoresce . drc embryos survive to early larval stages, suggesting either that a
maternal source of heme is present in the yolk or that an alternative heme pathway exists. The
yqe mutant represents the first genetically accurate model of human heparoerythopoietic
porphyria (HEP) . yqe embryos suffer from the ubiquitous UROD deficiency seen in human
patients with HEp, rather than a liver-restricted UROD deficiency in chemically induced HEP
disease models.129 yqe embryos accumulate excessiveamounts ofurophyrinogens I and III and
7-carboxylate porphyrin, consistent with a deficiency ofUROD. Enzymatic assaysofheterozy
gous and homozygous yqe embryos showed that UROD activity was reduced 67% and 36%,
respectively, as compared to wildtype embryos . yqe mutants die after photo-ablation of their
blood, though heterozygous fish appear healthy. Based on the genetic and clinical similarities
of the zebrafish heme enzyme mutants to human EPP and HEP, continued study of yqe and
drc fish may reveal insight into the pathophysiology of porphyria.

Future Directions
The combined advantages of developmental biology and genetic screens have made the

zebrafish an excellent paradigm to study the organogenesis ofvertebrate blood. Analysis of the
blood mutants created in the large-scale zebrafish screens has revealed insight into a tange of
the events involved in hematopoiesis. Zebraflsh screenshave enabled the investigation ofcomplex
biological processes without a priori knowledge of the genes involved and have resulted in
discoveryofmany de novo genes. Blood mutants in particular have provided new animal models
for severalhuman diseases and are allowing the molecular basis of these diseases to be uncovered.
The ongoing zebrafish genome initiative will provide a sequenced genome in the near future,
which will greatly facilitate genetic cloning.

Continued study of the existing blood mutants, along with the implementation offuture
screens, promises a wealth of genetic insight into hematopoiesis. There remain a number of
early genes for which a zebrafish mutant has not been found, including scl, Im02 , and GATA-2.
In addition, mutants with specific myeloid, lymphoid, or thrombocyte deficiencies were not
identified. More recently, a second large scale screen was conducted in Tubingen, Germany and
has yielded a number of new blood mutants currently under study in our lab. Future screens
which target a singlepathway represent the next step in using the zebrafishto study hematopoiesis ,
and a wide range of inventive screening strategies have been developed by zebrafish
researchers.130Among these, screen schemas that evaluategene expression by in situ hybridization
or by util izing transgenic zebrafish lines will allow specific aspects of hematopoiesis to be
examined.131 A recent screen in our laboratory, for example, has isolated a number of mutants
with lymphoid lineage defects after screening for zebrafish embryos with absent rag-I expression
by in situ hybridization.38 Insertional mutagenesis has proven an effective strategy to create
mutants with developmental defects and rapidly determine the disrupted genes.132 Suppressor!
enhancer screens in zebrafish will facilitate further identification of genes required for
hematopoiesis.

Complementary to genetic screen strategies, in situ hybridization screening of cDNAs
collected from various zebrafish libraries has been used to identify and characterizehematopoietic
genes expressedduring embryogenesis.19 Functional analysisofgenes is now possible in zebrafish
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using antisense morpholino oligonucleotides (MOs), which knockdown gene function
by either preventing translation or altering transcriptional processing.133.134 MOs have been
used against a diverse range of genes, including those involved in hematopoiesis , and success
fully phenocopy zebrafish genetic mutanrs.1 33-136 A reverse genetics approach in zebrafish,
involving random chemical mutagenesis followed by targeted screening for induced mutations
in the ragl gene, has been implemented successfully to obtain ragl mutants.137This approach
enables the identification of mutant alleles for any gene of inrerest,

The diversity of tools available to zebrafish geneticists provides unique opportunities for
the use of this exciting model system in the study of hematopoiesis. Forward genetics will
continue to find new genes that regulate stem cell homeostasis and blood differentiation. Re
verse genetics will create mutants that could be used in suppressor/enhancer screens to exten
sivelydissect the genetic pathways required for blood formation. Functional genomic analyses
ofgene expression during embryogenesis should provide a useful resource of candidates for the
genetic mutants created in future screens. It is possible that marrow transplantation studies will
be investigated at a genetic level in the zebrafish, The combination of developmental and cell
biology, coupled with genetics, should make the zebrafish an invaluable vertebrate system for
future studies of human blood diseases and leukemias.
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CHAPTER 3

Extra- and Intraembryonic HSC
Commitment in the Avian Model
Thierry Jaffredo, Karine Bollerot, Krisztina Minko, Rodolphe Gautier,
Stephane Romero and Cecile Drevon

Introduction

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) are at the basis of the hematopoietic system con
struction. In adult higher Vertebrates, HSC, defined by their multipotentiality and
self-renewal capacity, settle in the bone marrow where they can differentiate into

progenitors with more restricted lineage potential and generate allblood lineages via a cascade
of commitment events. However HSC are generated during the earliest phases of embryonic
development into specific sites. Genetic technologies in the mouse have revealed a number of
mutations that affect the production of blood cells, some ofwhich early during development.
The tiny mouse embryo embedded in the uterus is not however the most appropriate model to
srudy the earliest events of the development for the analysis ofcell commitment, cell migration
and cell interaction. Work in the avian embryo has led to several breakthroughs in analysing
the ontogeny of the hematopoietic system. Here we will review the main steps that have paved
a 30 year analysis of the construction of the hematopoietic system.

The HSC That Colonise the Hematopoietic Organs Have
an Extrinsic Origin

One fundamental aspect, first established in the avian model and confirmed thereafter in
all vertebrate species, is that hematopoietic organ rudiments are colonised by extrinsic HSC.
This notion was first envisioned by Moore and Owen on the basisofobservations on parabiosed
embryos or chorioallantoic grafts of organ rudiments.44.45 The marker used was the pair of
heterochromosomes, typical of the female sex in chicks, which became identifiable in
colchicine-treated cells arrested in metaphase. These two authors led to the conclusion that the
hematopoietic organ rudiments, including the mammalian fetal liver, bone marrow and spleen
were colonized by cells coming from elsewhere.This has made the founder experiments of the
hematogenous theory.46 These conclusions were confirmed and extended, with the quail chick!
marker leading to the fine-runing dissection of thymic colonisation.30.38.39

The Discovery of an Intraembryonic Hematopoietic Site
In the same set ofexperiments , Moore and Owen also posrulated a central role for the yolk

sac (YS) in the production ofHSC. According to the authors, this appendage produced a stock
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of HSC, a part of which would differentiate in situ while the other part would colonize the
hematopoietic organ rudiments.46The quail/chick system combined with the accessibility and
topology of the avian embryo, which lay flat upon the spherical yolk sac, made possible the
identification of the relative contributions of the extraembryonic and intraembryonic
compartments in the production of HSC. This elegant experiment, designed by F. Dieterlen
and coworkers, consisted of associating a quail embryo onto a chick yolk sac and analysing the
constitution of the hematopoietic organs for quail or chick cells.2° Hematopoietic organs were
seeded exclusivelyby quail cells. Contrary to the centripetal flow of hematopoietic cells (He)
postulated by Moore and Owen, cells from the embryo even seeded the YS by Embryonic day
5 (E5).4,40 At E13, 70% of circulating blood cells were of quail origin.4 Similar experiments
were repeated with congenic strains of chicks differing either by their sex chromosomes.P their
immunoglobulin haplotypes35.41 or major histocompatibility antigens37 leading to the same
conclusions. YS cells decreased rapidly from E5 to be absent at hatching. Thus, yolk sac
hematopoietic cellsare incapable of long-rerm renewal whereas the source of"definitive" HSC
colonising the hematopoietic organs comes from the embryo proper. These experiments also
revealed that the YS contributes to two distinct generations of red cells: a primitive one that
derives ent irely from the YSand a second one (fetal) that derives both from the embryo and the
yolk sac, the latter being able to generate erythrocytes with a fetal globin make up.4,5 The
restricted differentiation capacities ofYS HSC probably reflect the influence of the YS
microenvironment that may trigger HSC differentiation into erythroid and myeloid lineages.
Of note is the fact that if an extraembryonic area of an E2 quail embryo is associated in vitro
with an E6 chick thymus, quail HSC colonize the thymus rudiment and undergo lymphoid
differemiariorr'" meaning that this potentiality is present but masked by the microenviron 
ment. Finally, using inversed complementary chimeras (chick embryo grafred onto a quail YS)
combined with the use of the cell type- and species-specific monoclonal antibodies QHl/
MB 150,53 recognizing quail hemopoietic and endothelial cells, it was shown that YS produced
a small population of HC with characteristics of primitive macrophages, found in zones of
apoptosis, which may represent the first microglial cells.17,18 Such a YS contribution was also
recently demonstrated for the mouse embryo.f

Where do intraembryonic HSC emerge? The aortic region, also called the p-Sp/AGM
(para-aortic SplanchnopleuralAorta, Gonad, Mesonephros that consists of the aorta and the
surrounding tissues at two successivestages of development) in the case of mouse and human
embryos, was shown to harbour HSC. In the avian embryo , the aorta exhibits two different
aspects of hematopoiesis; one occurring between E3 and £4, called the intraaortic clusters,
which consists in small groups ofcellswith hematopoietic characters protruding into the aortic
lumen, a second, called the paraaortic foci, developing between E7 and E9 outside the aorta
and consisting in large groups ofcellsdistributed in a loose mesenchyme ventral to the vessel.21
Whether or not the second aspect develops in mouse and human embryos is not yet known.
Theses two sites were demonstrated to harbour transplantable HSC. Isolated E4 chick or quail
aortae grafred onto a reverse host produced HC capable of seeding the hematopoietic organs
and acquired surface antigens characteristics ofT or B lymphocytes and granulocytes .P When
dissociated into individual cells and seeded into a semi-solid medium supplemented with
appropriate cytokines, chick aortic cells displayed erythroid , monocytic, myeloid or
multipotential colonies.14-16

Gastrulation and Patterning of the Mesoderm
The blood-forming system i.e., endothelial and hematopoietic cells, differentiate from the

mesoderm during the gastrulation process i.e ., the ingression of cells from the superficial
epiblast. Extraembryonic mesoderm is deposited first and forms the area opaca (AO) , the
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Figure 1.Gastrulation. Definitivestreakstage(lSh of incubation).A)Scanning electron micrograph. Cross
section through the primitive streak. The arrow indicatesthe primitive streak. Cells ingressing through the
streak are forming the mesoderm, the intermediate cell layer. B) Cross section through the posterior part
of the primitive streak. Nomarski's interference contrast. C) Same section stained for VEGF-R2 protein
expression.A largenumber of mesodermal cellsexpressthe receptor. D) High magnification of the frame
in (C). Arrowspoint out alayerofcellsthat displayshigherlevelsofthe receptor. EP:epiblast;M: mesoderm;
H: hypoblast; PS: primitive streak.

region lateral to the embryo proper. The AO is so-called because cells constituting the
en dodermal layer, the endoblast, are yolky thus looking opaque. Mesoderm giving rise to blood
islands (BI) was shown to be deposited at early stages from cells located in the posterior pan of
the primitive streak.54 Cells first depo sited undergo extensive lateralwards and cephalwards
migrations and reach th e edges of th e blastodisc, while cells passing through the streak imme
diately after occupy more medial and more caudal pos itions. T hereaft er, cells gradually fill
mo re central and more posterior positions as the primitive streak regresses from cephalic to
caudal levels.Thus, early deposited cells have a longer life history than their immediate neighbours
and undergo differentiation earl ier. BI wh erefrom the first hematopoietic cells are going to
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Figure2. Formation of the blood islands. A), B) Embryo of ten pairsof somites. Adjacentcross sections
through the primitivestreak.In situ hybridisationwithGATA-2 (A)and SCLlTal-1 (B)probes.The circles,
numberedfrom 1to 3, point out specific stepsin the formationof blood islands from the earliestin the left
sideto the latestin the rightside.A)Steps1and 2.The wholeingressingmesodermand the epiblastappear
weakly positive for GATA-2. GATA-2 isupregulatedfrom step3 when blood island-forming cellsbecome
packedtogether forminga conspicuous structure. In the next steps,a high GATA-2 expression wasmain
tained. B)Step I.The wholemesodermisnegative forSCLlTal-l. Step2.The firstSCLlTal-1 +cellsaresmaU
clusters ofhemangioblasticcellscloseto theendoderm.Note that theseclustersdid not upregulateGATA-2.
Step3. Bloodislands, completelypositive forSCLlTal-l, becomesconspicuous. Note that the islandisnot
completelyGATA-2 + at that stage. C) 10somite pairembryo.The arrowindicatesthe levelof the section.

emerge, differentiate from the AO mesoderm. BI are typically constituted of an outer layer of
endothelial cells and a core of hematopoietic cells. This region will progressively spread onto
the entire YS. Mesoderm giving rise to the embryonic area, designated as the Area Pellucida
AP; so-called because this area lays above the segmentation cavity thus appears clear, is gener
ated by cells occupying a more anterior position along the primitive streak.54 At the time BI
differentiate, the AP wherefrom the embryo proper develops does not participate in this early
blood-forming phase, however it contains structures very similar to YS BI (that will be referred
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Figure3. PathwayofYSerythropoiesis.Abbreviations: HB:hemoglobin;EC:endothelialcell;HC :hemato
poietic cell, EryP: primitive erythrocyte.

here as vascular islands) that never develop hematopoiesis although this area was in continuity
with the AG. The blood forming potential of this area is revealed two days later as the
aortic region undergoes hematopoiesis. We have probed these early events by examining the
patterns of several molecules likely to be involved in HC and EC emergence. The study
included transcription factors which participate in multimeric complexes: GATA-l, -2, seLl
tal-l and Lmo2, (whose avian orthologue we have cloned) and VEGF-R2, a regulator of
hematopoietic and endothelial commitment. VEGF-R2mRNA distribution has already been
described for the early avian blastodisc,63 but its protein distribution in the germ layers had not
been investigated in detail previously. Several unexpected findings were revealed: as soon as
gastrulation proceeds at Hamburger and Hamilton stages (HH, 1951) 3 and 4 (respectively
12-13h and 18h ofincubation) GATA-2 and VEGF-Rl were detected the earliest in the whole
ingressing mesoderm. Two distinct patterns were evident; one low associated to the ingressing
mesoderm, one high, specific, restricted to mesodermalcells in direct contact with the endoderm
(Fig. 1) although no morphologic segregation wasvisible in the mesodermal compartment. We
interpret th is pattern as an early commitment event resulting from endoderm/mesoderm
interactions. From this time, SCLltal-l and Lm02 expression appeared in groups of cells or
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single cells likely to be hemangioblasts (the putative common precursor for endothelial
and hematopoietic cells in the YS). Thus YS hemangioblasts displayed SCLlTal-l, Lm02 and
shared expression of GATA-2 and VEGF-R2 with the rest of the mesoderm. This is followed
by the upregulation ofGATA-2 in hemangioblastic aggregates (Fig. 2). These gene expressions
were preferentially found in cells located in the ventral aspect of the mesoderm and were
accompanied by the appearance of morphologically distinct structures . At later stages, these
structures became more conspicuous accompanied by the expression ofSCLltall, Lm02 and
the appearance of GATA-I (not shown). Interestingly EC retained VEGF-R2 expression and
upregulated Lm02 that appeared as an early marker for EC commitment (not shown).
Noticeably, hemangioblastic aggregates appeared completely segregated from the overlying
mesoderm and in closecontact with the endoderm (Fig. 2).This segregationisalsoconspicuous in
the embryonic area proper where the forerunners of the aorta (that will be designed thereafter
as the vascular islands) appeared closely associated to the AP endoderm (not shown). In the
next steps, BI mature and release He. On the basis of these patterns deduced from in situ
studies, we were able to propose the following pathway for YS erythropoiesis (Fig. 3).

Role of the Endoderm
We have seen that BI and vascular islands differentiate in close association with the

endoderm and even appear segregated from the splanchnopleural mesoderm from which they
originate. Extraembryonic and embryonic mesoderm provide different derivatives of the
blood-forming system. The extraembryonic mesoderm gives rise to YS BI, whereas the
embryonic mesoderm givesvascular islands that never undergo hematopoiesis. This difference
is likely to result from different instructive capacities of either the mesoderm proper or the
subjacent endoderm. Interestingly, AO and AP endoderms have different embryonic origins;
AO endoderm originates from the endoblast deposited during segmentation and early phases
ofgastrulationwhereasAP endoderm, that willconstitute the future gut endoderm, isdeposited at
later steps of gastrulation from cells ingressing through the primitive streak replacing the
hypoblasr that is pushed away to the edges of the AP. These morphogenetic movements give
rise to a specific endoderm patterning that may constitute a basis for different instructive
capacities and might explain differences in the developmental programs in the AO and AP
blood-forming systems.

Contact with endoderm has long been thought to playa critical role in the specification of
the blood-forming system. As early as in the middle 60s, Wut and coworkers demonstrated
that the absence ofendoderm abolishes the differentiation ofEe.6o In the next decades, classi
cal tissue recombination studies sURjestedthat blood system formation requires diffusible sig
nals from the adjacent endoderm. ' 3,51 ,62 Various growth factors may be responsible for this
endodermal effect (notably bFGF and VEGF). For instance, bFGF can substitute for the chick
endoderm.i" VEGF is present in the mouse,7,22,42 avian,I,25 Xenopus '< and zebraflsh58 YS
endoderm. In mouse VEGF Knock Out (KO), the loss of a single allele is sufficient to impair
both HC and EC developmentlO,24 demonstrating that gene dosage is critical for these pro
cesses. Moreover, VEGF-R2 KO produces the same phenotype.56.57 It is known that VEGF
mediates. multiplication, migration and chemotaxis of Ee. Taking into account that a
specific population ofVEGF-R2+ and GATA-2+ cells is detected in close associationwith the
endoderm, VEGF could attract VEGF-R2+ cells to the endoderm creating a layer of cells
receiving directly further instructive endodermal signals. Recently Indian hedgehog was dem
onstrated to have a key role in yolk sac BI specification in the mouse.23Additional work will be
required to identify the signal{s) responsible for the different AO/AP mesoderm instructions.
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Hemangioblast and the Hemogenic Endothelium
When YS BI form, HC and EC emerge at the same time and in close association. In the

aorta, HC are intimately associated to EC. The association between these two cells types has
prompted earlier embryologists to assume the existence of a putative ancestral progenitor
between EC and HC called the hemangioblast. The existence of this common progenitor has
been assumed at that time for the YS where blood formation is conspicuous and available to
direct observation. This hypothesis has been reinforced by the fact that I 0 both cell types
shared several markers and 2 0 several gene mutations and deletions both in zebrafish and mouse
embryos affect both cell types. Whereas the existence of this elusive cell type has been demon
strated in ES cell culrures.l! such a common ancestor has not been shown yet in vivo. The avian
data that we will consider here even argues against such an existence. The avian homologue of
VEGF-Rl, Quek- I was shown to be expressed by the mesodermal progenitors giving rise to YS
mesoderm. Aiming to identify the hemangioblast, Eichmannn er al65 soned out Quek-l + cells
from the very early blastodisc and submitted the positive cell population to a clonal differentia
tion assay. In the absence of growth factors, VEGF-Rl+ cells gave rise to hematopoietic colo
nies. When VEGF was added, endothelial colonies differentiated while the number ofhernato
poietic colonies decreased substantially. Mixed colonies never developed precluding the
demonstration of a common precursor. Moreover, recent mapping experiments in the mouse
embryo even suggest that HC and EC are segregated separately during the gastrulation process;
HC pass through the PS first followed by the EC population.P

Iffiliation between HC and EC is not solved yet for the YS BI, generation ofHC in the
aortic region has been analysed in much more detail. In the E3 aorta, hematopoietic cells
appear to delaminate from the aortic floor endothelium. Similar groups of cells have been
described in the same location in all vertebrate species investigated. We first analysed the
characteristics of the cells lining the aortic lumen at the time of hematopoietic emergence
using double staining with antibodies directed against CD45, the pan-leukocyte antigen and
VEGF-Rl specific for EC at that time. 28 Before cluster emetgence, aortic EC were entirely
positive for VEGF-Rl. At the time of cluster differentiation, VEGF-Rl was downgraded and
CD45 upgraded in EC of the ventral endothelium. As hematopoietic cells bulge in the aortic
lumen, rounded cells become all CD45+.28

In order to obtain a dynamic approach of the developmental relationships between cluster
cells and the aortic endothelium, we used two vital tracers. The first, acerylated low density
lipoprotein (AcLDL) coupled to a fluorescent lipophilic marker (DiI) was inoculated in the E2
vascular tree one day before the emergence of intraaortic clusters. This marker has twO major
advantages: 10 it is specifically endocytosed by EC and macrophages (which are not present in
the embryo at that stage) via a specific receptor whereas the other cell types never uptake the
molecule. 2 0 the compound displays a short half-life that precludes its presence in the circula
tion for a long period of time if not endocytosed. Asearly as two hours afrer inoculation, the
whole vascular tree was labelled. The aortae, still paired at that time, was entirely lined by
AcLDL+ EC. Twenty four hours afrer inoculation, the intraaortic clusters and the rest of the
EC were entirely AcLDL+. Moreover AcLDL+ cells were found in the mesenchyme ventral to
the aorta which suggests that a subset ofHC ingresses into this region. 28 Ir was thus clear that
the intraaortic clusters were derived from cells that previously had an endothelial phenotype at
the time of inoculation and underwent rransdiflerenriarion during cluster emergence. Thus,
clusters were generated through an EC intermediate located in the aortic floor. Ofimponance
is the recent demonstration in mouse and human embryos that aortic EC can also give rise to
HC.!9.49

Contrary to the intraaortic clusters, paraaortic foci develop in a mesenchyme ventral to
the aorta and thus appear to have no relationship with the aortic endothelium. Experimental
analysis has shown that these cells actually contained HSC. Was there a developmental
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Figure4.Tracingthe hemogenicendotheliumwith nonreplicative retroviral vectorsduring formationof the
intraaortic dusters. Embryoshavebeen inoculatedat E2 with the vectors. A, B, C, D, LacZstaining and
Nomarski'sinterferencecontrast. E) CD45 immunohistochemistry. A)Earlyday three. One dayafterviral
inoculation.EC ofthe aorticfloorand roofdisplaylacZexpression. B)36h afterretroviral inoculation. Cell
ingressing from the aortic floorwith a long filopodestill attacheddose to the aorticlumen (arrow). C) 36h
after inoculation, mid trunk level. Clusters (arrows) and EC (anowhead) displaylacZ expression. D) E6,
four daysafter inoculation. LacZ+cellsare detected in the ventral aortic mesenchyme (blackarrows). E)
CD45 staining.LaoZ»cellsdisplaya high CD45 expression (whitearrows). C: coelom;CV: cardinalvein;
WD: wolffianduct.

relationship between the two aspectsofaortic hemopoiesisor did they belong to two independent
generations of HSC? This question is of importance since the adult is no longer capable of
producing HSC. In other terms are HSC obv iously generated through an endothelium
intermediate during early development or could they be generated de novo from a mesenchyme.
To approach this question we have used nonreplicative lacZ-bearing retroviral vectors
inoculated in the same conditions as for the AcLDL-DiI. The interest of using this system is
two folds 10 clones can be identified because integration occurs in a few dispersed cells of the
endothelial tree. 20 the reponer gene isstablyexpressedin the progeny of infected cellsallowing to
follow tagged cells for long periods oftime. The conclusions were as follows:At E3 the labelled
clones comprised either EC and HC but never both. Labelled cells were observed to ingress
into the mesentery ventral to the aortic floor. At E7, the paraaonic foci contained numerous
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Figure5.Geneactivitiesduringformationofthe intraaorticclusters. The drawingin theleftsideschematises
the differentstepsin the formationof the clusters. The frames point out the two major aspects of cluster
formation: hemogenic endothelium without any morphological sign of hematopoiesis and full cluster
formation. A, B, C) Beginningof the thirddayofdevelopment whenintraaorticclusters have not appeared
yet .Adjacent sections. D to L)Middleofthethirddaywhenintraaorticclusters arefullydeveloped. A)SCU
Tal-l isexpressed byallaorticEC but appears strengthenedin the aorticfloor. Note the presence of SCU
Tal-I»circulating cells. B)Lm02stainsallaorticEC.Afewcirculatingcells areLm02+. C) Runxl expression
is restricted to EC of the aorticfloor. D) SCUTal-l is nowvividly expressed by the clustersand expressed
at lowlevelsbyaorticEC.E)Lm02displays asimilarsignal. Inadditionnon-aorticECdisplay aconspicuous
Lm02expression. F) GATA-2 expressionisrestrictedto the clusters. Aweakor no signal isdetectedin EC.
G) GATA-3 stainsEC but is alsodetected,althoughat lowlevels in the clusters. H) GATA-l isabsent.I)
Myb is vividly expressed in cluster cells as well as in ingressing cells in the mesenchyme. J) Runxl is
specifically expressed by clustercellsand ingressing cells. K) PD-l , a target genefor Runxl isdetectedinto
thesame cells asthoseexpressing Runxl . L) VE-Cadherin stainsvascular EC but isabsentfromtheclusters
(arrow). Ao: aorta; N: notochord; NT: neural tube.

lacZ+ cells (Fig. 4).29T his demonstrated that paraortic foci are seeded by progenitors derived
from the E3 aortic floor thus demonstrating the existence ofa unique event ofHSC emergence
from the aortic endothelium.

Using molecular markers, several ofwhich we have cloned, we have been able to identify
several steps in the transition from EC to HC A first, when the aortae are still paired and no
sign ofhematopoiesis is visible. T he whole aortic EC express molecules ofa typical endothelium
(the surface molecules VEGF-R2, VE-Cadherin, and th e low expression of transcription
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factors Lm02, SCUtal-l}. A second that occurs when the aortae are still paired or when they
undergo fusion. Runxl and GATA-2 expression appeared and SCUTal-l and Lm02, became
upregulated in the ventral aspect of the aorta that also retain expression of the EC-specific
genes at that time. No morphological sign ofHC emergence is visible yet. A third when fusion
has occurred; characterised by the thickening of ventral EC accompanied by the increased
expression of HC-specific genes and the decrease of EC's (downgrading of VEGF-R2,
VE-Cadherin; upgrading of Runxl, SCLltal-l, Lm02, GATA-2, GATA-3). A fourth one in
which clusters are conspicuous where expressions ofEC and HC-specific genes are dissociated
(Fig. 5). Runxl, the avian onhologue of which we have cloned, is the earliest gene patterned to
the ventral region of the aorta. It belongs to the family of transcription factors with a runt
domain. Inactivation of this gene in the mouse embryo precludes the emergence of the defini
tive hematopoiesis. 59Using a knock in approach, Runxl was shown to be specificallyexpressed
in the ventro-lateral aortic EC at the time, but even before cluster emergence.48 It is to date the
only gene harbouring such a pattern. In the avian embryo, Runxl is expressed as early as E2.5
in EC ofthe ventral aortic floor. Expression begins when the aortae are still paired and persisted
upon fusion of the vessels. At the time of hematopoietic cluster production, Runxl becomes
restricted to H C bulging into the lumen and ingressing into the mesentery. Interestingly PU-1,
a target gene for Runxl , expressed in precursors of the myeloid and lymphoid lineages is de
tected in intraaortic clusters (Fig. 5).

Dual Origin of Aortic ECs
What makes the aorta regionalized in its capacity to provide HSC? Indeed the ventral

aspect of the vessel is endowed with hematopoietic capacities whereas the dorsal aspect never
develops hematopoiesis. Several groups have shown that somites produce angioblasts.3.47.55

Orthotopic exchanges of somites from quail into chicken embryos were done involving the
last-formed somites which from cells have not emigrated yet. QH1+ cells localized into the
host endothelia of the body wall, kidney, aortic roof and sides. In contrast these cells never
invaded the visceral organs or the aortic floor. When chick host somites were replaced by quail
splanchnopleural mesoderm , the same derivatives were colonized but, in addition, QH1+ cells
localized into the visceralorgans and aortic floor where some displayed a hematopoietic pheno
type.52Thus two distinct lineagesbecome committed in the embryo proper, a dorsal, angioblastic,
lineage originating from the somites which have never been in contact with the endoderm,
endowed uniquely with endothelial properties and a ventral, hemangioblastic, splanchnopleural,
derivative which has been in close contact with the endoderm during its history, participating
to the building of the ventral aspect of the aonaY The aorta has thus a dual origin responsible
for the restriction of HC emergence in the aortic floor. Finally the body wall mesoderm is
vascularized by somitic EC.

Manipulating the AngiopoietidHemangiopoietic Commitment
This last finding suggeststhat the aorta iscomposed of two pools ofEC that are differentially

influenced according to their location in the embryo: a ventral pool that develop in close
contact with the endoderm and a dorsal pool influenced by the ectoderm. These two influences
were probed on different subsets of mesoderm using quail-into-chick grafts followed by analysis
with the QHl Mab. The promise was to know whether it was possible to switch the mesoder
mal fate from dorsal to ventral or inversely. The experimental scheme was as followed. Firstly,
explants of mesoderm were treated in vitro for 12 hours either by contact with ectoderm,
endoderm or by various growth factors. Secondly the explants were grafted into a chick host
coelom and localization of QH1+ cells was analysed. When treated with endoderm, VEGF,
bFGF and TGF~I, somatic or somatopleural mesoderm were capable of generating QH1+
cells that invade ventral structures i.e., internal organs, and ventral floor of the aorta.
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Ectoderm, EGF and TGFa were capable ofdeleting the ventral potential of splanchnopleural
mesoderm restricting the migration of QHI + cells to dorsal structures. 51 These conclusions
agree with and extend that of earlier studies suggesting a positive influence ofendoderm31.32.60
and a negative influence ofectoderm on hematopoiesis. 31.32Further work is required to know
how and when these molecules, and maybe others, instruct mesodermal precursors.

The Allantois, a Later Source of HSC Colonizing the Bone Marrow
In birds, the timing of intraaortic clusters and paraaortic foci is compatible with the

seeding of the thymus and bursa of Fabricius. Cells of the paraaortic foci have been shown to
have Band T lymphoid porentials.j" However, seeding of the bone marrow begins by E1O.5 in
the chick embryo and continues until birth. At this time, the activity of the paraaortic foci has
ceased. The possibility that cells from the paraaortic foci remained in an undifferentiated state
somewhere into the embryo appeared unlikely. We thus have looked for another
progenitor-producing site and identified the allantois. This organ has the appropriate tissue
make-up to produce hemopoiesis i.e., endoderm associated to mesoderm. This appendage was
shown to be involved in gas exchange, excretion product accumulation, shell Ca++ resorbtion
and bone construction. Byusing India ink or AcLDL-Di microangiographies, wefirst established
that the allantois became vascularized between 75-80 hours of incubation. It displayed con
spicuous red cells even before this period indicating that hematopoiesis occurred indepen
dently from the rest of the embryo in this site.S A full cellular and molecular hematopoietic
program, characterized by the expression ofSCLltal-l, Lm02 GATA-2 and GATA-l and the
emergence of a second generation of red cells occurred in the allantoic mesoderm. This is
accompanied by the expression of GATA-2 and GATA-3 in the associated endoderm." The
allantoic rudiment was dissected out prior to vascularisation and grafted heterotopically into
the coelom ofE3 chicks. The bone marrow ofE13 chicks was found to harbor as significant
amount of QHl+ cells, up to 8% of the total bone marrow cells. Analysis on sections also
revealed that QHl+ cells were not only hematopoietic but also endothelial in narurc/' Al
though seeding of distinct progenitors was already shown, the possibility of the seeding by a
common progenitor cannot be excluded. Recent work in the mouse embryo indicates that the
fetal part of the placenta that derived from the allantois is a source of hematopoietic progeni
tors (Alvarez-Silva, Belo-Diabangouaya, Salaun, Diererlen-Lievre, submitted).

Conclusions
The demonstration of an intraernbryonic source of hematopoietic progenitors has paved

the way for investigations in other vertebrates. It is now strongly established that the YS gives
only transient progenitors whereas the embryo proper gives rise to HSC. How these programs
are established is not known but they are likely influenced by differences in the microenviron
ments. What makes YS hematopoietic cells to readily differentiate whereas the aortic cells
retain multipotential capacities? What molecular program triggers aortic EC to give rise to

HSC and what are the roles of several key transcription factors in this aortic hematopoietic
emergence (Runxl, CBF~, SCL/tal-l) will be the next challenges. There is no doubt that the
avian embryo will be one of the major actors of this play.
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CHAPTER 4

Avian Lymphopoiesis and Transcriptional
Control of Hematopoietic Stem Cell
Differentiation

Jussi Liippo and Olli Lassila

Abstract

H ematopoiesis starts in the yolk sac blood islands and in a region ofdorsal aorta in the
early embryo. Interest in the emergence of the hematopoietic stem cells in the
embryo proper has increased in last years . In an avian model the primitive

erythropoiesis derived from extraembryonic yolk sac is short lived and the evidence that
adult hematopoiesis arises from intraembryonic sources has been extended from birds to
mammals. Definitive lymphohematopoiesis initiates in the ventral wall of the dorsal aorta in
all the vertebrate species.

Second major issue in early hematopoiesis is the existence ofhemangioblast, a bipotential
cell, able to differentiate into a hematopoietic stem cell or a vascular endothelial cell. It has
become dear that the emergence of hematopoietic stem cells and hemangioblasts is tightly
linked. The rapid commitment of hematopoietic and endothelial lineages in the developing
embryo indicates that the distinction between mesoderm and hemangioblast maybe difficult
to define. It is, however, possible that the hemangioblast stage is very short lived.

Significant new insights have been gained in vertebrate species in our understanding of
lineage determination and commitment of hematopoietic stem cells into various lineages. It
has been shown that lineage specific transcription factors have essential role in fate decisions.
Recent work has shown that these factors function as activators or repressorsshowing dynamic
balance determining the phenotype ofthe cell. Some of these factors are also actively repressing
the alternate lineage gene expression. The genetic programmes controlled by transcriptional
regulators seem well conserved between vertebrate species.

As the intraembryonic hemogenic sites start to seed the lymphoid organ rudiments,
developmental programs ofthe homing progenitors are gradually restricted towards downstream
lineages. Eventually, thymus, bone marrow, spleen and the avian bursa of Fabricius serve as
permissive environments for further maturation, proliferative expansion and select ion
processes. During these complex events multiple both cell-intrinsic and -exrrinsic mediators
critically influence the emergence of lymphohemopoietic progeny.

Hematopoietic Stem CellDevelopment, edited by Isabelle Godin and Ana Cumano.
©2006 Eurekah .com and Kluwer Academic / Plenum Publishers.
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Hemangioblasts
Following fertilization the totipotent embryonic stem (ES) cells of vertebrate embryos

divide rapidly to produce multipotent stem cells that in turn reside at the top of various
developmental cascades. These processes involvinga seriesof developmental choices are naturally
subjected to a tightly orchestrated and controlled usage of intranuclear genetic potential. One
of the most thoroughly analysed developmental pathways is the hemangiopoietic system (Fig.
1). Although not completely established, several lines of evidence have recently suggested that
the vascularand hematopoietic systemsshare a common developmental progeny.1-3 Anatomically,
both the hematopoietic and endothelial stem cells colocalize to the ventral para-aortic
splanchnopleural mesoderm and the avian allantois.4-6 The hypothetical bipotent progenitor,
however, the hemangioblast (Fig. 1), has not been identified at a clonal level so far. Still, both
the hematopoietic and endothelial cells have many common antigenic features.7-9 More
importantly, gene targeting and other experiments have documented the central role of
transcription regulators (Table 1), the stem cell leukemia factor (SCLITAL-1) and acute
myeloid leukemia factor 1 (AMLl) as well as growth factor receptors, i.e., VEGF-Rl/Flk-1,
TGF-p and Tie-2/Tek for the proper development of both systems.7,10,l1

SCL-deficient mice fail to survive due to severe defects in blood formation and the
corresponding mutant ES cells are unable to contribute to any hematopoietic lineages (Table
1).12 Later, however, it has become clear through transgenic rescue experiments that SCL has
also a significant contribution to the vascular development and, specifically, to the angio
genic remodeling and branching of the preexisting capillary plexus (Fig. 1). Accordingly, the
zebrafish SCL ortholog plays a role in the development of hemangiopoietic cells from the
embryonic lateral mesoderm.P Other experiments using the zebrafish cloche mutants have in
addition demonstrated that the hemangiopoietic defect present in these mutants was due to
abolished SCL expression. Moreover, these studies were able to show that SCL acts upstream of
at least Flk-1, Tie-l and GATA-1, as their expression together with both the hematopoietic and
vascular defects were rescued via forced SCL expression. In conclusion, it has been suggested
that SCL could trigger the emergence of vasculohemopoietic progeny from the ventral mesoderm
in a similar way as other related bHLH-factors, like MyoD, control the onset of e.g., muscular
development.l'' More specifically,AMLl (Cbfa2) that is required for definitive hematopoiesis
is transiently expressed in the endothelial cells at sites of embryonic HSC emergence (Table 1,
Fig. 1).15 These studies have suggested that AMLl could mark adoption of hematopoietic fate
from the presumptive hemangiopoietic precursors present in the early embryonic mesodermal
sites. Recently, it has also been suggested that the angiogenic defects seen in AMLI-deficient
animals are due to the absence HSCs, which suggestsa novel primary role for HSCs as promoters
ofangiogenic events in early embryos. I I

Transcription Factors and Early Hematopoiesis
Following the delineation of vasculogenic and hemogenic progenies the intraembryonic

aorta-associated sites function as the origin for the definitive hematopoietic series.I6-19As the
early yolk sac blood island-residing stem cells account only for a transitory phase of primitive
erythroid development.j'' the intraembryonic ventral mesodermal foci harbor the true
hematopo ietic stem cells. Asthe hemangiopoietic development relieson a given set of molecular
regulators, the hematopoietic system itself depends on another and less ubiquitous category of
transcription controllers. One of the key factors in early hematopoiesis is the lim-domain
containing Lm02 (Rbtn2) that has, like SCL, been linked to leukemogenesis and is capable of
forming heterodimers with SCL proteins in erythroid cells.21 Lm02-deficiency causes embry
onic lethality via similar hematopoietic defects as seen in SCL mutants and mutant ES cells fail
to generate any hematopoietic lineages in adult mice (Table 1, Fig. 1).
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Table 1. Transcription factors ofhematopoiesis

HematopoieticStem Cell Development

Factor Family Expression Gene Targeting

SClJTal- l bHLH HSC No primiti ve and definitive hematopoiesis, yolk sac
angiogenesis defect ive

AMLl CBF HSC No definitive hematopoiesis, angiogenic defects
(Cbfa2)

Lm02 LIM domain HSC No primitive and definitive hematopoiesis
(Rbtn2)

GATA-2 Zin c finger HSC and HSC and precursors reduced
precursors

PU. l Ets Precursors No myeloid and lymphoid cells
and B cells

Ikaros Zinc finger HSC, T and 1) Dom inant negative homozygous: alymphoid
B cells 2) Dominant negative heterozygous: T cell

hyperprol iferation -> T cell leukemias and
lymphomas
3) Null: lack of B, NK and fetal T cells, postnatal
T cells undergo clonal expansion

Helios Zinc finger HSCa nd Unknown
T cells

E2A bHLH Constitut ive B lymphopoiesis arrested before Ig rearrangement

EBF EBF B lineage B lymphopoiesis arrested before Ig rearrangement
cells

PaxS Paired box B lineage No B cell s
cells

Aiolo s Zinc fi nger Lymphoid B cell hyperproliferation, disruption of B cell
precursors tolerance, B cell leukemias and lymphomas
and B cells

GATA-3 Zinc finger HSC, T cells No T cells (block at the earliest double negative
and Th2 stage)

Tcf-l HMG box Thymocytes T cell different iation arrest due to proliferat ion
and T cell s defects in double negative thymo cytes

Abbreviations: SCL: stem cell leukemia; bHLH : basic helix loop helix; HSC: hematopoi etic stem cell ;
AML: acute myeloid leukemia; CBF: core binding factor; Lmo: LIM-only protein; EBF: early B cell
factor; Tcf: T cell factor.

Another rnultilineage factor is the Ets family memb er PU.I that is widely expressed in
precursors of the lymphoid and myeloid lineages. Gene inactivation and retroviral transduc
tion srudies have concluded that PU.I directs the entrance ofHSCs into the lymphoid-myeloid
pathways (Table I , Fig. 1).22 Specifically, high levels ofPU.1 favor the development of
macrophage progenitors, whereas lesser amounts induce the progenitors to adopt the B cell
fate.22Whether these concentration-dependent choices function already at the HSC level or at
bipotent myeloid-lymphoid precursor, are not fully unde rstood. Common progenitors for
myeloid and B cellshave, however, been described in murine AGM (aorta-gonad-mesonephros)
and fetal liver.23 In addition, PU.l is able to positively regulate its expression by binding to its
own regulatory sites.22

The founding membe r of the GATA zinc finger family is GATA-I which together with a
cofactor FOG (Friend OfGATA-I) performs critical regulatory functions in the erythroid and
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Figure 1. Central transcription regularorscontrolling the specification of the hernangiopoieric, hematopoietic,
lymphoid and myeloid lineages. Embryonic ventral mesoderm is the primary origin for both the
hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) and endothelial precursors. An elusive bipotent int ermediate, the
hernangioblast, has been proposed to represent a developmental intermediate.The illustrated transcription
factors are placed according to their major sites of action. Thin arrows indicate alternate and more direct
developmental routes.

megakaryocytic pathways.24 Interestingly, the erythro-megakaryocytic lineage is rather
unaffected in the PU.l mutant precursors indicating thus a distinct role for GATA-l and PU. I
during the transition of HSC into myeloid and erythroid routes. In addition, forced GATA-I
expression redirects myeloid cells into erythroid or megakaryocytic lineages by repressing via
protein-protein interactions the functional amount of PU.1.25 Moreover, the antagonistic
action of these factors is bidirectional, as also PU.l is able to suppress GATA-I in erythroid
cells. Also during normal myeloid development GATA-I expression is reduced, and analo
gously, PU. I levelsdiminish upon the onset oferythroid differentation. The second GATA-family
member, GATA-2, has been suggested to control proliferative rate and growth factor responses
of early hematopoietic precursors, as forced GATA-2 activity abolishes differentiation
and enhances proliferation. Also in its absence all the definitive blood lineages are severely
affected, which emphasizes the central role of GATA-2 at an early hematopoietic stage (Table
I, Fig. 1). The exact molecular mechanism ofGATA-2 function, and the question of its own
regulation , have still remained elusive. GATA-2 has not been shown to control its own expres
sion by forming a positive autoregulatory loop like GATA-I and PU.I . Interestingly, the Ikaros
proteins, also members of this conserved zinc finger transcription factor family, have been
demonstrated to play critical roles in proliferation control via chromatin remodeling and
histone deacerylation.t'' H ence , as GATA-2 regulates proliferation of HSC, it would be
intriguing to analyse, whether it has any interactions with the chromatin restructuring
complexes controlling the accessibility of the target genes mediating this HSC proliferation.
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Although GATA-1 has not either been shown to complex with the nucleosome modifying
machinery, both GATA factors have been shown to interact with Lmo2 during early hemato
poiesis. Indeed, it has been suggested that Lmo2 could function as an interface between GATA-2
and SCL in early HSCs and later, following commitment into the erythroid/megakaryocytic
pathway, between SCL and GATA_1.21 Putting this data together with the earlier gene
inactivation and expression studies, a schematic picture could be drawn that puts first the gene
causing the zebrafish cloche mutation upstream ofSCL and Lmo2 that, in turn, are in front of
GATA proteins in the developmental hierarchy ofearly HSCs (Fig. 1).

Adoption of the Lymphoid Fate
In vertebrate embryos the intraernbryonic para-aortic mesoderm (avian) and the para-aortic

splanchnopleura (mammals) and their derivative, the AGM region, are the primary origins for
lymphoid progeny.I6-19,27 Already in the AGM and later in fetal liver of murine embryos,
different progenitors with T-, B-, myeloid-, multilineage-, B/myeloid- and T/myeloid-capacities
have been found. 23,28 In a similar way, progenitors with either B or T lymphoid characteristics
are present in early avian embryos.29.30 Moreover, recombination ofthe immunoglobulin genes
occurs very early in the avian ontogeny.31 ,32 Yet, although adult murine bone marrow has been
suggested to contain hematopoietic cells with bilymphoid capaciry,33 no such common
lymphoid progenitors (CLPs) with both B and T cellpotential have been identified in embryonic
lymphoid tissues in any species. Subsequently, the embryonic lymphoid anlage, thymus, bone
marrow (in mammals) and the bursa ofFabricius (in avian) become colonized by the progenitor
cells. The exact nature, and especially in the case ofT cell precursors, the degree of lineage
commitment of the seeding cells, are not fully understood.

Among the true and irreversible signs for lymphoid fate adoption are the expression of
recombination activating genes, RAG-I and RAG-2, and the resulting rearrangements of the
antigen receptor gene loci. The developing B and T cell precursors also undergo a characteristic
sequence ofphenotypical and morphological changes.The productively rearranged (VHto DWJH)
immunoglobulin heavy chain genes (IgH) make up, together with the surrogate light chain gene
products, lambda5 and VpreB, as well as with the associated signal transducers mb-Hlga) and
B29 (Ig~), the preBCR complex. Following a phase of rapid proliferative expansion, the preB
cells rearrange either their kappa or lambda light chain genes (IgL) to form immature surface
IgM posit ive B cells. In an analogous manner, the early murine double negative (CD4-CD8-) T
cell precursors lacking also the CD3/TCR complex express the RAG proteins to rearrange their
TCRf3-chain gene loci. Productively madeTC~ is then expressed together with the surrogate
a-chain, preTa, (equivalent to the surrogate light chain in preB cells) to form the preTCR.
This process called ~-selection allows the preT cells to undergo proliferation, to rearrange the
TCRa-chain genes and finally to become CD8+CD4+ double positive precursors. Finally, to
generate tolerance the antigen receptors ofdifferentiating lymphocytes are subjected to selective
screenings to eradicate potentially harmful self-reactive precursors.

In birds, the lymphopoietic system has several important unique features and differences,
some ofwhich allow important experimental advantages compared to mammals. As the avian
embryos are easily accessed, the first classical experiments to demonstrate the intraembryonic
origin for vertebrate lymphoid progeny were performed using grafted chick-quail as well as
chick-chick yolk sac embryo chimeras (see chapter by Jaffredo).16,17 Additionally, the avian
lymphopoietic system has a dichorornic nature, as development of the B cell compartment and
the Ig repertoire expansion are, separately from T cells, promoted in a specialized organ , called
the bursa of Fabricius.3o Bursa contains follicles that become colonized by inrraembryonic
mesenchyme-derived and already B lineage-committed progenitors harboring rearranged Ig
genes .27.31 Colonization occurs during a single developmental window between embryonic
days 8 and 14.34 In contrast to mammals, a single variable (11) heavy (l!) and light (L) chain
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gene is initially rearranged with a single J element (DJH and Jd to produce the prebursal
primary B cell pool. Following bursal homing, these progenitors exploit a unique process called
gene conversion to diversify the originally simple Ig repertoire .32,35 Finally,as chicks, surgically
bursectomized early in ontogeny, are able to develop B cellswith narrowed I~ repertoire, it has
been concluded that B cell development starts independently of bursa. 6 Therefore, the
primary role of the bursa of Fabricius is to facilitate Ig repertoire generation through gene
conversion and allow proliferative expansion.

In sharp contrast to the avian B cell progenitors with "prehorning" antigen receptor
rearrangements, the avian T cell precursors retain their TCR genes in germ line configuration
upon homing to thymus. 37 Still, these prethymic cells originating from the intraembryonic
para-aortic mesenchyme have been shown to have T cell progenitor characteristics.r'' In
contrast to B cell development, the avian T lymphopoiesis is more reminiscent to that of
mammals. Nevertheless, a few differences and characteristic features exist in the avian. First, y3
T cells represent a large fraction ofperipheral blood lymphocytes in the avian. In addition, the
avian thymus receives three temporally distinct colonizing waves of progenitors. Also,
the putative avian homologs of the surrogate Iglight chain genes and the preTa;and hence the
corresponding preBCRfTCR, have not been documented.

Molecular Control ofT Lymphopoiesis
Generation of null mutant embryos has critical limitations considering the interpretations of

the resulting phenotypes. The detected developmenral arrests provide only evidence ofthe first
step, where a given transcription factor is required. Also, embryonic lethality occasionallybrings
further complexity to the phenotypic analyses. Although these difficulties more often involve
the early acting factors like SCL and Lm02, they also affect other factors, later proved to play
more restricted functions. For example, the third member of the GATA family, GATA-3, is
widely expressed during embryogenesis and the corresponding null mutation causes premature
death due to severe embryonic hemorrhages.f Together with Lm02 also GATA-3 has been
shown to associate with early hematopoietic foci. 39 Its role , however, specifically in T cell
development, was discovered in an attempt to circumvent the death -causing abnormalities in
null embryos. GATA-3-deficient embryonic stem cellswere injected into RAG-2null blastocysts
to generate chimeras, where the contribution ofthe injected null cellsto lymphoid compartments
was analysed in a genetically alymphoid background.40.41 It became apparent that the
GATA-3-targetedES cellswere capable of giving rise to all the other cell types except cellsofthe
T cell system (Table I , Fig. I).

In addition to lethal phenotypes, functional redundancy and overlapping expression
profiles have made it difficult to assessthe role of individual regulatory factors in lymphocyte
development. In line with GATA-3, also Tcf-I and Lef-l , both members of the high mobil ity
group (HMG) family, are widely expressed in early ontogeny, but have still been shown to
display critical lymphoid-restricted functions.42 Tefl-targeted mice develop incomplete block
in thymocyte development with reduced numbers ofimmature single positive (ISP) thymocytes
(Table I, Fig. 1). LefI-deficiency causes aberrant tooth, hair and central nervous system
development. Although both factors are known to bind the TCRa enhancer, expression ofthis
cell surface receptor component is unaffected both in Tefl and Lefl null thymocytes. This
has led to an idea of compensatory functions, and therefore double mutants have been
generated to address the question, whether T cf-I and Lef-I could exert true functional
redundancy. Basedon the results obtained, development of the double deficient thymocytes
was completely arrested (from ISP to DP) .43 In support of these overlapping roles, it has
earlier been demonstrated that the avian Tcf ortholog represents a common ancestor for
these two relatedfactors.44The exact targets and molecular mechanism for theirT lymphoid roles
have nevertheless remained unclear, as also the TCR signaling routes are found intact in the
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double mutant thyrnocytes.V Subsequent analyses of the Lefl/Tefl-targeted mutants,
however, have revealed similar paraxial mesodermal defects as in Wnt3a mutant mice. Indeed,
several lines of evidence across species have to date documented the central role of T cf/Lef
factors as nuclear targets of Wnt signaling pathways.V These findings extending from
Drosophila melanogaster to man have opened a new era for understanding, how cytoplasmic
signaling is integrated and mediated to nuclear effectors that control early morphogenesis,
embryonic axis formation, cell fate decisions and also tumorigenesis.

Molecular Control ofB Lymphopoiesis
In analogy with the synergistic role ofthe T cf-lILef-l proteins in T cell development, also

B lymphopoiesis relies on a network of~ne regulators that act in concert to promote B cell fate
adoption and lineage progression.22,45. E2A, a member of the bHLH transcription factors,
generates two widely expressed splice forms E12 and E47 that both play essential and synergis
tic roles in B cell developmenr.V Knock-out mice display blocked B cell development at a stage
prior to Ig gene rearrangements (Table 1, Fig. 1). However, when selectively disrupted,
El2-deficient mice seem to have a slightly later developmental defect in comparison to the B
cell defects found in E47null littermates. Interestingly, as levels of PD. 1 are critical for the
decision between macrophage vs B cell fate,22 forced E12 in turn has been shown to make a
macrophage cell line adopt B lineage characteristics. From these studies it has been found that
EZA drives the expression of another central regulator, EBF (Fig. 1) (Early B cell Factor).45
These factors are then required for the expression of multiple B lineage-affiliated genes like
lambda5, VpreB, mbl, B29and the RAG genes.45EBF-disrupted phenotype strongly resembles
that ofE2A-deficient mice, and experiments with E2AlEBFheterozygous double mutants have
revealed their strong collaborative action in promoting the early steps leading to B lineage
restriction.

Recent results have documented that neither EBF nor E2A is sufficient to B cell
commitment. Indeed, Pax5 (or BSAP), a downstream target ofEBF/EZA, has been shown to
function as a true B cell identity or master commitment factor.46 Pax5-deficieney arrests B cell
development at an early pro- B cell stage and later than EBF or E2A disruptions (Table 1, Fig.
1). Strikingly, IL-7 depletion induces these Pax5 mutant pro-B cells to adopt clear characteristics
of a mulriporential hematopoietic precursor cell.47 With appropriate cytokine mixtures these
cells start to differentiate along osteoclast, dendritic cell, NK cell and granulocyte pathways
and have been able to reconstitute the T cell system in RAG-2-deficient hosts.47 In
gain-of-function experiments, it has been shown that, when Pax5 exEression is rescued via
retroviral transduction, normal B cell differentiation can be restored. 7 Conclusion of these
results depicts that the role of Pax5 is to irreversibly restrict precursors to the B lineage at the
expense ofalternate fate choices. In suppon ofthis, both Pax5 and EBF have been documented
to be active already at the earliest steps of avian B lymphopoiesis.f" This early expression and
ability to shut down other developmental options fits to the multilineage priming concept,48
but at the same time , it has raised the question of the molecular function of Pax5-mediated
repression. One solution to this question was obtained, when Pax5 was demonstrated to interact
with Grg4, a member of the Groucho family of transcriptional corepressors.P It is currently
suggested that Pax5 recruits Groucho and perhaps other related inhibitory factors to repress
genes that favor alternate lineage programs. In the case ofB cell lineage fate control, the exact
molecular mechanism is still not fully understood. It is nevertheless of importance to notice
that in other systems Groucho actions have been linked to histone deacetylases with chromatin
condensing and gene silencing.46 Whether chromatin remodeling is required to render the
other genetic programs, except the Pax5-favored B lymphoid fate, into a transcriptionally silent
state, remains to be resolved. Interestingly, however, conditional gene targeting as well as
gain-of-function studies have recently suggested that Notch1, an evolutionarily conserved cell
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fate regulator, promotes T cell development at the expense of B cell fate.46 According to this
model, Notchl that is a membrane-bound factor receives its signal exclusively in the thymic
environment and prevents E2A activity in the thymus. Therefore, thymic Notch signals
instruct T cell fate as a secondary choice, whereas the bone marrow niche lacking Notch signal
ing allows B cell development as a primary and default outcome. Whether this Notch l-mediared
fate decision influences the elusive bipotentiallymphoid progenitors or earlier hematopoietic
precursors is not known.

The lkaros Family ofTranscription Factors
Ikaros represents the founding member of a zinc finger transcription factor family with

central functions in the development and function ofthe hematopoietic system.26•49Identification
of the Ikaros gene resulted from attempts to define critical molecules involved in T cell lineage
specification.i'' As Ikaros was shown be able to drive in vitro reporter gene activity from the
CD3<> enhancer, it was originally suggested to function as a T cell commitment factor. Yet,
further studies, as described below, have shown it to exert much more diverse effects in the
hematopoietic system. Ikaros comprises seven exons encoding two separate carboxy- and
amino-terminal regions that together contain six Kriippel-like cysteine/histidine-based zinc
finger domains (Fig. 2).49The four N-terminal motifs mediate high-affinity DNA recognition
and binding, whereas the more distal domains are required for dimer formation within the
Ikaros family. The primary Ikaros transcript undergoes alternate mRNA processing to produce
a functionally diverse set of protein isoforms that differ in their N -terminal zinc finger
composition and thus in their DNA binding properties.Y Structurally Ikaros is most homologous
to and has similarities with the Drosophila Hunchback segmentation gap protein. Subsequent
studies have to date revealed at least three additional members of the Ikaros family: Aiolos,
Hellos and Dedalos and possibly also Pegasos.51-53 These highly related genes have most likely
arisen via gene duplication events of a common ancestor to generate a functionally diverse
family ofgene regulators . Most recent findings have placed members of this family into critical
positions in regulating gene activity during hematopoietic lineage specification, differentiation
and proliferation. More importantly, Ikaros family has proven out to be among the first
identified groups of gene regulators coupling the general chromatin metabolism and gene
accessibility control with the lineage-affiliated gene expression programming in lymphocytes.
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Figure 2. Functionaldomainsand interactionsitesofIkaros. Zinc fingerdomainsF1 to F4 arerequired for
high affinityDNA recognition and binding. C-terminalzinc fingers F5 and F6 arecriticalfor hetero-and
homodimerization within the Ikarosfamily. Regions involved in activatory and repressive propertiesare
indicatedbyhorizontal arrows.Thedistal segmentofexonsixisshownindarkcolortoindicatea lO-arnino-acid
deletion (8) frequently observedin leukemiclymphoblasts.
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Contribution of Ikaros to the Hematopoietic Compartments
To elucidate the contribution ofIkaros proteins to the development of the hematopoietic

and lymphopoietic systems, two different strategies to inactivate Ikaros in mouse germ line
have been exploited (Table 1).49 Targeting of the C-terminal zinc finger domains in the last
exon generate unstable and dimerization-deficient Ikaros proteins and hence result in an Ikaros
null outcome. These animals are devoid offetal T and B cellsaswell as adult B cells.After birth
however, a small number ofT cell precursors can be found in the thymus. Interestingly, these
postnatal precursors are predominantly adopting the CD4 T helper phenotype and cannot
generate progeny for NK or thymic dendritic cells (DC). For an unknown reason yo T cellsare
selectivelyaffected, as mucosal and thymic yo T cells are present, but the fetal epidermal yo T
cells as well as the gut-associated yo T cells are absent. The myeloerythroid branch in turn is
developing rather normally in Ikaros null animals, apart from a block in the terminal matura
tion of granulocytes. Another Ikaros mutation deleting the N-terminal zinc finger domains
leads to production ofIkaros proteins that are incapable ofDNA binding but still retain intact
dimerization and protein interaction motifs. Through dominant negative (DN) influence these
mutant proteins can sequester other interacting proteins into transcriptionally inactive
complexes unable to bind DNA In comparison to the Ikaros null animals, homozygous DN
mutants display an even more profound defect and lack all fetal and adult lymphoid lineages
and fail to develop thymic DC and mature granulocytes. Their bone marrow is highly
hypocellular and the thymus, although histologically identifiable , is markedly reduced in size
and totally devoid ofT cells. Of the secondary lymphoid structures, all the peripheral lymph
nodes and gut-associated lymphoid patches are absent in the mutants. In sharp contrast to the
lack of lymph nodes and the severely reduced marrow hematopoiesis , animals develop severe
splenomegaly as a result ofmarkedly enhanced extramedullary myeloerythropoiesis. Given the
central immunocompromising defects affecting both the innate and adaptive immune
surveillance, DN mutant animals are highly prone to polymicrobial infections and subsequently
die during their first month.

Ikaros and Hematopoietic Stem Cells
It originally appeared that murine Ikaros is first expressed in the E9.5 fetal liver.50Later, it

became apparent that Ikaros can be detected already from the E8 extraembryonic yolk sac.49

Therefore, the effects of Ikaros mutations on the hematopoietic precursor and stem cell
compartments were analysed in more detail using both in vitro and in vivo colony-forming
assays.54 Ikaros null animals had a dramatically lower numbers oflong-term repopulating HSCs
when compared to the wild-type littermates, The DN mutants were totally devoid of this
repopulation activity. In line with the HSC defects, the more differentiated CFU-S
(colony-forming unit-spleen) and the BFU-E (burst-forming unit-erythroid) were also affected.
Later erythromyeloid precursors, however,were more intact in the targeted animals. Both Ikaros
mutations impaired the expression of c-kit and fIk2. Yet, the cellular consequences caused by
the reduced levels of these two cell surface receptors are still unresolved. In addition to the
defects in adult HSC compartments, also embryonic precursors from ElO AGM and yolk sac
were similarly affected when the CFU-S contents were assayed.

Ikaros and Thymocyte Development
The generated Ikaros mutations cause only minor changes in the levels of SeL, PU.l

and GATA-2 transcription factors. 54 This is most likely a secondary effect and is due to the
relative alterations in the precursor population sizes. In contrast, however, the T cell
lineage-specifying factor GATA-3 is totally absent in the DN mutanrs.f" In a similar way,
lack of GATA-3 expression may be due to the missing T lymphopoiesis, or alternatively, it
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may be a direct consequence of the DN Ikaros mutation.V During thymocyte development
lkaros deficiency dissociatesdifferentiation from the normally occurring phases of proliferative
expansions that are mediated by the preTCR and TCR receptor complexes.55 First,
evidence from studies using Ikaros null X RAG-I double mutants showed that absence of
Ikaros can promote differentiation in RAG-l negative background, where thymopoiesis is
normally blocked at the double negative stage due to the absence of a functional preTCR.
Moreover, the observed transition into double positive stage occurred without the normally
required proliferation. Second, Ikaros null X TCRa double mutants can differentiate from
double positive to immature single positive thymocytes, a process normally blocked in TCRa
mutants. Thus, positive selection seems to occur without TCR engagement in a similar way
as the earlier ~-selection occurred without any preTCR signaling. Taken together, Ikaros
seems to set at least two distinct bottlenecks for critical steps in thymocyte development. In
normal thymocytes, Ikaros could thus function as a gate-keeper for preTCR and
TCR-delivered signals required for further development.

lkaros: A Threshold forT Cell Function
Subsequent analyses of animals heterozygous for the dominant negative Ikaros mutation

revealed that th~ undergo augmented T lymphoproliferation and finallysuccumb to lymphomas
and leukemias. 9 The observed clonal outgrowth is accompanied by loss of the remaining
wild-type Ikaros allele and can be first detected within the thymic T cell populations.
Transitional state intermediates between the double and single positive thymocyte subsets start
to predominate. Asdescribed above, this accumulation of expanding thymocytes is likely to be
due to the significantly decreased Ikaros-based proliferation thresholds. Thymocytes have
intact TCRs that are, without Ikaros interference, able to mediate proliferative expansion
resulting in neoplastic transformation. In support ofthis, certain peripheral T cell subsets, e.g.,
splenocytes, are autoproliferative as they can expand withoutTCR engagement.49 Bythe age of
3 months, mutant animals develop enlarged lymph nodes and severesplenomegaly as well as
have lymphoblastic infiltrates in multiple organs including bone marrow. Circulating leukemic
lymphoblasts and the tumor-forming cells are of donal origin, as they display the same TCR
specificity. In conclusion, dominant negative Ikaros mutation generates variants that bind
normal Ikaros proteins and other interacting factors into inert complexes. The resulting
decreasein the overallIkaros levellowersthe Ikaros-mediated preTCRlTCR-signaling thresholds
thereby allowing illegitimate thymocyte proliferation and leukemogenesis. Nevertheless,
a functional TCR is required for leukemogenesis, as no DN mutation-induced malignancies
develop in RAG-deficient background.55Therefore, Ikaros-deficiency is sufficient to promote
thymoeyre differentiation without TCR, but is unable to dr ive malignant transformation in
the absence ofTCR. In addition to the heterozygous DN mutation, also Ikaros null animals
develop clonal expansion and malignant out-growth.V

Aiolos: SettingBrakes for B Cells
Since the DN Ikaros mutation causes via dominant negative interference a more severe

outcome compared to the null mutation, interacting Ikaros parmers are likely to exist. As a
result, Aiolos, the second Ikaros family member, has been isolated and shown to share similar
structural and functional properties.51 Bycontrast to Ikaros, Aiolos is not expressed in the early
hematopoietic precursors or stem cells,but is actively present in the later stages of lymphocyte
development (Table 1, Fig. 1) .51,52Although murine Aiolos readily dimerizes with the Ikaros
variants, Aiolos itself has not been demonstrated to generate an~ splice variants and is therefore
suggested to form only one type ofAiolos-Aioloshomodimers. 1 Contribution of Aiolos to the
lymphopoietic system was analysed by targeting a portion of the last Aiolos exon.56 Strikingly,
the resulting null mutants revealed that Aiolos performs highly analogous functions in the B
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celldevelopment, as Ikaros has been shown to carry out in the T lymphopoiesis (Table I) . Bone
marrow preB cells are increased, but B cells from the peritoneum and marginal zone as well as
the recirculating marrow-derived populations are reduced. There was also a marked increase in
the number ofactivated peripheral B cells and appearance ofsplenic germinal centers without
immunization. B cell tolerance was lost, as immune responses were elicited and autoantibodies
produced in the absence of foreign antigens . Therefore, Aiolos-deficiencyseems to lower the
BCR-signaling threshold and disrupt the normal selective processes. Importantly,
Ikaros-deficiency facilitates in a similar way the progression ofdouble positive thymocytes into
single positive state without the normally required TCR-mediated expansion.55 Asa result, T
cells with autoreactive TCR can develop. In line with the Ikaros-deficientT cells, also Aiolos
null B cells hyperproliferate upon in vitro stimulation. Finally,Aiolos mutant animals develop
via the aberrant B lymphoproliferation clonal B cell lymphomas. Ikaros-Aiolos double mutants
display even more enhanced T and B cell expansions, suggesting a synergistic role for these
proteins in setring signaling thresholds .26Thus, both Aiolos and Ikaros function as gate-keepers
in antigen receptor-mediated signal ing involving differentiation, proliferation, selection
processes and terminal maturation as well as tumor suppression.

lkaros andAiolos Running the Lymphoid Chromatin Modifying
Machinery

One of the first insights into the lymphoid-related repressor mechanisms of Ikaros carne
from studies showing that Ikaros makes functionally relevant associations with transcription
ally inert centromeric heterochromatin.57 Using an immuno-FISH (fluorescence in situ
hybridization)-based approach it was demonstrated that within the nuclei of B lymphocytes
Ikaros colocalizes with T cell-specific genes e.g., CD4 and CDB to centromeric regions.
Moreover, during B cell development, genes not any more required for the terminal maturation,
e.g., kzmbda5, are deposited with Ikaros into silent chromatin loci. In addition, the number of
centromeric Ikaros foci seems to increase during the synthesis phase ofcell cycle, which would
indicate along with other studies a role for Ikaros in DNA replication control. In conclusion,
these studies suggesta scenario, where genes could be in a dynamic flux between transcriptionally
permissive and inhibitory nuclear contexts depending on how these target genes are required .
Accordingly, Ikaros would function as a molecular bridge that carries genes between these two
states, and not only during one individual cell cycle, but also during the development and
function of B lymphoid cells.

In the nuclei oflymphocytes, Ikaros and Aiolos function as lineage- and cell-specific
recruiters of the various chromatin remodeling complexes (Fig.3).26.58 Indeed, yeast two-hybrid
screens with Aiolos baits originally led to the identification and cloning of the murine Mi-2
chromatin remodeling ATPase homologs .58 Hence, the repressor mechanisms by which Ikaros
family factors target inert genes to heterochromatic sites involvechromatin modifications. Upon
lymphocyte activation, Ikaros and Aiolos direct the formation of large 2 MD mulrisubunit
complexes that contain components of the NuRD (i.e., Mi-2 and HDACs) and other
interacting factors.58 In cycling cells, these structures enter the previously characterized toroidal
structures around the centromeric heterochromatin. In addition to NuRD, a smaller fraction
of Ikaros is also capable of making interactions and similarly sized assemblies with Brg-l , a
member of the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complexes. By contrast to Ikaros-NuRDs,
these complexes remain diffusively scattered in the nucleus throughout the T cell cycle,
suggesting that they may reside in the euchromatic regions. In line with this hypothesis, it has
previously been shown that members of the SWI/SNF remodeling factors might, by contrast
to NuRDs, be involved in render ing chromatin into an accessiblestate.59

In further yeast two-hybrid studies with Ikaros as a bait, it has been shown that Ikaros and
also Aiolos interact with Sin3 repressor cornplexes.P'' Ikaros has several interaction regions for
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Figure3. Transcriptionregulators interactingwith the chromatin remodeling complexes. NuRD (nucleo
someremodelinghistonedeacetylasecomplex) andSin3deacetylate histonesand rendertargetgenelociinto
condensed and transcriptionally silent state. SMRT and N-Cor are corepressor molecules involved in
Sin3-mediatedtranscriptional repression. In addition to Ikarosand Aiolos, alsothe Drosophila Hunchback
(Hb) isknownto interactwith dMi-2. Similarly, the Retinoblastoma (Rb)tumor suppressor isableto make
interactionswith the NuRD complexand function asa corepressor. Ikaroshasalsobeenshownto associate
with Brg-l (Brahmagroup) a memberof the SWI/SNF complexthat issuggested to remodeltargetgene
loci into an accessible and transcriptionally activestate.

Sin3 that are independent of the DNA recognition and dimerization motifs. In contrast to the
earlier reponer assays,Ikaros and Aiolos were now found to act as strong transcriptional repressors
when carried to DNA by a heterologous DNA binding domain ofGal4 . This repression is not
dependent on Ikaros-mediated DNA binding. Furthermore, Ikaros isoform 6 lacking all the
DNA recognizing motifs functions as the strongest repressor. The detected repression
depends on Sin3 and has promoter- and cell type-specific features , as distinct promoters and
cell lines displayed different amounts of promoter activity repression. Although clearly
involved in gene silencing, Ikaros-Sin3 complexes fail to enter, like Ikaros-NuRD, into the
heterochromatic sites during T cell activation. Moreover, these studies conclude that the
detecred repression does not require direct Ikaros- or Aiolos-mediated DNA binding, as the
chromatin modifying complexes were carried to DNA by a heterologous DNA binding motif
of Gal4. In other studies, however, using ectopic Ikaros expression in 3T3 fibroblasts , it has
been demonstrated that direct DNA binding ofIkaros is crucial for the protein complexes to
enter the pericentromeric heterochromatin.61Two central zinc fingers in the N-terminal DNA
binding region were shown to be critical for recognition of Ikaros binding sites present in the
centromeric regions. Interestingly, the Mi-2 component of the NuRD complex was not
significantly associated with Ikaros in 3T3 fibroblasts and was not required for centromeric
Ikaros targeting. There are also studies showing Mi -2/HDAC-independent repressor
mechanisms of Ikaros.
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Collectively, several models of Ikaros/Aiolos-mediated gene regulation and chromatin
remodeling activities can be drawn and hypothesized according to the results obtained to
date.26 First, it could be suggested that members of the Ikaros family recruit distinct chromatin
remodeling machineries, i.e. , NuRD, Sin3 and SWIISNF, into target gene loci in a
developmental srage-, cell cycle- and cell-specific manner. NuRD and Sin3 complexes with
HDAC activity would drive chromatin condensation and deacerylarion and thus render
associated gene loci into silence. Ikaros/Aiolos-NuRD has been suggested to function in
maintaining the repressed state through cell divisions, whereas Ikaros/Aiolos-Sin3 may play
a role in silencing active genes by chromatin condensation. Ikaros would therefore allow
stable transfer ofgenetic programs via heritable gene control into the cell progeny emerging
as a result of cell divisions. A hypothetical role for the SWI/SNF-containing Ikaros/Aiolos
complexes in turn might be to activate gene expression by remodeling chromatin into a more
accessible configuration. Alternatively, studies revealing direct binding of Ikaros to the
centromeric foci could indicate that Ikaros first binds DNA and then recruits components of
the chromatin modifying machinery to regulate gene activity. Another model has suggested
that centromeric sites store Ikaros proteins that subsequently could be used elsewhere in the
nucleus for chromatin remodeling purposes.P!

The Ikaros Family in Avian Lymphohematopoiesis
It was first shown in the avian that Ikaros is expressed before the colonization of the

primary lymphoid organs (Fig. 4).62,63 Thereafter Ikaros transcripts are detected in prethymic
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Figure4.Transcriptionfactors in the earlyavianhematopoieticdevelopment. Ikarosexpression startsfrom
the second day of incubation onwards, whereas Aiolosis first detected in the avianbursa of Fabricius. At
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with Aiolosin embryonicbursalcells. HSC: hematopoietic stem cell.
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para-aortic progenitors that have been shown to have capacity to give rise to T cell progeny.29
In line with Ikaros, factors involved in B lymphopoiesis, i.e., ElA, EBF and Pax'i, as well as key
regulators ofT cell development, i.e., GATA-3 and Tcf, are expressed early in ontogeny (Fig.
4).30.37 By contrast, the avian Aiolos ortholog is first detected in rhe embryonic bursa of
Fabricius. 64 Importantly, Aiolos expression increases concomitantly with the number ofsIgM
positive cells. Both Ikaros and Aiolos are evolutionarily highly conserved across avian
and mammalian species. Srudies in the avian have provided the first evidence that also Aiolos
generates alternatively spliced isoforms.63•64 Importantly, Aiolos variants are not only expressed
in avian lymphocytes, but also in normal and leukemic human B lymphocytes.65 In addition,
two of the new variants lack functionally central DNA binding domains and might therefore
have a dominant negative influence on other Ikaros family members. Indeed, srrucrurallysimilar
Ikaros isoforms with dominant negative effects have been demonstrated to associate to human
acute lymphoblastic leukemias. In summary, identification ofnovelAiolos variants renders the
chromatin remodeling machinery directing lymphoid gene expression more complex by
bringing new components to the regulatory assemblies. Taken together, characterization
of transcription factors as well as their new isoforms offers new insights into the understanding
ofstem cell biology and lymphohematopoiesis and may thereby also give molecular cues to the
pathogenesis of both immunological and hematological diseases.
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CHAPTER 5

Yolk Sac Development in Mice

James Palls

Introduction

A functional cardiovascular system is essential for survival and growth of the
mammalian embryo, so the hematopoietic, vascular, and cardiac organ systems are the
first to emerge in early post-implantation development. I During gastrulation, meso

derm cells create the body plan, forming red blood cells in the yolk sac, the heart and aorta in
the embryo proper, and a vascular network to connect the two. In this chapter, the develop
ment of the hematopoietic system in the yolk sac of the mouse will be reviewed.

Gastrulation andYolkSac Formation
Studies in multiple vertebrates, including birds, fish, amphibians, and mammals, indicate

that the initial generation of blood cells in the embryo depends on gastrulation and formation
of mesoderm cells. In the mouse embryo, implantation occurs at embryonic day 4.5 (£4.5)
and gastrulation begins at £6.5, as mesoderm cells traverse the primitive streak to occupy an
intermediate position between the primitive ectoderm and visceral endoderm germ layers2

(Fig. lA). Cell tracking studies indicate that the mesoderm cells that exit the posterior
primitive streak migrate proximally and appose visceralendoderm, extraembryonic ectoderm,
and embryonic ectoderm to form the yolk sac, the chorion, and the amnion, respectively (Fig.
IB). Extraembryonic mesoderm cells also form the allantois that contains umbilical vessels
connecting the embryo proper to the flacenta.3 All of these extraembryonic structures are
essential for the survival of the embryo.

While one third of mesoderm cellscrossing the primitive streak migrate to extraembryonic
sites, the remaining two thirds migrate to the embryo proper and contribute to formation of
paraxial, intermediate, and lateral plate mesoderm. Dorsal lateral plate mesoderm apposed to
ectoderm forms somatopleure and givesrise to the lining of the body wall. In contrast, ventral
lateral plate mesoderm apposed to endoderm forms splanchnopleure and givesrise to the outer
lining ofthe visceraand contributes to formation ofthe aorta. Finally,mesoderm cellsfrom the
most anterior portion of the primitive streak form definitive endoderm/ that displaces the
visceral endoderm from the distal embryo proper'' (Fig. IB). Definitive endoderm cells
ultimately contribute to the formation of several intra-embryonic organs, including the gut,
lungs, liver, and pancreas.

The yolk sac is a splanchnopleuric organ that maintains a bilayer structure of
mesoderm-derived and ofvisceralendoderm-derived celllayers(Fig.1B).Survival of the embryo
depends on functions provided both by the endoderm and by the mesoderm components of
the yolk sac.Visceralendoderm cellsof the yolk sac transport and metabolize maternally-derived
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Figure 1. Gastrulation andblood island formation. A) AtE7.0, mesoderm cells migrate proximally to line
the exocoelomic cavity (exo) and distally to enter the embryo proper. B) By E7.5 (neural plate stage),
mesoderm cells associate withvisceral endoderm, embryonic ectoderm, andextraembryonic ectoderm to
form theyolk sac, amnion, andchorion, respectively. Definitive endoderm cells displace visceral endoderm
at thedistal embryo proper. C) AtE7.S, mesoderm adjacent tovisceral endoderm startto form angioblastic
cords/mesodermal cell masses (box, D). Higher magnification ofangioblastic cord(black arrow) adjacent
tocuboidal visceral endoderm cells (white arrow). E)AtE8.5,blood islands contain primitive erythroblasts
surrounded byendothelial cells (black arrow) adjacent to cuboidal visceral endoderm cells (white arrow).

macromolecules and synthesize serum proteins? functions that are laterassumedby the definitive
endoderm-derived gut and liver. Mesoderm cells of the yolk sac produce the embryo's first
blood cells in blood islands. Pioneering experiments in the chick embryo led to the concept
that signals from the visceral endoderm induce the formation of blood and endothelium in
adjacentyolksacmesoderm.8•9The importanceofvisceral endodermon bloodvessel formation in
yolk sac mesoderm was also shown in mouse embryos, since blood cells and blood vessels
develop in explants ofintaccyolksacs, whilevessels failedto develop in explanrs ofextraembryonic
mesoderm alone.lO Further support for the role of visceral endoderm in blood cell and blood
vessel formation comes from GATA-4-null embryonic stem cell-derived embryoid bodies that
lackvisceral endoderm and display markedly reduced blood island formation.II Tissue recom
bination experiments in the mouse suggest that these endoderm-inducing signals act during
early gastrulation and are diffusible.12 Subsequent studies indicated that Indian Hedgehog
signaling is an important component of this induction .13•14While the downstream targets of
hedghog signaling are not yet elucidated, BMP4 is a likely candidate. Mouse embryos
lackingBMP4 havea paucityof yolksacblood islandsand die in earlypost-implantation stages
because of defects in mesoderm formarion.P Furthermore, exogenous BMP-4 mediates the
development of mesoderm cells and hematopoietic cells in embryonic stem cell-derived
embryoid bodies grown under serum free conditions.l''

Blood Island Formation
Yolksac blood island development was initially investigatedin the early 1900s.17.1 8 Phase

and electron microscopestudies havebeen performed in several mammalian species, including
mouse,19,20 guinea pig,21 gerbil,22 cat,23 and human.f" In the mouse, blood islandsarisein the
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yolk sac between E7-7.5, as mesoderm cells adjacent to visceral endoderm proliferate to form
angioblastic cords also termed mesodermal cell masses" (Fig. 1C, D) . Over the next 24 hours,
cells of the angioblastic cord differentiate into morphologically distinguishable erythroid cells
and these 'blood islands' become surrounded by a layer of endothelial cells (Fig. IE).

The formation of a primary vascular network from mesoderm cells is termed
vasculogenesis.P Yolk sac angioblasts coalesce into a primitive vascular network that is
ultimately remodeled into a branching system of arteries and veins by EIO in the mouse
embryo. Over this same period, angioblasts coalesce in the proximal embryo proper to form
the cardiac endothelium, the aorta, and the omphalomesenteric artery that will connect the
embryonic and extraembryonic vasculature.f Major arteries ultimately become ensheathed
with vascular smooth muscle cells that provide strength, stability, and pressure regulation.

Hemangioblast
The intimate temporal and spatial association of blood cells and endothelial cells in yolk

sac blood islands led to the hypothesis that blood cells and blood vessels both arise from a
common precursor. Murrar7 used the term "hernangioblasr" to describe the mesodermal cell
masses that give rise to a blood filled vasculature. The concept of a common hemangioblast
precursor for both blood and endothelium is supported by the coexpression ofa wide range of
genes, including Scl, lmo-Z, GATA-2, EPO-R, tie, tie2 and PECAM, in both lineages.28-31

Furthermore, the targeted disruption ofseveral of these genes, including flk-l, Scl, and lmo-Z,
each results both in hematopoietic and in vascular defects. Flk-l-null embryos fail to form
blood islands at E7.5 and die soon afterwards with a complete lack of endothelial cells and
blood cells.32 A subsequent study found that hematopoietic potential was present in E7.5
embryos lacking flk-l, suggesting that flk-l may function in hemangioblast migration during
gastrulation.33 Mouse embryos lacking Scl and lmo-Z, each die berween E9.5-10.5 from a
complete lacked hematopoietic cellsin endothelial-lined yolk sacs.34-36 However, chimeric mouse
studies with Scl-null and Imo-2-null embryonic stem cells each revealed vascular remodeling
defects later in gestation suggesting that these genes also function in vasculardevelopment .37.38

The most direct evidence for the existence of a hemangioblast cell comes from in vitro
experiments with cultured embryonic stem (ES) cells. The laboratory of G. Keller identified a
unique precursor, termed the Blast-CFC, that gives rise both to hematopoietic progenitors and
endothelial cells upon secondary replating.39 Blast-CFC express the tyrosine kinase receptor
flk-l and are dependent upon its ligand, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) , for growth
in vitro .39.40 The transcription factor Scl plays an essential role in the formation of in vitro
colonies from Blast-CFC.41 Flk-l-positive cells isolated from ES cell cultures can give rise to
flat sheets ofVE-cadherin-positive endothelial cellsand round blood cells.'l2It wassubsequently
determined that single flk-l-positive cells purified from ES cell cultures can give rise to
endothelial cells and to vascular smooth muscle cells,'l3 suggesting a common origin for both
major elements of the vesselwall. Blast-CFC have recently been described during gastrulation
in the mouse ernbryo .l? These hemangioblast precursors are found predominantly in the
posterior primitive streak and can give rise to hematopoietic, endothelial, and smooth muscle
cells, but not to other mesodermal derivatives, such as cardiac or skeletal muscle cells.'l'l These
studies support the concept that the first hematopoietic cells in the mammalian embryo are
derived from hemangioblast precursors.

Further support for the close association ofthe vascular and hematopoietic lineages comes
from morphologic studies and transplantation assays suggesting that the hematopoietic stem
cellsthat contribute to long-term hematopoiesis in the adult mouse arisefrom the aorta beginning
at E10.5, when cell clusters are found associated with its endotheliallining.'l5-47The concept of
a "hemogenic endothelium" is strengthened by studies in Runx-l-null embryos that lack these
cell clusters as well as hematopoiesis in the fetalliver. 'l8-50
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Primitive Erythropoiesis
The predominant hematopoietic lineage to emerge from yolk sac blood islands is a

"primitive" form of erythropoiesis.17 Nucleated primitive erythroblasts begin to accumulate
globin transcripts at £7.551,52 and enter the newly formed vasculature of the embryo proper at
early somite pair stages with the onset of cardiac function. 53.54 They continue to accumulate
hemoglobin for several days reaching a final hemoglobin content of 80 Pf/cell.55-57 Primitive
erythroblasts are extremely large cells with cell volumes of 400-800 a.5 Primitive red cells
display progressivenuclear condensation, ultimately enucleate and circulate for severaldays as
fully mature primitive erythrocytes. l'' The primitive erythroid lineage is unique, because it
constitutes the only transient hematopoietic lineage in mammals.

Development of Unipotential Hematopoietic Progenitors
The development of in vitro colony-forming assays in semisolid media led to the

identification of unipotential and multipotential hematopoietic progenitors. The earliest
recognizable erythroid-specific progenitor is the burst-forming unit erythroid (BFU-E) that in
the mouse gives rise to large colonies of red cells after 7-10 days in culture. 59 BFU-E generate
colony-forming units erythro id (CFU-E) that rapidly give rise to small colonies of red cells in
2-3 days of in vitro culture. GO Examination of the early post-implantation mouse embryo for
BFU-E and CFU-E led to the discovery of a unique intermediate erythroid progenitor type,
the "day 5 CFU-E", that generate colonies of approximately 100 red cells expressing both
embryonic and adult globins.61These progenitors were found exclusively in the yolk sac at E8
and disappeared by E9. In vitro studies of embryonic stem cell-derived embryoid bodies
confirmed that primitive erythroid progenitors, termed EryP-CFC, generate colonies comprised
of large nucleated primitive erythroid cells that express both embryonic and adult globins,
while BFU-E and CFU-E give rise to colonies comprised of small definitive red cellsexpressing
only adult globins.62,63 Two overlapping waves of erythroid progenitors were found in
differentiating embryoid bodies, an initial prim itive erythroid wave followed by a definitive
erythroid wave.63,64

Studies of hematopoietic progenitor development in the early mouse embryo also
revealed two overlapping wavesof erythroid progenitors.PThe first waveconsists of EryP-CFC
that arise at E7.0 (late primitive streak stage) in the regions of the embryo that give rise to the
yolk sac (Fig. 2). EryP-CFC expand in number within the yolk sac over the next 36 hours and
then rapidly disapppear. EryP-CFC are associated with macrophage progenitors (Mac-CFC)
both in embryonic time and space.65 Megakaryocyte progenitors (Meg-CFC) have recently
been identified in the yolk sacsofunstaged mouse embryos as early as E7.5 , indicating that the
megakaryocyte lineagealso arisesduring gastrulation.66•67 Some of these megakaryoeyre colonies
contained erythroid cells that express both embryonic and adult globins, suggesting that these
earlymegakaryocyte progenitors are associatedwith the first "primitive"waveof hematopoiesis.

The second wave of erythropoiesis consists of BFU-E that arise in the yolk sac at early
somite pair stages (E8.25) prior to the onset of circulation65 (Fig. 2). Following an initial
expansion in the yolk sac, BFU-E enter the bloodstream and expand in numbers within the
liver after E10 . This definitive wave of erythropoiesis in the yolk sac is associated with
macrophage (Mac-CFC) , mast cell (Mast-CFC), and granuloeyre-macrophage (GM-CFC)
progenitors,65 that also arise in the yolk sac. All of these progenitor types are subsequently
found in the bloodstream before being detected in the liver.These kinetics are consistent with
the hypothesis that yolk sac-derived hematopoietic progenitors colonize the early fetal liver.
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Figure2.Twowaves oferythroidprogenitorsarisein the gastrulatingmouseembryo.The firstwave consists
of primitive erythroid progenitors that remain confined to the yolk sac (EryP-CFC). The second wave
consists of definitiveerythroid progenitors (BFU-E) that originate in the yolk sac and are subsequently
found within the embryo proper.

Development ofMultipotential Myeloid Progenitors
High proliferativepotential colony-formingcells(HPP-CFC) are multipotential progenitors

that give rise to macroscopic colonies of > 50,000 myeloid cells and represent the earliest
mulriporential precursor within the hematopoietic hierarchy that can be cultured in vitro
without stromal support.68

•69 Because this assaydoes not rely on adult stroma, it was used to
examine the origin of mult ipotential hematopoietic precursors in the mouse embryo.7° No
HPP-CFC were found at presomite stages, despite examining more than 150 staged embryos.
HPP-CFC were first detected at early somite stages (E8.25) , exclusively in the yolk sac. Their
origin in embryonic time and space coincides with that of BFU-E. The yolk sac remains the
predominant site of HPP-CFC expansion (> 100-fold) until the liver begins to serve as the
major hematopoietic organ at El1.5.7° Upon secondary replacing, embryonic HPP-CFC give
rise to definitive erythroid and macrophage, but not primitive erythroid progenitors . These
findings support the hypothesis that HPP-CFC are associated with the definitive wave of
hematopoiesis in the yolk sac during late gastrulation (see model, Fig. 3).

Development of Hematopoietic Stem Cells
The development of primitive red cells and myeloid progenitors in the yolk sac of the

gastrulating mouse emb'h0 led to the hypothesis that hematopoietic stem cell activity also
originates in the yolk sac. 1 However, multiple attempts to en;raft adult mouse recipients with
yolk sac or fetal livercellsprior to Ell.5 were unsuccessful.40·72- 4 Rather, murine hematopoietic
stem cells with the ability to repopulate adult recipients were first detected in the
aorta-gonad-mesonephros r~ion ofthe embryo proper at ElO.5; one day before their appearance
in the liver and yolk sac.4 However, an "embryonic" hematopoietic stem cell capable of
engrafting newborn, bur not adult , recipients has been detected as early as E9-9.5 in both the
yolk sacand embryo proper of the mouse.75•76 After being transplanted into newborn recipients,
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Figure 3. Speculative model of early hematopoietic development in the mouse embryo. Mesoderm cells
migrate into yolk sac and embryo proper (P-Sp: para-aortic splanchnopleure). Mesoderm populations
migrating into the embryo proper ultimately giverise to adult-repopulating hematopoietic stem cells (adult
HSC) at EIO.5. Within the yolk sac, mesoderm-derived hemangioblast precursors generate endothelium
and two waves of hematopoietic progenitors. The first "primitive" wave contains primitive erythroid
(EryP-CFC), macrophage (Mac-CFC) and megakaryocyte (Meg-CFC) progenitors. The second "defini
tive" wave consists of definitive erythroid (BFU-E), Mac-CFC, Meg-CFC, mast cell (Mast-CFC) and
granulocyte-macrophage (GM-CFC). The origin of high proliferative potential colony-forming cells
(HPP-CFC) in the yolk sacat E8.25 suggests that it ispan ofthe definitive waveofhematopoiesis that could
arise from embryonic hematopoietic stem cells (Emb. HSC) that are capable ofengralTing newborn but not
adult recipients.

embryonic hematopoietic stem cells can eventually colonize the bone marrow and engraft
secondary adult recipients.P suggesting that embryonic hematopoietic stem cells undergo a
maturation process to become "adult" hematopoietic stem cells. While the developmental
origin and the physiologic relevance of embryonic hematopoietic stem cells is not yet known,
the appearance of multipotential hematopoietic progenitors (HPP-CFC) in the yolk sac prior
to the onset ofcirculation raises the possibility that embryonic hematopoietic stem cell activity
originates in the yolk sac. The developmental origin ofhematopoietic stem cells is discussed in
greater detail in Chapter 6 (M. Yoder).

Summary: A Modelof Yolk SacHematopoiesis
The study ofunipotential and rnultiporential hematopoietic progenitors supports a model

ofblood cell emergence in the mouse embryo as outlined in Figure 3. Mesoderm cells begin to
migrate through the primitive streak at E6.5. These mesoderm cells give rise to hemangioblast
precursors that in turn generate endothelial cells and two waves of hematopoietic progenitors
in the developing yolk sac. The first wave likely consists of primitive erythroid, macrophage,
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and megakaryocyte progenitors. The transient wave of EryP-CFC becomes a single, nearly
synchronous wave of maturing erythroblasrs that are necessary for survival and growth of the
embryo until at least E12.5, at which time red cells from the fetal liver begin to enter the
circulation .

A second waveof definitiveerythroid, macrophage, mast cell, and granulocyte/macrophage
progenitors subsequently arise in the yolk sac at early somite pair stages (E8 .25). These
progenitors enter the bloodstream with the onset ofcirculation and likelygo on to colonize the
fetal liver. HPP-CFC also arise in the yolk sac at E8.25, indicating that they are associatedwith
the definitive wave of hematopoiesis. The presence of these multipotenrial precursors in the
yolk sac suggests that "embryonic" hematopoietic stem cells, capable of reconstituting
newborn but not adult recipients, may originate in the yolk sac. However, transplantation
studies with cells from specific regions ofprecirculation embryos will be required to determine
the developmental origin of hematopoietic stem cell activity in the mammalian embryo.
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CHAPTER 6

Long-Term Reconstituting Hematopoietic
Stem Cell Capacity in the Embryo
Mervin C. Yoder

Introduction

H ematopoiesis is the dynamic process whereby all formed elements of the blood arise
from multi potent precursor cells. In the adult mouse, hematopoiesis occurs primarily
within the medullary cavity ofbone and in the spleen. During murine development,

however, hematopoiesis is found in numerous sites within and outside the embryo proper.1
The first blood cells in the mouse embryo arise between embryonic day 7 and 8 (E7-8) in the
yolk sac.2,3 Primitive erythroid progenitor production is restricted to the yolk sac and while
these cells first differentiate into mature nucleated primitive red blood cells expressing embry
onic globins, recent evidence indicates that eventually these cells enucleate intravascularly.''
Other recent evidence indicates that "definitive" erythroid and myeloid progenitors,
including high proliferat ive potential colony-forming cells, are also produced in the yolk sac as
early as E8.25. 5,6

Hematopoiesis, including hematopoietic stem cell expansion, is sustained in the yolk sac
until approximately E12-13 when the fetal liver has become the predominant hematopoietic
organ.7-9 Two other sites of hematopoietic stem and progenitor cell development, the
aorta-gonad-mesonephros (AGM) region and placenta, emerge as important sites for stem cell
development prior to initiation of liver hematopoietic activity.9-12 The liver displays sustained
hematopoietic activity throughout the remainder of in utero development and continues to
serve as a hematopoietic site for several weeks postnatally.13-15 Hematopoiesis emerges in the
murine spleen and bone marrow late in mouse gestation but is well developed in both sites by
E18 .16 Several lines of evidence confirm that the bone marrow is seeded by circulating HSC
derived from the rodent fetal liver and that these HSC serve as the source of the marrow HSC
pool for the adult host.17,18

This briefoverviewprovides some ofthe evidence that hematopoiesis is a developmentally
regulated and tissue-specificprocess.The stem cell theory ofhematopoiesis predicts that initiation
of blood cell production in these various tissues during murine development should be
preceded by the appearance of hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) .19In this chapter, we will
review some evidence for the emergence oflong-term reconstituting HSC activity in the early
murine embryo.

Hematopoietic Stem CeU Development, edited by Isabelle Godin and Ana Cumano.
©2006 Eurekah.com and Kluwer Academic I Plenum Publishers.
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General Principles of Hematopoietic Stem Cell Emergence
duringOntogeny

Moore and Owen20 proposed that the embryonic murine liver depends on an inflow of
circulating HSC for the initiation of hematopoiesis during embryonic development. Early in
vitro and in vivo studies in the mouse supported the apparent requirement of an exogenous
source ofhematopoietic stem cells to initiate fetal liver hemaropoiesis.Y' Removal of the liver
prior to the 28 somite pair stage (E9.5) and grafting of the liver primordium into conditioned
adult recipients did not result in the growth of any hematopoietic cells within the graft unless
the conditioned recipients were also transplanted with hematopoietic cells. In the presence of
the transplanted hematopoietic cells, multilineage hematopoiesis was observed in the fetal liver
grafts . Likewise, when E7 embryos were dissected free of their yolk sac membranes and
cultured for 2 days in vitro, embryonic growth and development appeared normal, however no
blood cells or hematopoietic colony forming cells developed in any portion of the embryo
including the liver.22 If the liver is dependent on an exogenous source of HSC, as these data
suggest, the primary unanswered question becomes finding the source of the circulating HSC
that seed the liver primordium.

The most direct assay of HSC activity is transplantation of test cells into a myeloablared
host and subsequent identification ofdonor-derived cellular reconstitution ofhost blood with
lymphoid and myeloid cells.23 Sustained production of donor-derived blood cells for more
than 4 months constitutes evidence of long-term repopulating ability of the HSC.23 Efforts to
direccly assay for the presence ofHSC activity in the yolk sac via transplantation ofyolk sac or
embryo proper cells into recipient animals have yielded discrepant results that appear to correlate
to some extent with the age of recipient animal used.

An additional variable in defining the spatial and temporal emergence ofHSC has been to
attempt to isolate hematopoietic cells from the yolk sac prior to establishment of the systemic
circulation. After the blood is circulating throughout the embryo, it becomes nearly impossible
with standard dissection techniques to be sure ofthe site oforigin ofcellswithin a tissue. While
the heart is known to begin beating at the 4-8 somite (E8 .25) stage of development, the
distribution of red blood cells in the arterial and venous circulations does not become fully
equilibrated until 26-30 somite pairs (E10 .0) just prior to seeding of the developing liver with
hematopoietic cells.24 Thus, movement of yolk sac derived cells into the systemic circulation
does not occur abruptly but gradually. In fact, hematopoietic progenitor cells remain enriched
in the yolk sac circulation as late as EI 0.5, suggesting that this organ continues to serve as a site
of progenitor cell emergence or adhesion even after the systemic vascular system is intact and
functional.24

Emergence of Hematopoietic StemCells in the Yolk Sac
Evidence has been published that the yolk sac isa site for HSC emergence.Transplantation of

E8 yolk sac cells into the yolk sacs of congenic nonablated mice in utero indicated that HSC
activity was present.25 Donor yolk sac cells gave rise to both myeloid and lymphoid cells in
recipient mice that survived and were tested weeks after birth. Toles er al26 reported that
transplantation ofE9 yolk sac cells into c-kit deficient congenic fetal mice in utero via a trans
placental route resulted in donor type reconstitution of the erythroid lineage for more than 5
months. A total of 14 dams were also reconstituted with the E9 yolk sac or peripheral blood
cells. Engraftment of yolk sac cells in the pregnant dams is most interesting as numerous
investigators have been unable to identify donor type hematopoietic elements when yolk sac
cells prior to Ell are transplanted into c-Kit deficient or lethally irradiated adult recipient
congenic miceY-3o Thus, yolk sac cells prior to Ell appear to contain HSC if injected into
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embryonic recipients (and their mothers) in utero but repopulating ability cannot be demon
strated using these same cells upon direct transplantation into myeloablared adult recipients.

There may be several explanations for the failure of yolk sac cells to engraft in the adult
recipient mice including: (1) yolk sac hematopoietic progenitors do not possessintrinsic HSC
activity, (2) yolk sac HSC are unable to engraft in the adult hematopoietic microenvironment,
(3) the frequency of yolk sac HSC activity is below detection using srandard transplantation
protocols , and (4) yolk sac hematopoietic progenitors demonstrate low expression of major
histocompatibility classI antigens (MHC I) and may be removed by adult host-derived natural
killer cells upon transplantation.

The inability ofdonor yolk sac cellsprior to Ell to engrafr adult hosts may be due to their
inability to home and engraft in the marrow compartment of adulr mice. Since the liver
continues to function as a hematopoietic organ for severalweeks afrer birth , we speculated that
yolk sac HSC prior to Ell may engraft in conditioned newborn mice. An intrapartum
conditioning regimen of subcuraneous busulfan injected into pregnant dams on day 18 of
gestation yielded newborn pups in a sublethally myeloablated state. 31 Injection of these
conditioned newborn pups with yolk sac cellsobtained from congenic mice at El 0 resulted in
engrafrment in erythroid, myeloid, and lymphoid lineages in primary and secondary recipient
mice. 32 The level of donor cell engraftment was correlated with the concentration of
donor cells transplanted. In a subsequent study, E9 yolk sac cells were demonstrated to
contain hematopoietic stem cells with long-term repopulating ability upon intravenous or
intrahepatic injection into sublethally conditioned newborn mice.33 Engrafrment in primary
recip ients up to 11 months postrransplant and secondary recipients up to 6 months
posttransplant was documented to be multilineage. Of interest, while the yolk sac cells were
injected into the newborn recipients for the primary transplants , bone marrow cellsharvested
from these primary hosts at 11 months contained yolk sac-derived HSC activity in the bone
marrow compartment capable of repopulating all lineages in the secondary lethally irradiated
adult recipients. These results suggest that yolk sac HSC prior to Ell are unable to directly
repopulate conditioned adult recipient mice, however, once engrafted in conditioned newborn
recipients, the yolk sac-derived hematopoietic stem cells apparently migrate to the marrow
cavity and function long-term.

The hematopoietic repopulating ability and c1onogenic behavior of E9 yolk sac
hematopoietic cells expressing the c-Kit and CD34 cell surface molecules were also tested as
these antigens have been used to isolate HSC from feraland adult mice.34-36 The percentage of
cells expressing CD34 and the level of CD34 expression was highest in the yolk sac at E9 and
decreased throughout murine ontogeny so that bone marrow cellsexpresslow levels ofCD34.3o

Transplantation of 1000 CD34+ E9 yolk sac cellsinto conditioned newborn recipients resulted
in long-term multilineage engrafrment and yolk sac-derived repopulating activity from the
marrow of the primary recipients engrafred secondary recipients long-term in myeloid and
lymphoid lineages. E9 yolk sac cellsexpressing CD34 and c-Kit were highly enriched for high
proliferative potential colony forming cells.Transplantation of CD34+c-Kit'E'I yolk sac cells
into conditioned newborn mice demonstrated that the yolk sac cells gave rise to multilineage
repopulating ability.While the precise mechanisms remain elusive, it is clear that the yolk sac is
composed of hematopoietic cells with repopulating ability that engrafr in newborn mice and
remain active in the sustained production oflymphomyelopoiesis long term in aging adult mice.

Failureofyolk sac cellsto engraft in adult conditioned mice may also be related to limiting
numbers ofstem cells in the yolk sac that upon transplantation in the adult are insufficient in
number to outcompete the host cells. In an effort to isolate yolk sac cells prior ro the
establishment of the circulation in the embryo and yet ro permit sufficient growth and
expansion of cells for accurate assessment of in vivo engraftment, Cumano and coworkers29•37

developed in vitro organotyp ic culture conditions for yolk sac hematopoietic cell expansion.
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This system tests the capacity of the explanted tissue to expand the HSC in situ and is assayed
as successful LTR-HSC function in myeloablated adult recipient mice. Explanred yolk sac
tissue was able to give rise to myeloid progenitor cellsand to reconstitute the myeloid lineage in
lethally irradiated hosts for up to 3 months. However, under the culture conditions employed,
yolk sac cells derived from 8-12 somite-pair staged embryos, cultured for up to 4 days failed to
contribute to the lymphoid lineage in recipient mice. These data suggest that precircularion
yolk sac tissue is devoid of the capacity to support the expansion of HSC that can repopulate
lymphomyelopoiesis in lethally irradiated adult mice. Furthermore, while yolk sac cells in
organotypic cultures proliferated, MHC I expression remained low, and these cells remained at
risk for elimination by host NK cells in the adult recipient mice.29 Transplantation of 4 day
organotypically cultured precirculation yolk sac cells into sublethally myeloablated immuno
deficient mice (which are NK cell deficient and thus less able to eliminate the donor yolk sac
cells that have low MHC I expression) also failed to reveal evidence ofLTR-HSC. These data
suggest that fresh or cultured yolk sac cellsdo not have the capacity to engraft in adult mice and
therefore are not a site for emergence of HSC.

A completely different conclusion can be drawn from the data presented by Matsuoka er
al38 and Kyba et al.39 Precirculation yolk sac cells (£8 .0) were dissected free of the embryo and
cocultured with an endothelial cell line originally derived from the aorta-gonad-mesonephros
(AGM) region ofthe murine embryo. This cell line, AGM-S3 had previously been reported to
support the in vitro proliferation of primitive mur ine hematopoietic progenitor cells including
HSC.40 While the freshly isolated precirculation yolk sac cells failed to engraft in lethally
irradiated adult recipients, ex vivo coculture of the yolk sac cells for 4 days with the AGM -S3
cell line resulted in multilineage long-term engraftment. Likewise, transduction of yolk sac
cellswith HoxB4 (a homeotic transcription factor) and coculture on a stromal cell monolayer
induced the appearance ofcompetence to engraft in primary and secondary adult conditioned
mice.39 These results suggest that HSC activity is present in the yolk sac prior to establishment
of the systemic circulation , but that coculrure with the AGM cell line or overexpression of the
HoxB4 protein is necessary and sufficient for maturing the cells for engraftment in the
conditioned adult mice.

An overall summation of the above data suggests that < £11.0 yolk sac HSC are detectable
upon transplantation into embryonic or newborn but not adult recipients, unless the yolk sac
cells are first cocultured under specific conditions. An interesting recent report suggests that
while 11 day post-coitus (dpc) yolk sacs fail to expand or support HSC, this activity is clearly
present at 12 dpc, These results suggest that early YS HSC may not need exposure to AGM
cells but can mature in situ in the 12 dpc yolk sac into liver repopulating cells or alternatively,
that HSC derived from the AGM enter the circulation and seed the YS.9The recent ident ifica
tion of the placenta as a site of HSC development raises further questions as to whether the
HSC in this organ emerge directly from placental precursors or are seeded from other sites such
as the AGM or YS.

Hematopoietic Stem Cell Ontogeny in the Embryo Proper
Hematopoiesis in the early embryo proper emerges from a region surrounding the

developing aorta. The aorta develops in close association with the mesonephros, mesentery,
and gonads in the splanchnopleura formed by the interaction of mesoderm and endoderm
cells.This region of the embryo has been referred to as the para-aortic splanchnopleura (P-Sp)
prior to £10 and the AGM region thereafter.41,42

When the P-Sp and AGM regions were isolated from the embryo and the tissue directly
transplanted into lethally irradiated adult mice, HSC activity was first detectable in 10 dpc
cells from the AGM region.10

,28 These studies further demonstrated that HSC activity was
concomitantly present in yolk sac, liver, and AGM region at 11 dpc, suggesting that the AGM
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was the first site ofHSC appearance in the earlyembryo.10 If the P-Sp region was dissected free
ofyolk sac cellsprior to the establishment of the circulation (8 dpc) and cultured in vitro, HSC
activity appeared autonomously in the P-Sp cultured tissue. 29The HSC stem cell activity
measured in the adult recipient mice was noted to be multilineage and maintained long term.
HSC activity was not present in similarly cultured yolk sac explants, as noted above.29These
data suggest that the first and only site ofHSC emergence occurs in the P-Sp/AGM region of
the embryo proper.29

P-Sp cells isolated before 10 dpc do not demonstrate HSC with repopulating activity in
conditioned adult mice, but can acquire HSC activity if cultured in vitro. In contrast, 9 dpc
P-Sp cells are capable ofdirectly engrafting and repopulating allblood lineages in conditioned
newborn recipient mice.3oThus, similar to the paradigm displayed by yolk sac cells, there are
hematopoietic cells that emerge in the P-Sp that do not immediately possess the capacity to
engraft in conditioned adult mice. Unlike the yolk sac environment, however, the P-Sp/AGM
region is sufficient to induce these hematopoietic cells to "mature" into HSC that engraft and
repopulate conditioned adult mice.

Hematopoietic cellswithin the P-Sp/AGMare concentrated as a cluster along the ventral
floor of the aorta and in the underlying surrounding mesenchyme.43.44 Similar clusters of
hematopoietic cellshave been identified in numerous speciesduring embryogenesis.19.45 HSC
have also been identified in clusters along the floor of the vitelline and umbilical arteries in the
mouse embryo.45 Some evidence points to the generation and maturation of hematopoietic
cells beneath the aortic endothelium in the mesenchyme and migration of the HSC through
the endothelium to form the clusters.45-47 Other work supports the emergence of hemaropoi
etic cells directly from hemogenic endothelium or hemangioblasts in the AGM region.4S-51

While the AGM region is a site for HSC emergence, th is region poorly supports
hematopoietic progenitor cell differentiation. When P-Sp and AGM tissue is dissected and a
single cell suspension prepared and plated in hematopoietic colony forming cell assays, few
committed erythroid and myeloid progenitors are detectable at any stage of ontogeny.46,52,53
These data suggest that the P-Sp/AGM region is a unique hematopoietic environment that
supports HSC formation but lacks ability to support significant differentiation of the HSC
into committed progenitor progeny. Thus, this tissue has been proposed to be the source of
HSC that migrate to the liver and establish the HSC pool that sustains hematopoiesis life
long.46.47

Summary
At present, none ofthe data presented can resolvethe controversy as to the site of origin of

the HSC that migrate to and seed the liver to establish definitive hematopoiesis. There are no
published data that have directly ident ified the first hematopoietic cells to seed the liver. All
interpretations to this point are circumstantial. A summary of three viable hypotheses is
depicted in Figure 1. Our interpretation of the published literature is reconciled most closely
with the hypothesis that mesoderm is allocated to both the yolk sac and P-Sp regions during
development. In these distinctly separate sites, HSC are formed. While yolk sac HSC do not
acquire the capacity to engraft in adult recipients while retained within the yolk sac rnicroenvi
ronment, these cells can display such activity upon further "maturation". In the P-Sp region,
HSC emerge but await further "maturation" within the AGM microenvironment before
displaying the ability to engraft in conditioned adult recipient mice. Further studies which
track the fates of mesoderm cells dur ing these early stages of embryonic development may be
required to address the intriguing question of the or igin of the H SC which populate the
fetal liver.
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Figure 1. Models of hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) ontogeny. A) Single stem cellmodel with HSCs arising
in the yolk sac from mesoderm. B) Single stem cell model with HSCs arising within the embryo proper,
specifically the aorto-gonad-mesonephros (AGM) region. C) Composite stem cell model whereby meso
derm cells are allocated to the yolk sac and the paraaorti c-splanchnopleure (P-Sp) region. HSC emerging
from these sites funher mature within the AGM or liver to gain competence to engrafr in adult mice as
definitive HSC. Reprinted with permission from Zan Ll, ed. Hematopoiesis : A developmental approach .
New York: Oxford Univ. Press 2001: 188.
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CHAPTER 7

The Endothelium:
The Cradle ofDefinitive Hematopoiesis?

Katrin Ottersbach and Elaine Dzierzak

Abstract

I t has been more than 80 years since a lineage relationship between hematopoietic and
endothelial cells in the form of a bipotential precursor-the hemangioblast-was first
proposed. Evidence has accumulated that supports the existence of such a cell, however,

identification and isolation ofhemangioblasts from embryos has so far not been achieved. The
situation has been further complicated by the suggestion that different types ofhemangioblasts
with varying degrees of maturity exist, some ofwhich may be restricted to either primitive or
definitive hematopoietic lineages. Furthermore, recent work has pointed to a specialized group
ofendothelial cells that possesshemogenic potential and may represent an intermediate step in
the generation of definitive hematopoietic stem cells. The following chapter provides a brief
summary of recent developments in the investigation into the origins of hematopoiesis .

Background
It has long been established that the murine adult hematopoietic system derives from a

small cohort ofself-renewing hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) that residesin the bone marrow.
These stem cells provide the organism with a life-long supply of blood cells ofall the different
lineages, which are generated via a number of intermediate progenitors that become progres
sively more restricted in their self-renewal and differentiation potential. The adult hematopoi
etic system can thus be regarded as a hierarchy of cellswith HSCs forming the base from which
progenitors and mature cells are produced in a unidirectional, linear fashion within each lin
eage (reviewed in ref 1).

Blood generation within the embryo, however, presents a more complicated picture.
Hematopoiesis at early stages of ontogeny cannot be explained with the simple hierarchical
model found in the adult. Instead, embryonic hematopoiesis is characterized by the emergence
of several different progenitor populations, the origin and relationship of which are not well
understood (reviewed in refs. 2, 3). Broadly speaking, hematopoiesis in the embryo can be
defined by two consecutive waves of hematopoietic activity, a primitive and a definitive wave.
The primitive wave of hematopoietic cells, which is transient, includes large , nucleated
erythroblasts expressingembryonic globin genes and a population of primitive macrophages.v''
These populations are not only distinct from their definitive counterparts with respect to the
sets of genes they express, but they also mature more rapidly in order to meet the metabolic
demands of the developing embryo. Primitive erythroblasts are the first hematopoietic cells
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found during development, and they are exclusively generated within the yolk sac at embryonic
stage 7.5 (£7.5).

The first definitive, adult-type HSCs , as defined by their ability to replenish the adult
hematopoietic system of an irradiated recipient , are detected with in the embryo in a region
that encompasses the developing aorta, gonads and mesonephros (AGM) starting at £10.5 .7.8

Between these two developmental time points , a number of other multipotent progenitors can
be detected both within the yolk sac and the embryo proper (9-11 and reviewed in ref 3). The
precise function of these progen itors is as yet unknown and it is uncertain whether they persist
into adult life or serve as precursors for the adult-type HSCs . Two independent studies have
identified hematopoietic precursor cells that arise in the conceptus before £10.5 and that can,
to some extent, provide long term reconstitution when transplanted into a more permissive
environment. For example, CD34+c-kit' cells isolated from the £9 yolk sac or P-Sp (paraaortic
splanchnopleura - the developmental precursor of the AGM region) can repopulate neonatal
mice when injected into the fetal liver at birth. 1o Similarly, cells from the £8.5 yolk sac and
P-Sp can repopulate to low levelswhen transplanted into alymphoid RAG2yc-l - mice.12These
studies imply that pre-HSCs exist in the embryo at earlier time points and that these cells lack
certain properties that allow them to survive and proliferate in the adult environment. It
remains to be shown what the precise nature and function of these cells is and whether they are
indeed the immediate precursors of adult-type HSCs.

One day after adult-type HSCs are found in the AGM, they can also be detected in the
yolk sac. Since circulation in the embryo commences at £8.5, it has long been debated whether
the yolk sac has the capacity to generate and/or expand HSCs in situ or whether it is colonized.
Recent evidence, based on explant cultures, suggests that in addition to the AGM, HSCs may
indeed be generated and/or expanded in the yolk sac and that both AGM- and YS-derived
HSCs may be required to provide a sufficient supply of these cells for the colonization of the
fetal liver (FL), the principal hematopoietic organ until binh.13

The Emergence of Definitive HSCs: Origin and Regulation
Transplantation studies carried out in our group determined that the first murine HSCs

localizeto the major vessels of the developing mouse embryo, the dorsalaorta and the vitellineand
umbilical vessels.141mmunohistochemical analyses in birds,1 5human, 16 mouse,17Xenopus'f and
zebrafishl9 have identified clusters of cells associated with the ventral endothelial wall of the
dorsal aorta and the vitelline and umbilical aneries. These express a number of hematopoietic
and endothelial markers, which include CD34,16.20 CD31,21 ckit ,22.23 CD45,24 AA4.1,25
endomucin,26 CD164 in the human27and Flk1 (not in the avian embryo).28They also express
mRNA for hematopoiesis-associated transcription factor genes such as SCL, c-rnyb, GATA2,
GATA3, Lm02 and AML1.18.22.29-31 Some of the surface markers, namely CD31, CD34 and
CD45, are also found on another group of hematopoietic cells which are localized in
aggregates/foci in the dorsal mesentery ventral to the dorsal aorta in the mouse (17, 20 and
reviewed in ref 32) and chicken.15.33 The cell clusters in both of these anatomica1locations
have been proposed to contain the first hematopoietic stem or progenitor cells. Delineating the
events that lead to their production has therefore been the subject of intense investigation.

One model, based on chick embryo data, proposes that the ventral wall of the aorta
contains endothelial cellswith the capacity (for a briefperiod during development) to generate
blood cells,which then bud offinto the lumen of the aorta or migrate into the dorsal mesentery
where they form the paraaortic foci. Others, using mouse models, have suggested that HSCs or
pre-HSCs are generated within the mesenchyme just beneath the aorta and rapidly migrate
through the endothelial layer into the aortic lumen.
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Figure1. Ventralpart of the dorsalaorta of a 39 SP Ly-6A-GFP embryoat the entry point of the vitelline
artery.The sectionwasstainedwithanantibodyagainstCD34 (whitecellsurfacestainingor redin the color
version). The white arrows mark GFP (cyrosolic, bright green in the colorversion)-expressing cells(3 on
the left, 1 at the top) which co-express CD34.

Thus, in order to further investigate the exact location of the first HSCs in the mouse em
bryo, we have placed the green fluorescent protein (GFP) under the transcriptional regulatory
elements of the well-known HSC marker Sea-l (Ly-6A). The transgenic animals were shown
to express GFP in all long-term repopulating HSCs in the adult as well as in the embryo, as
demonstrated by transplantation ofsorted cells into irradiated adult recipients.34•35 Sections of
transgenic embryos at various stages revealed that GFP expression in the dorsal aorta initiates at
E9 (24 somite pairs) and, at this stage, is found exclusively in endothelial cells in the ventral
portion of the dorsal aorta. Asdevelopment proceeds, the number ofGFP-expressing endothelial
cells increasesuntil they are seen around the entire circumference of the aorta by late Ell. At that
point, GFP+ cellsare also observed within clusters of cellsattached to the ventral endothelium and
as a few round circulating cells. Interestingly, larger clusters, which are especially prominent at
the junction between the dorsal aorta and the vitelline artery, are never entirely composed of
GFP-expressing cells (Fig. 1). Heterogeneity within the clusters has been demonstrated
previously in studies using antibodies against von Willebrand facto?O or CD41 36 and may
reflect some degree of maturation occurring within these groups of cells. Staining with other
markers for hematopoietic and endothelial cells revealed that GFP+ cells in the endothelium
and clusters co-express CD31 and CD34 (Fig. 1). We did not, however, detect any aggregates
of GFP+ cells in the subaortic mesenchyme.

GFP+ cells were also found in the endothelial layer of the vitelline and umbilical vessels,
following the same temporal pattern as in the dorsal aorta. However, the expression of GFP in
the YS was not observed until almost a day later and was then restricted to the larger vessels. A
summary of these expression data is presented in Table 1. Taken together, our results obtained
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Table 1. Summary of theexpression pattern of theLy-6A-GFP transgene
inhematopoietic tissues during specific developmental stages

83

Umbilical/Vitelline
Aorta Vessels

Day9 + ++
(>24SP)

Day10 ++ ++
Day11 +++ +++

Yolk Sac

+
++

Data was obtained by inspection of whole embryos or transversal sections through fixed embryos.
The number of GFP-expressing cells is represented by - (none), + (lowest) to +++(highest).

with the Ly6A-GFP transgenic mice suggest that HSCs and/or their precursors are generated
within the endothelial layer of the dorsal aona. Since all HSCs express GFP in our system, but
not all GFP+ cells are in fact HSCs, we cannot say at this stage whether the repopulating cells
are located in the clusters or in the endothelial layer. However, recent data by North et al37

point to the presence ofHSCs in both the hematopoietic and, to a lesser extent, in the endot
helial cell populations. Transplantation of GFP+ cells from early ElO embryos (31-34 somite
pairs) resulted in limited repopulation 0-2%), hinting at the possibility that the transgene also
marks multipotential progenitors and/or pre-HSCs. Our results again highlight the fact that a
close developmental relationship exists between endothelial and hematopoietic cells, as both of
these cell types are marked by the transgene. In order to put our results into context, a brief
review of this close relationship is given below.

Hemangioblast or Hemogenic Endothelial Cells?
The existence ofa common bipotential precursor for endothelial and hematopoietic cells

was originally suggested in 1920,38 a cell that is now referred to as the hemangioblast.F' Since
then further supporting evidence for a lineage relationship has accumulated and includes the
observation that the two cell types share a number ofsurface markers, such as CD31 ,40 CD34,41
Flkl,42,43 Fltl,44 VE-Cadherin37 and Tie2, 45 and that null mutations in a number of genes,
such as Flkl ,46 SCL47-49 and Tie2,45 affect both cell lineages. Funhermore, endothelial and
hematopoietic cells are the first differentiated lineages that appear during development. They
emerge simultaneously in close proximity to each other from a seemingly homogeneous
population ofmesodermal precursors in the yolk sac blood islandsofthe E7.5 murine conceptus,

In vitro studies using the embryonic stem (ES) cell system have provided further evidence
for the existence of the hemangioblast. Blast colony forming cells (BL-CFCs), derived from ES
cells and grown in the presence of the Flkl ligand VEGF, can give rise to both hematopoietic
and endothelial cells in culture. 50 Flkl serves as a marker for the heman~ioblast, since sorted
Flkl+ES cells can give rise to hematopoietic and endothelial cells in vitro. 1,52 A functional role
for Flkl in hemangioblast emergence had already been suggested based on the phenotype of
Plkl-deficienr mice, which have a severe defect in the endothelial as well as the hematopoietic
lineage.28,46 However, it is not clear how Flkl is involved in hemangioblast specification, since
hematopoietic cells can be derived from Flkl-I - ES cells. Also, Flk l- I - ES cells express
endothelial-specific genes .53,54 The fact that Flkl -I - cells that express lacZ under the Flkl
regulatory elements are found in aberrant positions within the embryo,28,46,54 together with
recent findings in Drosophila.P strongly suggests that Flkl may guide the migration of
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mesodermal progenitorsalong a VEGF gradient to the appropriate location whereendothelial
and hematopoietic maturation can occur. Since Flkl continues to be expressed in endothelial
cells, it appearsthat it alsohasan instructiverole in endothelialdifferentiation, whereasit plays
only a permissive role in hematopoietic differentiation.53

The transcription factor SCL is likely to be another major regulator of hemangioblast
generation since its absenceresults in major defects in vasculogenesis and a complete block in
the entire hematopoietic program.47-49 It may act at a slightly later stage than Flkl, as ES cells
differentiated in vitro express Flkl before theystart expressing SCL.5' Nonetheless, activation of
both of these genes is required for the differentiation of ES cells into endothelial and
hematopoietic cells.

Despite all these studies, it has been thus far impossibleto prove the existence in vivo of
such a mesodermalbipotential precursoron a singlecell level.

The studies described above still leave open the question concerning the initiation of
definitivehematopoiesis. It waslong believed that the yolksacwasthe only sitewherehemato
poietic cellsweregeneratedand that it was those cells that colonizedthe feral liver.56However,
studies on avian embryos57,58 and subsequently murine embryos firmly established that an
independent source within the embryo also had the capacity to autonomously generate
hematopoietic cells.8,9 As mentioned above, intraembryonic hematopoietic activity was de
tected at the site of the developing major arteries beginning at E8.5,9 with adult-type HSCs
being produced starting at ElO.5.8,14 The fact that endothelial cells are alreadypresentat those
time points makes it difficult to link the emergence of intra-embryonic blood cells to a popu
lationofhemangioblasts. It maywellbe possiblethat the inrraembryonic microenvironment does
not initially permit the production of blood cells, thus forcing hemangioblast differentiation
exclusively along the endothelial pathway. Indeed, it wasdemonstrated that Flkl +ES cellsthat
can giverise to hematopoietic aswellas endothelial cellsin vitro would only produce the latter
when VEGF was added to the cultures.V Similarly, AGM cells cultured in the presence of
VEGF produced fewer hematopoietic cells when subsequently plated in merhylcellulose.l"
Local secretion of such an inhibitory signal may thus delay the onset of hematopoiesis in the
P-Sp region.

Recent studies haveproposed that definitivehematopoietic cells are directlyderivedfrom
an endothelialprecursor (reviewed in refs. 60-62).This 'hemogenic' endothelium is thought to
comprise a specialized subpopulation of endothelial cells that can give rise to hematopoietic
cells in a spatiallyand temporallyrestrictedfashion.These cells are thought to be locatedon the
ventralsideof the dorsalaorta, as it isevidentfromembryosections that the ventralendothelium
has a morphology that is distinct from the endothelium of the dorsal side and from that of
other blood vessels.20,24,30,33,63 The normal layer of flat endothelial cells is disrupted in the
ventral location and replacedby a thicker and less organizedpopulation of rounded cells. Clus
ters of hematopoietic cellsseem to be incorporated in the endothelium, with individual cells
appearing to bud off into the lumen. Cells from the clustersmay also migrate into the under
lying mesenchyme. The change from normal endothelium to hemogenic endothelium in the
avian embryo is also associated with a change in marker expression, as endothelial cells in the
cluster-bearing areas lose Flkl expression and start expressing CD45 when they mature into
hematopoietic cells.33Similarly, Flkl and c-kit expression is mutually exclusive in hemogenic
areasof the dorsal aorta in murine embryos.23

Lineage studieshavebeen employed to determinewhetherendothelial cells can indeed give
riseto hematopoietic cells (see chapterby]affredo). Prior to the appearance of hematopoietic eells
at E2, endothelial cells in the avian embryo were labeled either with dye-coupled LDL
molecules or with a lacZ-expressing retrovirus.33,64 Initially, the label was only detected in
endothelial cells. However, one day later, labeled CD45+ hematopoietic cells were observed
within the intra-aorticclusters, and byE6, labeledCD45+cells werealsofound in the para-aortic
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foci. These data provide evidence for the developmental relationship between endothelial and
hematopoietic cells with the former giving rise to the latter and thus passing on the marker.
However, the timing of the retroviral infection is crucial. Infection ofendothelial cells at E4 did
not result in labeling of para-aortic foci implying that these specialized endothelial cells only
transiently possess hemogenic potential. This is supported by the observation that the CD45+
portions of the ventral endothelium disappear as it reverts back to a uniform Flk1+phenotype
by E4.33 It is of note that groups of flat Flk1+endothelial cells were never found intermixed
with round, budding hematopoietic cells. This, together with data from Eichmann et al42

which showed that Flk1+ cells from the chicken blastodisc could give rise to endothelial or
hematopoietic cells,but never to both in the same culture, has so far precluded the identification
of a bipotential hemangioblast in avian embryos.

The ability of endothelial cells to give rise to blood cells has also been demonstrated in
vitro with Vli-Cadherin" cells sorted from the murine yolk sac and embryo proper and cul
tured on OP9 stromal cells in the presence of interleukin-7.65 These cells were identified as
endothelial cells by CD31 expression, LDL uptake and lack ofexpression ofthe hematopoietic
markers CD45 and Ter119. When isolated from the yolk sac and embryo proper at E8.5, these
cells were restricted to an erythroid-myeloid potential, while at E9.5 and E10, they were also
able to generate B cells and T cells, respectively. These hemogenic endothelial cells had the
same hematopoietic potential regardless of whether they originated from the yolk sac or em
bryo proper. Hematopoietic cells (a mixture of sorted CD4Y and Ter119+ cells) from the
embryo proper at different time points were found to have the same potential as endothelial
cells from the same region. However, yolk sac-derived hematopoietic cells acquired their lym
phoid potential at later developmental stages than the yolk sac endothelial cells. Thus, it was
suggested that mesoderm to endothelial cell differentiation (including hemogenic endothelial
cells) occurs in a similar fashion in the yolk sac and the embryo proper, while differentiation
from endothelial to hematopoietic cells is regulated differently in those two comparrmencs.F
Vli-cadherin" CD45- hemogenic endothelial cells from E9.5 and E10.5 embryos also possess
partial reconstitution activity when injected into the livers of conditioned newborn SCID
mice.66

VE-cadherin' cellswere also detected during the in vitro hematopoietic differentiation of
ES celisY These may be a more mature subpopularion ofhemangioblastic Flk1' ES cells at the
diverging point of the endothelial and hematopoietic lineages. Further studies suggest that the
expression of a4 integrin marks the step at which commitment to the hematopoietic lineage
occurs."

The Tie2+ fraction in E1O.5 AGM cells also harbors hemogenic endothelial cells,45.68 as
shown by the production of hematopoietic as well as endothelial cells when cultured on OP9
stromal cells. After 14 days of culture, round cells were found growing on an endothelial net
work and were confirmed to be hematopoietic by staining for specific markers and by methyl
cellulose assays.68 No such activity was found in the Tie2- fraction .

Our own studies using the Ly-6A-GFP transgenic mice lend further support to the notion
that definitive hematopoiesis originates from the endothelial compartment. Expression of the
transgene initiates in endothelial cells at the ventral aspect of the dorsal aorta at day 9 and
remains restricted to endothelial cells until the emergence of clusters, which also harbor GFP+
cells. Thus, the transgene may mark endothelial cells that have acquired hematopoietic poten
tial and that are the direct precursors of HSCs. It would be of great interest to test whether
these early GFP-expressing endothelial cells have neonatal repopulating activity.

Hemogenic endothelial cellshave also been identified in the human embryo and shown to
display a CD34' CD45- or CD31 ' CD45- phenotype." Like their murine counterparts, they
require a culture step on stromal cells (MS-5 in this case) in order to be able to differentiate into
hematopoietic cells.They were detected in the yolk sac, embryonic AGM, embryonic and fetal
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liver and in the fetal bone marrow, but not in the fetal aorta or other non-hemogenic sites.
Unlike their intraernbryonic counterparts, hemogenic endothelial cells sorted from the human
yolk sac are not endowed with a lymphoid potential.

It is still unknown how these ventral endothelial cells acquire their hemogenic potential.
Grafting studies in chick!quail chimaeras demonstrate that the ventral endothelium and the
dorsolateral endothelium of the dorsal aorta have distinct mesodermal origins. The ventral
endothelium is derived from the splanchnopleural mesoderm whereas the dorsal endothelium
originates from the somatopleural mesoderm.69,7o Since only the splanchnopleural mesoderm
has been shown to possess endothelial as well as hematopoietic potential, the hematopoietic
potential of the ventral mesoderm may be cell-autonomous. However, additional local signals
also seem to be required, since splanchnojleural mesoderm-derived cells will only give rise to
blood cells in the appropriate location. 6 Such a signal may be provided by the synergistic
action of the transcription factors GATA3 and Lm02 which are co-expressed in the underlying
mesenchyme prior to the emergence of hematopoietic precursors.r'' Other reports have also
highlishted local changes in the mesoderm underneath the clusters such as a denser appear
ance,3 ,71 an accumulation of smooth muscle actin-positive cells24.72 and a high expression of
tenascin -co71 It still remains to be shown whether any ofthese local variations in the mesoderm
have an influence on the generation of hematopoietic cells.

There is accumulating evidence for a role of the transcription factor AMLl in the transi
tion of hemogenic endothelial cells to hematopoietic stem andJor progenitor cells. Mice that
are deficient for AMLl have a complete block in definitive hematopoiesis, while primitive yolk
sac hematopoiesis is unaffected.73,74 AMLl expression in the E10.5 AGM region (as followed
by the expression ofa lacZ reporter in a mutant allele) is in hematopoietic cells in the lumen of
the dorsal aorta, as well as in cells attached to the endothelium.3O Endothelial cells in the dorsal
aorta are positive, the majority of which are located on the ventral side of the aorta. Interest
ingly, the expression ofAMLl is transient in these cells and coincides with HSC emergence . A
few lacZ' cells are also detected in the underlying mesenchyme and in the mesonephros. In
AMLl-1- mice, the same AMLl-lacZ expression pattern in endothelial and mesenchymal cells
was found at E9.5. However, by E10.5, the number oflacZ-expressing endothelial cellsis mark
edly decreased, with all of them displaying a flat, elongated morphology. In addition, there is an
accumulation of Rositive cells in the mesenchyme underneath. No hematopoietic clusters are
found in AMLl- - embryos .3O AMLl may thus specify a subset of endothelial cells to form
clusters. A similar role for AMLl at the hemogenic endothelial cell stage was suggested by
another group who found AMLl transcripts in sorted VE-Cadherin' CD4S- Ter119- cells of
E10.5 embryos.75 Furthermore, VE-Cadherin' CD4S- Ter119- sorted cellsfrom AMLl-1

- E10.5
yolk sacs and AGM regions are unable to produce hematopoietic cells when cultured on OP9
stromal cells, unlike their wild-type counterparts. In contrast, endothelial cells appear normal,
although their numbers are slightly increased. More recent data places AMLl expression at an
even earlier stage.37Through a combination ofmarkers that allowed discrimination of mesen
chymal cells, endothelial cells and hematopoietic clusters, together with transplantation assays
for the detection of HSCs, it was shown that HSCs in AMLl" - embryos are located in the
mesenchyme, the endothelium as well as in the clusters, whereas in wild-type embryos, they are
almost exclusivelywithin the clusters. It thus appears that a lower dose ofAMLl causes a delay
in the transition of mesenchymal precursors into hemogenic endothelial cells and further into
clusters. As a result, HSCs accumulate at intermediate stages. It cannot be entirely ruled out,
however, that a lower dose ofAMLl affects the expression of some of the markers that define
the different cell populations.
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Concluding Remarks
The studies described above, together with our own data from the Ly-6A-GFP transgenic

mice, provide compelling evidence for HSCs being derived from a population of hemogenie
endothelial cells.Should this then be regarded as the hemangioblast that givesrise to the defini
tive hematopoietic lineage? The generally accepted definition for the hemangioblast is a
bipotential mesodermal progenitor for the endothelial and hematopoietic lineage. It is becoming
increasingly apparent that hemogenie endothelial cells may represent an intermediate step be
tween a hemangioblast-like cell, which may be located in the mesenchyme underneath the
aorta , and HSCs. In our transgenic mouse model, these mesodermal progenitors are likely to
be GFP- and to switch on the expression of the transgene when they integrate in and/or mi
grate through the ventral endothelium of the aorta where they appear as hemogenic endothe
lial cells.ES cellstudies suggest that there are most likelydifferent populations ofhemangioblasts,
a primitive one that gives rise to endothelial cells and primitive blood cells in the early yolk sac,
a definitive one that produces endothelial and definitive hematopoietic cells in the embryo
proper (and possibly also in the yolk sac at later stages), and a third one that is the precursor of
the first two. The common precursor for primitive and definitive hematopoiesis identified by
Kennedy et a176 may well represent such a pre-hemangioblast. Recent work on Xenopus em
bryos has identified two different progenitor populations for adult and embryonic blood that
also produce endothelial cells (see chapter by Ciau-Uitz) .77These arise in different parts of the
embryo, have different migratory pathways and respond differently to BMP4 and thus may
represent the two more mature hemangioblast populations. The definitive hemangioblast sub
set, at least in the ES cell system, may be distinguished by the expression of AMLl,78
VE-Cadherin,79 and/or PCLPI.8o The possibility that there are two distinct hemangioblast
populations for definitive and primitive hematopoiesis may also explain why the two hemato
poietic lineages require different genetic programs , which nevertheless seem to be activated
simultaneously.81

This model ofdifferent hemangioblast populations giving rise to primitive and definitive
hematopoiesis still leavesa lot of questions unanswered. Why have these two populations evolved
and why does definitive hematopoiesis have to go through an endothelial intermediate? It has
been suggested that the endothelium provides a suitable environment in which multipotential
hematopoietic progenitors can be generated.62Another important question is how long these
hemangioblasts and hemogen ic endothelial cells persist. Although they appear to be transient
in the dorsal aorca,64 they may well go on to colonize the fetal liver and even the bone mar
row.21 ,82 The answers to these questions will require detailed lineage tracing and fate mapping
studies.
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CHAPTER 8

Endothelial and Hematopoietic Cells
in the Intraembryonic Compartment

FumioArai andToshio Suda

Abstract

T he development of endothelial cells and hematopoietic cells is closely related at
embryonic stages, and both cells share a common precursor, the hemangioblast.
Differentiation into hematopoietic and endothelial lineages begins with proliferation

ofa single layer of mesodermal cells in the yolk sac resulting in formation of cell clusters,
the blood islands. Cells at the periphery of these mesodermal aggregations differentiate into
angioblasts. Blood vessels are formed by two different steps, vasculogenesisand angiogenesis.
Cells in the interior of blood islands become primitive hematopoietic cells (HCs). Definitive
hematopoies is develops from the P-Sp region as early as E8.5. By ElO.5, hematopoietic stem
cells (HSCs) originate in the aorta-gonad-mesonephros (AGM) region. HSCs from this region
colonize the fetal liver and then move to the spleen and bone marrow. In the embryo, HCs
form clusters closely associated with and often adhering to endothelial cells on the ventral
surface (floor) of the aorta. HCs that form these clusters also appear to be derived from the
P-Sp. In addition, hematopoietic clusters have also been identified in the vitelline and umbilical
arteries, indicating that intraembryonic hematopoietic development is associatedwith the major
arterial region of the embryo.

Hematopoieticand endothelial lineagesexpressseveralgenesin common , such asVEGFR2 ,
Tie2, and SCL/Tal-l. The fact that both lineages co-express common genes, many of which
encode growth factor receptors or transcription factors, is not only consistent with the notion
that they share a common precursor, but also suggests that similar molecular programs and
growth regulatory mechanisms are involved in their development. Moreover, it has been re
poned that HSCs produce Angl, which promotes angiogenesis.

Development ofVasculature
Blood vessels in the embryo form through two different processes; vasculogenesis and

angiogenesis (Fig. 1). The earliest stages ofvascular development, vasculogenesis, include dif
ferentiation, expansion, and coalescence of vascular endothelial cell precursors (EPCs)
(angioblasrs) into the initial vascular network. 1 This initial network consists solely of vascular
endothelial cells (ECs) that have formed similar sized interconnected vessels, and are thus re
ferred to as the primary capillary plexus. The primary plexus is then remodeled by a process

Hematopoietic Stem CellDevelopment, edited by Isabelle Godin and Ana Cumano.
©2006 Eurekah.com and K1uwer Academic / Plenum Publishers.
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Figure 1. Vasculogenesis and angiogenesis. The earlyvascular plexus forms from mesoderm by differen
tiation of angioblasts that subsequently generate primitive blood vessels. The molecular mechanism
responsiblefor this processis termed vasculogenesis. At this stage,VEGFs and their cognate receptorsare
the principal regulatorsofdifferentiation ofangioblasts.After the primaryvascularplexus isformed, more
ECs are generated that can form new capillariesby sprouting or splitting from their vessel of origin in a
processknown as angiogenesis. There are at least two types of angiogenesis: true sprouting of capillaries
from pre-existingvessels and non-sprouting angiogenesisor intussusception. At this stage, the AnglTie2
system plays imporrant roles.At the final step of this stage, ECs need to be stabilized and matured. At
this step, PDGF-BBrecruits periendothelial cells,whereasAngl andTGF-~1 stabilizethe nascentvessel.

known as angiogenesis. I Historically, the term angiogenesis was first used to describe the growth

ofendothelial sprouts from preexisting posrcapillary venules. Recently, the term has been used

to denote the growth and remodeling process of the primitive network into a complex net

work. The process ofangiogenesis consists ofsprouting, branching, fusion, intussusception, or

pruning of ECs.2 Repeated regression and rebirth of blood vessels is called remodeling, which

includes detachment, migration, and adhesion of ECs. Analyses of gene knock-our mice (as

summarized in Table 1) indicate that vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), angiopoietins,

and ephrins play critical roles in development of blood vessels.

Vasculogenesis
Early vascular plexus forms from the mesoderm by differentiation ofangioblasts (ECs that

have not yet formed a lumen), which subsequently generates primitive blood vessels (Fig. 1).

Mesoderm-inducing factors ofthe fibroblast growth factor family are crucial in inducing paraxial
and lateral plate mesoderm to form angioblasts and HCs.3 Existence ofa bipotential precursor

for these cell types (the so-called hernangioblasr) is suggested by defects in both HCs and ECs

seen in embryos lacking the vascular endothelial growth factor receptor-2 (VEGFR2)4 (Table

1). There are six characterized VEGF homologues in mammals (VEGF-A through VEGF-E,
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and PIGF), and they display differential interactions with three related receptor tyrosine ki
nases (VEGFRl/Flt-l , VEGFR2/Flk-l/KDR, and VEGFR3/Flt-4) as summarized in Figure

2. Ancillary receptor components such as neuropilins also appear to interact these receptor

complexes. The expression ofVEGFRl and VEGFR2 is restricted largely to the vascular en 
dothelium, which accounts for the specificity of action of this growth factor family. In
terestingly, although VEGFR3 is restricted largely to lymphatic endotheliurn.l mice lacking
the gene encoding VEGFR3 displayearlyembryonic lethality due to defects in the organization of
large vessels prior to the emergence of lympharics'' (Table 1). The roles ofVEGF-A and its
receptors, VEGFRI and VEGFR2, have been characterized in the greatest detail. In vitro,
VEGF-A can induce endothelial cell proliferation as well as migratory and sprouting activity,
and to promote formation of tubule-like structures by endothelial cells; these effectsare mediated
largely by VEGFR2. Consistent with these in vitro actions, VEGF-A and VEGFR2 are
absolutely critical for the earliest stages ofvasculogenesis in vivo, as blood islands, endothelial
cells (Fig. I), and major vesseltubes fail to develop in appreciable numbers in embryos lacking
either VEGF-A or VEGFR_2.8,47 After differentiation of ECs, VEGFR2 is downregulated in
HCs but not in ECs. The other VEGF receptor, VEGFRI (FIt-I), regulates vasculogenesis,
since mice lacking VEGFRI produce angioblasts, but their assembly into functional blood
vessels is impaired" (Table I). VEGF-A functions not only in the very initial phases of
vasculogenesis, but in later stages of vasculogenesissuch as sprouting and branching, as well as
in maintaining vessel survival7,8 (Fig. I). Threshold VEGF levels are required to maintain
angioblast differentiation, as mice lacking one copy of the VEGF gene die in utero, with
aberrant blood vessel formation in the yolk sac and embryo .6,7 Intraembryonic angioblasts
derived from the splanchnopleura can produce hematopoietic cells, unlike those derived from
the somatopleuric mesoderm.l'' indicating that subtypes ofangioblasts may exist. Little isknown
about the mechanisms governing endothelial cell fate: Ets-l , Hex, Vezf1 , Hox, GATA family
members , and basic helix-loop-helix factors and inhibitors ofbHLH proteins may be involved
in EC development. I I Whether ECs become integrated into arteries or veins is mediated by the
bHLH transcription factor gridlock at the angioblast stage, and subsequently;by members of the
Eph-ephrin family, whose signals are also involved in guidance ofaxons and repulsion of
neurons.12

Angiogenesis
The primary plexus is then remodeled by a process referred to as angiogenesis' which

includes the sprouting, branching, pruning and differential growth of vessels to form the more
mature appearing vascular patterns, as seen in adult organisms. This latter phase of vascular
development also requires differential recruitment ofassociatedsupporting cells,such as smooth
muscle cells and pericytes, as well as fibroblasts, to different segments ofvasculature.13,14 There

are at least two different types of angiogenesis. One is the true sprouting of capillaries from
pre-existing vessels,and the other is non-sprouting angiogenesis or intussusception (Fig. I).

Sprouting angiogenesis occurs both in the yolk sac and the embryo (most frequently dur
ing later organogenesis, particularly in the brain) . Proteolytic degradation ofextracellular ma
trix is followed by chemotactic migration and proliferation ofECs, lumen formation and func
tional maturation of endothelium.

Non-sprouting angiogenesis is a process ofsplitting pre-existing vesselsby trans capillary
pillars or posts of extracellular rnatrix.P first described in the embryonic lung.16 Concurrent
sprouting and non-sprouting angiogenesis are required for the vascularization of organs or
tissues during development. In vivo, non-sprouting angiogenesis can occur by proliferation of
ECs inside a vessel, producing a wide lumen that can be split by trans capillary pillars, or fusion
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and splitting of capillaries. The type of angiogenesis occurring in a given organ or tissue may
depend on the number of vessels already present when the organ statts to grow rapidly. For
example, sprouting angiogenesis occurs in the brain anlage that does not contain angioblasts,
whereas non-sprouting angiogenesis predominates in the lung, which contains intrinsic EPCs
(endothelial precursor cells) and is initially vascularized by vasculogenesis.V

For migration ofECs, it is necessary for ECs to release inter-endothelial cell contacts and
relieve periendothelial cell (smooth muscle cells and perieytes) suppon; that is, mature vessels
need to become destabillzed.i Angiopoietin-2 (Ang2) might be involved in detaching smooth
muscle cells and loosening the matrix in blood vessels.I2.18 Interestingly, Ang2 is required for
recruitment ofsmooth muscle cellsrequired for the stability and proper function ofthe collecting
lymphatic vessels. 19 Proteinases ofthe plasminogen activator, matrix metalloproteinase (MMP),
chyrnase or heparanase families modulate angiogenesis by degrading matrix molecules and
activating or liberating growth factors (bFGF, VEGF, and IGF-I) sequestered within the extra
cellularmatrix.2oThe exposed ECs proliferate and sprout from their resident site, eventually form
ing a new vessel. The loosening of cell-cell contacts allows the fusion of capillaries to form
wider vessels, the arteries and veins. Eventually, mature capillary networks form and are stabi
lized by TGF-~which strengthens the extracellular matrix (Fig. I). Angiopoietin-l (AngI) and
platelet-derived growth factor are necessary for the recruitment of the pericytes that contribute
to the mechanical flexibility of the capillary wall.14

Targeted mutations in mice have revealed some mechanisms responsible for angiogenesis.
Early embryonic vessels (the vascular plexus formed by vasculogenesis) typically contain plump
ECs forming wide lumina without a correspondingly thick vascular wall that may reflectVEGF's
ability to induce formation of larger vessels by enhancing fusion of capillaries. Indeed,
VEGF-deficient embryos lack the dorsal aorta.7·21The receptor tyrosine kinase Tie2 and its
ligand Angl (Fig. 2) are also necessary for sprouting of ECs. Angl is a natural inhibitor of
vascular permeability, tightening preexisting vessels. Angl phosphorylates Tie2 , is chemotactic
for ECs, induces sprouting and potentiates VEGF, but fails to induce proliferation ofECs. 12•22

In contrast to VEGF, Angl itself does not initiate endothelial network organization, but stabi
lizes networks initiated by VEGF, presumably by stimulating the interaction between endothe
lial and surrounding periendothelial cells.These findings indicate that Angl acts at later stages
than VEGE12,22In mice lacking either Angl orTie2, early stages ofVEGF-dependent vascular
development (vasculogenesis) occur normally, resulting in the formation of a primitive vascu
lature.23.25 However, remodeling and stabilization of this primitive vasculature is severely per
turbed, leading to death around EI0.5;13.24,25 defects are patticularly evident in the capillary

plexi ofthe yolk sacand head (Table I). These defects likely result from disruptions in Tie2-Angl
mediated interactions between ECs and surrounding periendothelial cells that produce Angl.
Another major defect in mice lacking Angl or Tie2 is in heart development (Table I). The
transgenic overexpression of Angl in the skin leads to striking hypervascularization, presum
ably by promoting vascular remodeling events and perhaps by decreasing normal vascular prun
ing.22 Transgenic overexpression of Ang2 in blood vessels during embryogenesis leads to a
lethal phenotype reminiscent of that seen in Angl or Tie2 knockouts, with severe disruptions
in vascular development. 18,26 Examination ofangiopoietin expression patterns in vivo suggests
an interesting role for Ang2 at vascular remodeling sites. Whereas Angl is expressed widely in
normal adult tissues, consistent with a role of a continuously required stabilization of the vas
culature, Ang2 is highly expressed only at sites ofvascular remodeling in the adult, notably in
the female reproductive cracr.18Ang2 plays a facilitative role at sites ofvascular remodeling in
the adult by blocking a constitutive stabilizing action ofAngl , allowing the vessels to revert to
a more plastic and unstable state18 (Fig. 1).
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Figure 2. Lines indicate documented interactions among ligands withtheirreceptors. Receptor andligand
structures arecolorcoded to indicate theirdomains ofexpression.VEGFRl,VEGFR2, Tiel ,Tie2,EphA2,
and ephrin-Bl expressed on botharteries andveins. ephrin-B2 expressed on arteries. EphB3 and EphB4
arefoundon veins. VEGFR3 expressed on lymphatic vessels. PIGF, VEGF-A~D, Angiopoietin-Ivd, and
EphB2 expressed in tissues surrounding bloodvessels.

Eph-Epbrin
The Eph receptor family consists of at least 14 members, and eight ephrin ligands for

these receptors have been described to date.27 Eph receptors and ligands are broadly divided
into two subclasses, A and B, based on structural homologies and binding specificities,with a
great deal ofredundancy within a subclass in terms of receptor/ligand binding specificities.28

,29

The ephrin-B ligands are transmembrane proteins that preferentially bind to receptors of the
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IIII

E7.5 E10.5 E15.5

Bone Marrow

Birth

Figure3. Sitesof hematopoiesis. Hematopoiesis beginsin the yolksacat E7.5; subsequently, it shiftsto the
fetal liverand then to the spleenand bone marrow. Although, hematopoieticprogenitorscanbedetected
in the yolksacasearlyasE7.5-8.5, theseprogenitorscannot contribute to definitive hematopoiesis (primi
tive hematopoiesis). Definitivehematopoiesis develops from the P-Sp regionasearlyas E8.5. ByE10.5,
HSCs originatein theAGM. HSCs fromthis regioncolonize the fetalliverand then shift to the spleenand
bone marrow.

Eph-B subclass. Unlike ligands for other receptor tyrosine kinases, the ephrins cannot act as
soluble mediators but must be membrane-bound to activate their receptors (membrane linkage
seemingly serves to cluster the ligands , and this clustering is required for activity) .3o Although
in contrast to VEGF and angiopoietins, ephrins were initially characterized by their roles in
axon guidance and neuronal patterning, and currently several findings suggest roles for the Eph
family in the vascularure.P!

Ephrin-B2 and EphB4 display remarkably reciprocal expression patterns during vascular
development, with ephrin-B2 marking future arterial but not venous ECs while EphB4 marks
the endothelium of primordial venous vessels.32 These patterns suggest that ephrin-B2 and
EphB4 function to establish arterial versus venous identity, perhaps in fusing arterial and venous
vessels at their junctions, and suggest that bidirectional signaling occurs between such cells. In
addition, the recent observation ofvascular defects in ephrin-B2 and EphB4 deficient mice32,33
suggests that interaction between the ephrin-B2ligand and its cognate EphB4 receptor defines
the boundaries of arterial -venous domains.32.33 Subsequent work demonstrating expression of
ephrin-B2 and cognate EphB receptors in mesenchymal cells adjacent to ECs suggests an Ephl
ephrin-B2 interaction at the endothelial-mesenchymal contact wne.34

Development of HCs
During embryogenesis, development of the hematopoietic system occurs at various ana

tomical sites, including the extraembryonic yolk sac, fetal liver, spleen, and finally, bone mar
row (Fig. 3). There are two discrete anatomic origins of hematopoietic activity, one extraem
bryonic and one intraembryonic. P In mouse embryogenesis, hematopoiesis begins in the yolk
sac at E7.5; subsequently, it shifts to the fetal liver and then to the spleen and bone marrow36

Hematopoiesis prior to formation of fetal liver is known as primitive hematopoiesis and is
distinguished from adult-type definitive hematopoiesis by specific expression ofembryonic-type
globin in nucleated erythrocytes. During the primitive stage, groups ofmesodermal cellsaggregate
in the developing yolk sac to form the blood islands. Cells at the periphery of these aggregates
differentiate into angioblasts, while cells in the interior become primitive HCsY Although
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Table 2. Phenotypes of mousemutantin molecules participating in hematopoiesis

99

Primitive
Gene Knockout Hematopoiesis

Definitive
Hematopoiesis Other Disorders

VEGFRl X X deficit of endothel ial cell s

SCLfTal-1 X X abnormal blood vessel formation in yolk sac

GATA-2 YSprogenitor are X

modestly reduced

Tie2 0 X abnormal vascular network formation;
heart trabeculation defects

AML1 0 X poor branching of the cardial vein in head;
poor network formation in pericardium

GATA-3 0 X abnormal ities in the nervous system

c-myb 0 X

0: normal X: deficit YS: yolk sac

These genes are divided into two groups. One group results in abnormalities seen in not only
hematopoiesis but in vasculo-angiogesis (VEGFRl, SClfTal-1, Tie2). The other group results in
abnormal itiesseenprimarily in definitive hematopoiesis(GATA-2, AML1/ GATA-3, c-myb). Disorganized
ECdevelopment and hemorrhage seen in AML 1 mutant embryos are secondary effects due to a lack
of definitive HSCs.

committed hematopoietic progenitors are detected in the yolk sac as early as E7.5-8.5, these
progenitors have limited potential. Colony forming cells in spleen (CFU-S) and long-term
repopulating hematopoietic stem cells (LTR-HSCs) are absent before the circulation is estab
lished. In the mouse embryo, LTR-HSCs develop from intraembryonic mesodermal region
containing a para-aortic splanchnopleural mesoderm (P-Sp) as early as E7.5 in the absence of
any yolk sac circularion .l" By ElO.5, LTR-HSCs originate in the embryo proper in the dorsal
aorta, genital ridge/gonads and pro/mesonephros region (aorta-gonad-mesonephros: AGM),
which is lineally related to the earlier P-Sp region and has been shown to harbor adult-type
multipotent hematopoietic progenitors and pluripotential LTR_HSCs.38-41 HSCs from this
region are then presumed to colonize both yolk sac and fetal liver, where they give rise to
definitive hematopoietic precursors after EI2.5.35 In contrast, recent studies indicate that the
yolk sac HSCs at E9.0 and ElO.0 can contribute to definitive hematopoiesis when busulfan
treated newborn mice are used in place of irradiated adult mice as recipients for hematopoietic
transplantation (see chapter by Palis).42.43

Regulation of Hematopoiesis
VEGFR2 and SCLlTail are indispensable for not only primitive and definitive hemato

poiesisbut alsofor vasculo-angiogenesis. VEGFR2 is required for the development of hernatopoi
etic and endothelial lineages in the early embryo. VEGFR2-I- mice lack both mature ECs and
HCs as a result of failure to generate yolk sac blood islands during the primitive streak stage.4

The defectinVEGFR2 deficient miceisthought to result&omthe inabilityofVEGFR2-I- mesodermal
cells and/or hemangioblasts to migrate to the correct location to form blood islands,
suggesting that VEGFR2 is required for movement of cells from the posterior primitive
streak to the yolk sac and intraembryonic sites of early hematopoiesis. In addition, VEGF,
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VEGFRl, and VEGFR2 are expressed on HSCs, and VEGF-dependent internal autocrine
loops controls survival of HSCs.44

SCLlTall, which was originally identified through its translocation in acute T-ceillym
phoblasticleukemia,45-47encodesa basichelix-loop-helixtranscription factorexpressed specifi
callyin HCs,48.49 vascularendothelium,50.51 and the developingbrain.52Targetedmutation of
SCLlTall indicatesthat it is indispensable to the developmentof both primitiveand definitive
hematopoiesissuch assuitableestablishmentofthe primary capillaryplexusin the yolksac.53-56
The zebrafish mutant cloche affects both blood and endothelial diflerentiation.V Because of the
loss of endocardium, the cloche mutant has enlarged cardiac chambers evident 26 hr
post-fertilization (hpf).58 cloche homozygotes exhibit nearly undetectable expression levels
of GATA-l and VEGFR2 and complete loss ofTiel.58 Correspondingly, it has been shown
that cloche mutants fail to produce differentiatedblood and angioblasts. Genetic analysis dem
onstrates that the docbe mutation is not linked to the SCL locus. Forcedexpression of SCL in
cloche embryos rescues the blood and vascular defects, suggesting that SCL acts down
stream of cloche to specifyhematopoietic and vasculardifferentiation.59

TIE2 and Angl are also imporrant for definitivehematopoiesis. Tie2 deficientmice show
abnormal vascular network formation. An activating mutation in Tie2 causes vascular
dysmorphogenesis in human.60 Although Angl alone does not promote proliferation in HCs,
proliferation is promoted if Angl is added to a culture with along with stem cell factor. Fur
thermore, Tie2-Angl signaling promotes integrin dependent cell adhesion to fibronecrin or
collagen.61.62

Transcription factors such as GATA-2,63 AMLl ,64.65 GATA-3,66 c_myb67 are important
effectorsfor definitivehematopoiesis. The phenotypes ofmice mutant for these molecules are
summarized in Table II.

Hemangioblasts: Common Progenitors ofHCs and ECs
Hematopoiesisis closely related to angiogenesis, indicating the existence of common pro

genitors, hemangioblasts.f which are able to differentiate into both HSCs and endothelial
cells. Hematopoietic and endothelial lineages express a number of genesin common, including
CD34,69 VEGFR2,68-71 Flt-l,72 Tie2,61 SCLlTal-l,55 GATA-273 and PECAM-l ,74 The fact
that these lineages co-express these genes, many of which encode growth factor receptors or
transcription factors, is consistent not onlywith the notion that they sharea common precursor,
but also suggests that similar molecular programsand growth regulatory mechanismsare uti
lized as their development progresses. Histological studies in chick,75 mouse76 and human76

have demonstrated the presenceof clustersofHCs in closeassociation with, and often adher
ing to, endothelial cells on the ventral surface (floor) of the aorta. The observation that the
appearanceof these clusterscoincideswith the onset ofhematopoietic activityat this site sug
gests that they contain developing stem cells and precursors. Aswith the ECs in this region of
the aorta, HCs that form these clustersalsoappear to be derivedfrom P-Sp. In addition to the
aorta, hematopoietic clusters have also been identified in the vitelline and umbilical arteries,
indicating that intraembryonic hematopoietic development may be associated with the major
arterial region of the embryo,76.78,79 The structure of these intraembryonicclustersdiffersfrom
that of the yolksac blood islands, but the closeassociation of the hematopoietic and endothe
liallineages in the arterial regionof the embryo hasled to speculation that they could besitesof
hemangioblast development. These intraembryonic hemangioblasts would likely differ from
their counterparts in the yolksac in that they should be restrictedto the definitivehematopoi
etic system,as there is no detectable primitiveerythroid lineagecelloutside the yolksac.Gene
targeting studies in mice demonstrate that VEGFR2,4,80 SCLlTal_153.54 and TGF -1381 are
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Figure4. Differentiationof meso-angioblast and hemangioblast. Stemcells, calledrneso-angioblasts, exist
in the dorsal aorta, particularlyin the AGM region. Meso-angioblasts originate in the endothelial and
sub-endothelial cells, and can differentiate into most mesodermal lineages (vessels. blood. cartilage, bone.
smooth muscle, skeletal muscle. cardiac muscle). It is thought that meso-angioblasts contributes to
mesodermal development after birth. and hemangioblasts may be contained in meso-angioblast
populations. In addition. hematopoieticand endotheliallineages express a number of genesin common.
such asVEGFR2, Tie2, CD34. SCUTal-l.

essential for normal development and growth of both lineages. As noted above cloche muta
tions in zebrafish show disrupted embryonic development ofboth hematopoietic lineages and
endocardium.57

A direct approach to the identification of the hemangioblast utilizes surface markers as a
means to isolate it. Several studies have employed this strategy. providing further evidence for
the existence ofhemangioblasts. However. none has yet identified a single cell that can give rise
to both the hematopoietic and endothelial lineages. Eichmann et al69 sorted VEGFR2+ cells
from the mesoderm of the early chick embryo and found that this VEGFR2+ cells could differ

entiate into both HCs and ECs. suggesting that VEGFR2+ cellscontain hemangioblasts. Analyses
of single sorted cells, however, demonstrated that single VEGFR2+ cells could generate either

HCs or ECs. but not both. as different conditions were required for the development of these
two lineages. Consequently. it is difficult to determine from this study whether VEGFR2+ cells
contain a mixture oflineage-restricted precursors or a multipotential hemangioblast. Nishikawa
et al82 isolated mouse yolk sac and P-Sp/AGM cells based on the expression ofVE-cadherin
and demonstrated multilineage hematopoietic potential in these Vli-cadherin" cells. Since
VE-cadherin was regarded as a marker ofECs, these findings were interpreted as evidence that
HCs can develop from a specific subpopulation of ECs with hemangioblastic potential.
Hamaguchi er al83 isolated Tiez' precursors from the AGM region at ErD.S which could
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differentiate into HCs as well as cells with endothelial characteristics as defined by PECAM-1
expression. These findings suggest that these AGM-derived Tiez" cells contain hemangioblasts.

In a more recent study, Minasi et al84 reported that the dorsal aorta contains progenitors
for multiple mesodermal tissues. These aorta associated mesodermal progenitor cells "called
meso-angioblasrs" can differentiate into most mesodermal lineages, such as blood vessels,blood,
bone, cartilage, smooth, skeletal and cardiac muscles, in vivo and in vitro . These cells originate
in endothelial and sub-endothelial cells of the embryonic dorsal aorta, especially the AGM
region . When quail or mouse embryonic aorta were grafted into host chick embryos, donor
aorta derived cells, initially incorporated into the host vessels,were later integrated into meso
dermal tissues.84 Moreover, the expanded progeny from mouse dorsal aorta expressed hemato
poietic and endothelial cell markers (CD34, VEGFR2, and c-Kit) at both early and late pas

sages, and maintained multipotency in culture or following transplantation into a chick embryo.
It is possible that this vessel associated stem cell, the meso-angioblast, participates in postem
bryonic development of the mesodermal system organization and that population of
rneso-angioblasrs contains subpopulations ofhemangioblasts (Fig. 4).

Interaction between HSCs and ECs
As described above, intraembryonic hematopoietic development may be associated with

the major arterial region. It suggests that ECs provide hematopoietic microenvironment and
contribute to the development of HCs. Alternatively, it was recently reported that the HSC
itself contributes to remodeling and angiogenesis of blood vessels during embryogenesis.f''

Takakura et al85 analyzed AML l-deficent mice to determine the interaction between HSCs
and ECs. Disruption ofAMLlleads to failure in development ofdefinitive hematopoiesis and
lethality at E12.5.64,65 AMLl-1- embryos exhibit hemorrhages in the ventricles of the central
nervous system, in the vertebral canal and within the pericardial space and peritoneal cavity.
Vascular branching and remodeling into large and small vessels occurs normally in the head
region of both wild-type and mutants up to E11.5 . However, the number of small capillaries
seen in the hindbrain of AMLl-1- embryos was less than that observed in wild-type mice;
moreover, large vessels in the AMLl-1- embryos contained fewer branches than those seen in
wild-type mice. In mutant embryos, less branching of capillaries was observed in vessels of the
pericardium and the vitelline artery of the yolk sac. Consistent with defective angiogenesis in
the head, massive hemorrhages and aneurysms were observed in mutant embryos .

Recently, it has been reported that AMLl is expressed in ECs at sites where early HSCs
emerge, such as the yolk sac, vitelline and umbilical arteries, and the dorsal aorta in the AGM
region.86 An autonomous effect in endothelial cells by disruption of the AML1 gene has been
suggested to cause hemorrhage; however, AMLl expression in ECs is not observed in the brain
and heart where severe abnormalities in angiogenesis are observed in mutant embryos. In order
to examine angiogenic activity of the AML-1-1- mouse , P-Sp region of E9.5 mouse embryo is
cocultured on OP9 stromal cells. In this culture, ECs form a sheet-like structure (vascular bed)
and subsequently form a network (vascular network) in the periphery of the vascular sheet.
Formation ofthe vascular network is seen in sites ofHC proliferation. Compared with wild-type
mice, proliferation of endothelial cells observed in AMLl-1- mice was normal, while vascular
network formation was decreased. Moreover, no HCs were generated in P-Sp cultures from
AMLl mutant. Addition ofHSCs to this cultivation system nearly rescued impaired angiogen
esis in AMLl mutants (Fig. 5). Recovery ofvascular network was seen in accordance with the
region that HCs, especially HSCs, proliferated. This finding suggests that disorganized EC
development and hemorrhage seen in AMLl mutant embryos are secondary effects due to a
lack of definitive HSCs. Moreover, HSCs (Linc-Kir'Sca-l ' cells in adult bone marrow, and
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Figure5. HSCs promote angiogenesis.A) Organ culture ofP-Sp on OP9 Stromal cells.Vasculo-angiogenesis
and hematopoiesis are observed. Formation ofblood vesselnetworks is seen in the regions containing HCs,
especiallyasHSCs increase(a).Cultivation ofP-Sp derivedfromAMLl mutants.Vascularnetworkformation
and HC generation were not observed (b). HSCs of wild-type mice were added to cultures derived from
AML 1mutants (b). Formation of the vascular network was guided in accordance with the region that HCs
form colonies (c). B) Angl derived from HSCs promotes vessel sprouting into avascular areas. C) HSCs
promote capillary sprouting in vivo. Matrigel containing HSCs was injected subcutaneously into adult
mice. a) Appearance of dissected matrigel on day 4. b) Angiogenesis was guided in matrigel. Red: HSCs.
Green; ECs.

CD45+c-Kit+CD34+ cells in embryo) produce Ang_1.85 It is surmised that the rescue ofvascular

network by the addition of HSCs depends on Ang-I secreted by HSCs. When Ang-I was

added to the AMLl-1- mouse P-Sp culture, angiogenesis was recovered. Taken together this

data suggests the following model: blood vessels migrate to a non-vascular field, HSCs migrate

to that field and secrete Ang-l and guide the chemotaxis ofTie2+ ECs (Fig. 5).

In summary, development of endothelial cells and hematopoietic cells are closely related

to each other in embryonic stages, and both cell types interact with each other through extrinsic

factors such as VEGFs and Angiopoietins.
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CHAPTER 9

Origin and Fate ofHematopoietic Precursors
in the Early Mouse Embryo
Julien Yuan Bertrand, Alexandra Manaia, Jeanne VanCelst,AnaCumano
and Isabelle Godin

Introduction

The hematopoietic system comprises a large array of differentiated cells (lymphocytes,
myeloid cells, erythrocytes, etc .. .) with a limited half-life. The hematopoietic com
partment thus depends on a continuous renewal throughout life. In adult mammals,

mature blood cells are constantly generated in the bone marrow, from multipotent precursors
endowed with self-renewal capacity: the hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) , which have been
considered to arise from a pool generated during ontogeny. Until recently, this model had not
been tested experimentally. The existence of a lineage relationsh ip between HSC present in the
adult bone marrow and those generated during ontogeny recently receive support from
experiments involving time-induced recombination event in HSC from early hematopoietic
site, resulting in the activation of the gene encoding LacZ.1

The fetal liver (FL) was the first embryonic site identified as containing HSC, from 11
days post coitus (dpc) until the perinatal period.2 The FL is the major hematopoietic organ in
the embryo and contributes to neonatal hematopoiesis until the two firstweeksafter parturition.'
At about the same stage, the thymus isalready involved in the generation ofT cells (from 10-11
dpc onwards). The fetal spleen, which seems to have only a minor contribution to embryonic
hematopoiesis, has also been shown to contain HSC from 14 dpc until birth.4•5The fetal bone
marrow is thought to harbor HSC from 15-16 dpc,"

Studies performed in the mouse and chicken embryos have shown that hematopoietic
organs (FL, thymus , fetal spleen and also the bone marrow) do not produce de novo their own
hematopoietic precursors, but have to be colonized by extrinsic hematopoietic cells.5•7•8

The only tissue where de novo hematopoiesis occurs is the YolkSac (YS). Indeed, the first
blood cells can be detected in this site at 7.5 dpc, soon after the initiation of gastrulation. The
early emergence of hematopoietic cells in the YS, together with their de novo generation have
been for long the arguments in favor of the origin of HSC in the YS. It was then widely
accepted that YS-derived HSC migrate to the FL, from where they colonize the other hemato
poietic organs, including the bone marrow where they will reside throughout life.

This hematopoietic development scheme held until it was shown, in the avian model, that
the pool ofdefinitive HSC originates in the embryo proper (See the article byJaffredo et al,this
issue). Using the quail-chick chimeras, where a quail embryo is grafted onto a chick YS, it was
shown that the first wave of blood cells derived from the YS is progressively replaced by
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intra-embryonic (quaill-derived cells.9These data pointed to the embryo proper and not to the
YS as the origin of definitive HSC.

In this review, we will examine the extra- and intra-embryonic origin of hematopoietic
precursors in the early mouse embryo and the features and respective contribution ofboth sets
ofprecursors to the developing hematopoietic system. We first show evidence that point to an
independent generation ofYS and intra-embryonic hematopoietic precursors. Then, through
the analysis of phenotype and potential of the first extra- and intra-embryonic hematopoietic
precursors, correlated to the analysisofgene expression patterns in these two sites, we focus on
the origin of these cells in the embryo.

Extra- and Intraembryonic Contribution to Hematopoietic
Development

The Embryo Properas a Source ofMultipotent Progenitors/HSC:
TheDiscovery

The existence of lymphoid/rnultiporenr progenitors in the embryo proper was indepen
dently reported by four groups in the early nineties. Ogawa et al first showed that B cell pro
genitors (detected in vitro) appeared earlier in the embryonic compartment than in the YS,
respectively at 9.5 dpc and 10 dpc,"Cumano et al established by limiting dilution assays, the
concomitant appearance ofB cell precursors in the YSand embryo as soon as the 10-12 somite
(Sf-stage, at 8.5 dpc. Moreover, this study pointed to the M4.I + Sca-T population as containing
the lymphoid precursors, although a precise localization of these precursors in both sites was
not achieved.10

The presence in the intra-embryonic compartment of precursors displaying a B-lymphoid
potential was corroborated by Godin er al., who characterized the intra-embryonic Para-aortic
Splanchnopleura (P-Sp) as a source of B-1a cells at 9.5 dpc. ll At this time, the P-Sp consists of
the mesodermal territory that comprises the dorsal aortae (paired at this stage). In this study,
P-Sp were grafted under the kidney capsule of host SCID recipients (deficient for B and T
lymphocytes) , which were repopulated with B-1a cells in the peritoneal cavity. Using a similar
protocol, it was impossible to observe a similar reconstitution from the YS. Thus, although the
reconstitution was specific to the B lineage, it clearlyshows the existenceof precursors displaying
a lymphoid potential in the intra-embryonic site, the P-Sp (11).

The first evidence for the existence of more immature hematopoietic precursors in the
mouse intra-embryonic compartment arose from CFU-S assay (then considered capable to
detect the most immature hematopoietic precursors, including HSC,12 performed at 10 dpc by
Medvinsky and Dzierzak. In this study, the first CFU-S were first detected at the 10 dpc in the
region that derives from the 9-9.5 dpc P-Sp, and now comprises the dorsal aorta (which results
from the fusion ofpreviously paired aortae), the gonads and the mesonephros (AGM). CFU-S,
appeared later, after 11 dpc, in the YSand FL.13These data, showing the emergence ofCFU-S
first in the intra-embryonic region (AGM), suggested that CFU-S/HSC were generated in the
embryo proper rather than in the YS, where they would secondary migrate, as suggested by
previous studies performed in the avian model.9

Finally, these four studies coincide in that they ascribe the existence of lymphoid!
multipotent precursors to an intra-embryonic site, characterized as the P-Sp/AGM region,
between 8.5 and 10.5 dpc. It was later showed that before 10-11 dpc, precursors endowed with
a B-lyrnphoid potential also harbors a erythro-myeloid and T-It,mphoid potential at the clonal
level,5 ind icating that the precursors detected by Ogawa et al, Cumano et al,1O and Godin et
al,14 were multiporenr.
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Stem cellsare precursors endowed with multi potentiality and self-renewability.This latter
HSC characteristic can be assessedby the ability to reconstitute irradiated recipient mice after
serial transplantation. It isalso possibleto measure the self-renewal capacityof a cell population in
long-term reconstitution (LTR) experiments. In such assays, the investigated cell population is
scored for its capacity to contribute to all hematopoietic lineages, at least 6 months after graft,
and particularly the myeloid system. Indeed, myeloid cells (granulocytes and monocytes) have
a short lifespan and have to be constantly generated from bone marrow LTR-HSC. This LTR
potential, which is not detected in the 10 dpc AGM using conventional recipients, is then
present after organ culture, meaning that LTR-HSC are autonomously generated in the AGM. 15

In the embryo, LTR activity has thus been first detected in the 10.5 dpc AGM , before it can be
detected in the YSand FL at 11-11.5 dpc. 16 The presence ofLTR-HSC in the YS has also been
documented, at the P-SplAGM stages, using a different experimental set-up , namely intra-liver
injection in Busulfan-treated conditioned new-born. 17.18

These results showed that the intra-embryonic compartment contains multipotent
precursors, prior to FL colonization. Furthermore, at 9 pc, these intra-embryonic multi potent
precursors where shown to be restricted to the P-Sp area, since embryos devoid ofboth YSand
P-Sp did not harbor a hematopoietic porential.l" However, as vascular connections between
the extra- and intra-embryonic compartments are well established, after 9 dpc, a
cross-contamination between the two compartments could be considered.

Hematopoietic PrecursorsAre Present in Blood Circulation
at Mid-Gestation

Moore and Owen were first to suggest, in the avian model, that hematopoietic organs
have to be seeded by precursors through blood circulation. 2o The first experiment in which
multipotent precursors were detected in blood circulation was achieved by Toles et al who
established the exisrence, in 9-10 dpc circulating blood, ofhematopoietic precursors capable of
rescuing, in the long term (9 months), the erythroid compartment ofanemic embryos injected
in utero .21 Delassus and Cumano also showed that precursors contained in blood circulation
between 9.5 and 10.5 dpc were multipotent, as they are able to generate B, but also T and
myeloid cells at the single cell level.22

In conclusion, although the first mentioned data allowed to define the P-Sp/AGM region
as an intra-embryonic site containing multiporent precursors, the possibility ofcontamination
from YS-generated precursors could not be ruled out: the precursors detected in the
intra-embryonic region could result from the aggregation in the P-Sp/AGM region ofYS-derived
precursors brought to this site by the blood flow.Alternatively, one had to consider the possi
bility of a seeding of the YS by precursors independently generated in the intra-embryonic
compartment.

In order to settle this question, we set out to study, before the establishment of circulation,
the hematopoietic potential of the YS and the intra-embryonic splanchnopleura (Sp), which
corresponds to the territory that will give rise to the P-Sp/AGM at later stages.

Establishment o/Vascular Connections between the Extra
and Intraembryonic Compartment

In order to define the site of origin of intraembryonic hematopoietic precursors, which
could only be ascertained by experiments carried our before the stage when blood cells can
freely circulate between the extra- and intraembryonic compartments, we had to precise the
stage when this event is initiated.

To this end, we marked the first circulating erythrocytes, which can be characterized by
the expression the ~Hl globin , specifically synthesized during early developments stages (see
below). We performed wholemount in situ hybridization at stages ranging from the appearance
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Figure 1. Establishment ofblood connection between the yolk sac and the embryo . Open arrows: Circu
lating ~H1+ erythrocytes; Arrowhead: ~H1+ erythrocytes packed in YS-Blood Islands. Abbreviations: Al:
Allantois; H : Heart; NF: Neural Folds. Bar = 100 urn . A-C) Progression of~Hl + erythrocytes from the
YS-blood islands to the embryo proper: At the Late head Fold stage (LHF ; A), ~Hl +cellsare packed within
YS-blood islands. From the OS-stage (B) clusters of circulating cells migrate toward the intra-embryonic
compartment, as blood vesselgrow from the YS. This movement dramatically increases from the 6S-stage
(C). D-F) Colonization of the intra-embryonic companment by YS-derived ~Hl + erythrocytes. In 5S
embryos (0: Lateral view), circulating ~H1+ erythrocytes are present in the aortae and in the heart . They
increase in number in the aortae and heart, as large groups of~H1+ cellsmigrate from the YS-blood islands
to the embryo proper. (8S-embryo, anterior view: E; caudal view: F). G) Detection of circulating
~H l-expressing erythrocytes in the embryo proper at stages ranging from Early Head fold stage to 15S. In
dark grey, number of analyzed embryos . In light grey, number of embryos containing ~H1+ cells in the
int ra-embryonic companment.

of 13Hl erythrocytes (at 7.5 dpc), to the stage when intra-embryonic rnultipotenr precursors
are first detected (8.5 dpc: 12-15 S) , and screened the embryos for the appearance of the first
erythroid cells in the intra-embryonic compartment.
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Table 1. The timingofintra-embryonic colonisation by YS-derived erythrocyte is
similar in embryos from both BALBIC and C57BLI6 strain. Number of
embryos harbouring {3Hl-positive cellsin the intra-embryonic compartment!
Numberof testedembryos for eachdevelopmental stage.

Stage BALB/C C57 BL/6 Total (%)

EHF OIl OIl 0/2 (0%)

LHF 0/4 0/2 0/6 (0%)

15 OIl OIl 0/2 (0%)
2 5 0/3 0/5 0/8 (0%)

35 0/6 0/4 0/10 (0%)

45 1/6 1/6 2/12 (17%)

55 5/7 7/10 12/17 (71 %)

65 313 2/2 SIS(100%)

75 2/2 2/2 4/4 (100%)

85 1/1 1/1 2/2 (100%)

9S 1/1 1/1 (100%)

10 S 1/1 1/1 (100%)
l1S 1/1 1/1 (1 00%)

14 S 1/1 1/1 (100%)

Our results, obtained by screening embryos from both Balb/c and C57BL/6, show that
before the 3S-stage,no YS-derivederythroid cellsare present in the intra-embryonic comparunent
in both strains (Fig. lA, B, G and Table 1). The presence of ~H I -expressing cells is first
detected at the 4 and 5S-stages in a variable number of embryos (Fig. 10), and the colonization of
the intra- embryonic compartment is systematically achieved after the 6S-stage (Fig. 1C, E, G).
This observation , previously unpublished, has since been independently confirmed.23•24

Origin ofIntra-Embryonic Precursors: Extra- and Intraembryonic Sites
Generate Independent waves ofHematopoietic Precursors

At 8 dpc (before the 4-5 S-Stage), the Sp does not show any hematopoietic potential when
cultured in vitro on a monolayer ofstromal cells, after dissociation.P indicating that hemato
poiet ic precursors have not yet been generated. Conversely, when early Sp are cultured in toto
for a few days (3-4 days), this structure now contains hematopoietic precursors, that may be
compared to those derived from similarly treated YS: we detected, by limiting dilution assays,
the presence in the YS of eryrhro-myeloid precursors deprived oflymphoid potential, whereas
the Sp proved able to provide a lympho-myeloid progeny in vitro. This data shows that the
intraembryonic site is capabl e of autonomously generating precursors that display a
lympho-rnyeloid potential. In contrast, the YS is only capable of providing eryth ro-myeloid
precursors, independently of mul tipotenr precursors.

To compl ete these in vitro studi es of hematopoietic potential, we performed in vivo
long-term reconstitution (LTR) of alymphoid Rag2 '/'Yc-/- double knock-out recipienrs.i"
Using the same strategy to assessthe generation of HSC during the organ culture, we observed
that only the precursors derived from Sp cultured in toto were capable ofLTR. In contrast, YS
could only provide short-term reconstitution with a contribution restricted to the myeloid
compartment: no lymphoid cells could ever be obtained from this site. Due to the absence of
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hematopoietic potential in the 8 dpc dissociated Sp, this datasuggest that HSC are independently
generated in the intraembryonic Sp (during the organ culture step), whereas the YS only sup
plies erythro-myeloid cells.26

These data allowed us to conclude that between 8.5 dpc (10-15 S-Stage) and 10.5 dpc,
mulriporenr precursors (HSC) are generated in the P-Sp/AGM region, released in the aortic
blood circulation, from where they seed the FL, but also the YS.These mulriporenr hematopoietic
cells, detected as soon as 9-9.5 dpc in the YS, are capable ofLTR when injected in the liver of
busulfan-treated newborn recipients, as well as those collected from the p_Sp,18 (See also Yoder
contribution to the present issue). Thus, the presence ofHSC in the YS appears to result from
a contamination from intraernbryonic region through blood circulation.

What'S Left to Dofor the YSf
We have previously seen that the YS is the first hematopoietic site during mouse

development, as soon as 7 dpc. Thus, as HSC production only starts at 8.5-9 dpc in the
intraembryonic compartment, extra-embryonic YS hematopoiesis appears to be
HSC-independent, which rises many questions about the origin of these cells as compared to
adult definitive hematopoiesis, as it was defined in the fetal liver and adult bone marrow.

"Definitive" hematopoiesis consists of the diverse processes at the origin of the various
hematopoietic lineages in the adult. In contrast, "primitive" hematopoiesis only generates
hematopoietic subsets that diverge from their adult "definitive" counterparts by morphological
and physiological aspects.

The first hematopoietic cells detected in the YS consist ofprimitive nucleated erythrocytes,
which are generated in the blood islands. These primitive red blood cells express a different set
ofhemoglobins, compared to adult erythrocytes, the so-called fetal hemoglobins (~Hl, 1; and
e) that display a higher affinity for dioxygen, then allowing the embryo to absorb dioxygen
from maternal blood. When blood circulation is established , these erythrocytes can circulate
while remaining nucleated. Recent studies have shown that they enucleate in blood circulation,
a few days later, at 13-14 dpc.27 After the onset ofFL hematopoiesis, at 10-11 dpc, definitive
erythrocytes are now produced, that enucleate before release into the circulation, and start to
express adult-type hemoglobins (~-major and u-globins).

Naito and Takahashi also used the terms primitive and definitive to discriminate two
waves ofYS macrophages. The first one, that appears early after gastrulation and rapidly gives
rise to a differentiated progeny, seems to by-pass the pro-monoeytes and monoeytes stages
described in the adult bone marrow, and was thus qualified as "primitive" or fetal. In contrast,
the second lineage was shown to follow the same precursors succession as identified in the bone
marrow.28,29 Finally, it has been shown that early macrophages in the mouse YS express low
levelsoflysozyme M, as compared to their adult counrerparts.j"

A third subset of "primitive" hematopoietic cells has been identified in the YS, within the
megakaryocytic lineage.The primitive megakaryoeytes differentiate very fast from YS precursors
and display smaller size and ploidy than adult ones,3!

Primitive hematopoiesis thus produces terminally differentiated cells that acquire
different characteristics, regarding to their adult "definitive" counterparts. Molecular
requirements for their differentiation also seems independent from the ones leading to the
establishment ofdefinitive hematopoiesis. Indeed, the invalidation ofRunxllAML-l or c-Myb,
amongst others (for review see ref 32), only affects the generation of definitive HSC in the
embryo proper, whereas YS hematopoiesis is not affected.33-37 It was also shown that YS
"primitive" macrophage development is not affected by the absence ofPU.l, which is required
for the differentiation of "definitive" macrophages .P
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The generation of "definitive" erythro-myeloid precursors has also been documented in
the YS (see Chapter by Palis). Clonogenic myeloid precursors can differentiate into definitive
adult-type erythrocytes, mast cells, megakaryocytes, granulocytes and macrophages. These
YS-derived precursors are the first to seed the FL as early as 9.5-10 dpc.39.40 and have the
potential to differentiate in this microenvironment (unpublished data from JYB). This YS
contribution to FL hematopoiesis may correspond to a transient way to produce blood cells
between the YS primitive production and the red blood cells production from HSC, that colo
nize the FL at later stages.

Another important contribution from the YSappears to be the production of microglia in
the nervous system. In the avian system, it was indeed shown that YS-derived macrophages are
able to seed the brain and retina.41.42 In the adult mouse, microglia is a stable, quiescent
system, 43 not renewed from bone marrow precursors in steady state conditions.44 Allier er al
have shown the existence, in the early YS, of hematopoietic precursors that can differentiate
into microglia when cultured onto a layerofastrocytes.The kinetic ofappearance ofYS-derived
microglia precursors, and brain microglia suggested that microglia could be entirely generated
from YS precursors.P While testing the capacity ofYS-derived macrophages to contribute to
adult microglia, we further showed that YS macrophages can engraft for more than 6 months
in the brain of newborn recipients either injected intra-cerebrallyor intravenously (unpublished
observations from ]YB). Thus YS is able to contribute to the establishment of adult microglia.

Intraembryonic Hematopoiesis: To the Precise Origin of HSC
In this section, we will focus on the correlation between the structure of the AGM region

in the mamma1embryos, the phenotype and differentiation potential of hematopoietic precursors
present in this site, the genetic characterization of these precursors, and the in situ pattern of
expression obtained for gene involved in HSC generation. This strategy aims at defining a
model for de novo production ofHSC in the P-Sp/AGM region.

We previously established that the P-Sp/AGM region wasproducing rnultipotent hemaro 
poieric precursors during a short time window, between 8.5 and 12 dpc. Through
limiting-dilution assays, we quantified the number of multipotent cells in this site, and
established that AGM production reaches a peak at 10.5-11 dpc. At this stage, the AGM
contains around 100-150 rnultipotent cells, all of them within the AA4.1+ fraction. 19

This kinetic allowed us to evaluate the number of clonogenic multipotcnt cells produced de
novo at about 500 per embryo. This number, although initially low, will increase during the
expansion phase that takes place at later stages in the FL (for a review, see ref 46).A possible
increase of HSC pool size, through mitotic activity (versus de novo generation) within the
AGM has not been excluded since mulripotenr cells are active in cell cycle at 10-11 dpc
(unpublished observation from JYB).Nevertheless, the P-Sp/AGM is not a site of hematopoietic
differentiation, as previously shown.2s

Spatial Organization ofthe AGM in Mammals
As mentioned above, the 10 dpc AGM region, that contains the aorta, the genital ridges

and the mesonephros, derives from the P-Sp region and is organized around the dorsal aorta
and its ramifications, such as the omphalo-mesenteric and umbilical arteries (Fig. 2A). This
region has been identified as a hemogenic site in all vertebrate embryos, and is now extensively
studied from the zebrafish to the human embryos (see corresponding sections in this issue).

Both in virro s and in viv047 demonstrated that AGM hematopoietic precursors were
concentrated in the aorta and underlying splanchnic mesoderm rather than in the uro-genital
compartment. This data well correlates with those obtained in the avian model, where the
ventral region ofthe aorta wasshown to directlyderivefrom the Sp, in contrast to the dorso-lateral
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Figure2. HSC localization within 10-10.5dpcAGM.Arrow: Sub-aorticpatches;Arrowhead: Hematopoietic
intra-aortic clusters. Abbreviations: AD: Aorta; G: Gonads; M: Mesonephros; Mt: Mesentery; OMA:
Omphalo-mesenteric artery, A) Scanning Electron Microscopy picture displaying the structure of the
AGM.The 10-10.5dpcsub-aonic patches(arrows) underlyingthe aortaexpress GATA-3 (B)and GATA-2
(D) mRNA, aswellas the AA4.1 (C) and CD31 (E)antigens. Band C areconsecutivesectionsof the same
embryo. GATA-2 (D),AA4.1 (C) and CD31 (E)alsolabelendothelialcells. Sympatheticganglia(Asterisk)
locatedlaterallyto theaorta alsoexpress GATA-3 (B)and GATA-2 (D) mRNA. Hematopoieticintra-aortic
clustersalsoexpress these markers, as shown here for GATA-2 (D) and CD31 (E). Bar» 50 1J.I11.
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part that is ofsomitic origin.48 Using the quail-chick chimaera experimental set-up, it was also
demonstrated that only the Sp-derived cells has the porential to contribute to hemaropoiesis.P

At the beginning of the 20th century, Emmel pointed out the presence, in chick embryos,
of cell clusters located on the floor of the aorta and identified these cells as hematopoietic.V
These aortic clusters, shown to be present in every studied vertebrate species, have now been
characterized in terms ofcellsurfacemarkers expression: the cell in the clustersare hematopoietic,
since they express the pan-leukocyte marker CD45, although at low levels,50-52 and the
adhesion molecule CD34 and CD31 (Fig. 2E),53,54 among others,55 (for a review, see ref. 32).
These clusters appear transiently in the AGM between 10 and 12 dpc,52which correspond the
peak of mulriporent hematopoietic precursor production.' (Fig. 3). At the level of intra-aortic
clusters, the endothelium and the basal membrane are interrupted, as shown by electron
microscopy performed on this region in mouse, chick and human embryos.51 ,56,5?

Until recently, the intra-aortic clusters were the only structures supposedly involved in
HSC generation. We recently identified in the mouse P-Sp/AGM region, another structure
potentially involved in this process (Figs. 2B-E and 3). Through immuno-histological and in
situ hybridization studies, we identified the existence ofsub-aortic patches52 (For a review, see
ref 32), by the expression of GATA-3 (Fig. 2), GATA-2 (Fig. 2), two transcription factors
expressed by hematopoietic precursors, and ofAA4.1 (Fig. 2), an adhesion molecule expressed
on early hematopoietic precursors.2,19,58,59 Such structures were also identified in the human
embryo at the time of multipotent hematopoietic precursor productiont'' (see also the
contributionby Marshall to this issue). Various observations argue for a participation of these
sub-aortic patches to the process of intraembryonic-H SC generation (Fig. 3): 1 the timing of
sub-aortic patches presence in the P-Sp/AGM saiccly correlates with its hemogenic activity,
since they appear at 8.5 dpc with the generation of the first multipotent preeursorl9and disappear
with the cessation of this activity at 12 dpc;5 2 The sub-aortic patches are only present in the
splanchnic mesoderm underlying the aortic floor, mostly below the aortic hematopoietic cell
clusters previously described.

In Vitro and in Vivo Characterization ofIntraembryonic Hematopoietic
Stem Cells

As for the adult HSC, which phenotype has been elucidated in the bone marrow, it was
interesting to purify HSC at their site of de novo production, the AGM region. The AGM
phenotypic characterization was mainly performed in the mouse embryo, due to the possibility
to purify cell subsets using monoclonal antibodies. The obtained fractions were then tested
either for their capacity to generate lymphoid progenies in vitro (through limiting dilution or
single cell assays), or for their potential to reconstitute the lympho-rnyeloid system of irradiated
recipients (LTR experiments).

The first fractionation, leading to a low level of HSC enrichment, allowed to establish
that the hematopoietic potential of the 10-11 dpc AGM was contained in the cKit+ CD34+
fraction .22

,60 We showed that the multipotent hematofoietic precursors were enriched at a
ratio of 1:4 in the AA4.1+fraction of the 10 dpc AGM .

Recently, we obtained a higher level of HSC purification, by using a combination of five
different markers. We show that in the CD45-/lo c-Kit" AA4.l ' CD31 +CD41 +subset, up to
1:1.4 cells is a HSC (characterized in vitro as mulripotent at the single cell leveland in vivo, as
capable of LTR when injected into irradiated NK-deficient Rag2-I-yc·l - recipients), whereas
only 1:7 cells is restricted to the erythro-myeloid lineage.55 In terms ofabsolute numbers, this
enrichment equals the previouslyquantified number ofAGM-multipotent precursors (100-150)
at 10 dpc,5 implying that this subset accounts for the bulk ofHSC present at this stage.

This high levelofpurification allowed us to perform gene expression analysis.We showed
that HSC in this subset coexpress the transcription factors GATA-2, GATA-3 and Lmo_2.55
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Figure3. Localization of the intra-embryonic hemogenic site. Abbreviations: SAP: Sub-aorticpatches;
HIAC: Hematopoieticintra-aorticdusters. In the leftcolumn,thelocationwithin thewholeembryoof the
P-Sp/AGMisshownatdifferentdevelopmental stages.Themiddlecolumndisplays theP-Sp/AGManatomy
on schematic sections at the corresponding stage. In the rightcolumnsummarizes: 1 the evolutionofHSC
number between 8.5 and 12 dpc (grey) with a peakat 1O.5-11dpc; 2 the relative presence in the embryo
of HIAC and SAPduring the phaseof HSC generation. Whereasthe SAP(black) are presentduring the
wholephaseofHSC generation, HIAC (white) are only detectedat the peakof this production.

Similar results were previously obtained when CD4510 CD34+ cells, isolated from the human
AGM, were characterized for gene expression, as this subset was shown to express transcripts
for c-Myb, Tal-I/SCL, GATA-2 and GATA-3.61 In the mouse embryo, it was shown at the
clonal level, that c-Kit' CD34+ isolated from the AGM region coexpress Lmo-Z, AML-ll
Runx-l , PD-I and GATA-2.22

From studies performed in the mouse and human models, it can be concluded that HSC
are highly enriched in the CD4y/lo c-Kit" CD34+ CD31 +AA4.1+CD41 +, and express several
transcription factors such as GATA-2, GATA-3, Tal-I, Runx-l and Lrno-Z.
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In Situ LocalizationofHSC in theMouse AGM Region
The correlation of data obtained by our group and others allowed to define a specific

expression panern for HSC purified at their site of origin, the AGM. Among surface markers
and transcription factorsexpressed byAGM-HSC, only CD41 and GATA-3appear to specifically
individualize HSC from endothelial cells in this region. GATA-3 expression pattern, already
analyzed in the AGM region through in situ hybridization,52 contributed to the identification
of the previously mentioned sub-aortic patches in the splanchnic mesoderm underlying the
aorta. CD41 expressing cells were previously identified in intra-aortic clusters in the chick
embryo.62We recently allocated CD41 +CD31 +HSC, through confocal immuno-histological
studies, to intra-aortic clusters, which actually seemed heterogeneous, since CD31+ CD4r
could also be identified in these structures. 55Moreover, we could show the presence within the
ventral GATA-Y CD31 +CD41- sub-aortic patches,52,55 of individual CD41 + cells, that
appeared distributed along a continuum between sub-aortic patches and intra-aortic clusters
upon tri-dimensional reconstruction of confocal plans.

Thus, in accordance with data published in the chick and mammals ,51,56,57 we confirm
the presence of HSC (rnultiporenr hematopoietic precursors) within the intra-aortic clusters,
and further show that HSC are also present within the sub-aortic patches. We described the
sub-aortic patches in terms ofsurface markers and transcription factors expression: thus, these
nonvascular strucrures55can be identified asCD45- CD41 - CD31 +AA4.1+GATA-2+GATA-3+
in the mouse embryo. 52.55The function played by these structures during the HSC generation
process remains to be analyzed.

An Alternative Model to the Hemogenic Endothelium
Until now, the mechanisms leading to the de novo HSC production in the AGM have not

been preciselyelucidated. Many published studies are indicative of a developmental relationship
between endothelial and hematopoietic cells, based on common surfacemarkersand transcription
factors shared by these two cell types (for a review, see ref 32), both in the YSand in the AGM.
Data obtained from ES cell studies point to a common precursor for endothelial and hemato
poietic cells, the hemangioblast.P which is now considered to be present in the YS-blood
islands and to give rise to the extra-embryonic endothelial and hematopoietic cells. HSC
generation is closely linked to the aortic floor, at a time when the vascular network is
differentiated, thus disqualifyinga putative hemangioblasts as the source ofHSC. The possibility
that endothelial cells from the aortic floor may transdifferentiate to give rise to HSC has thus
been considered, in chick, mouse and human embryos51,64-68 (see chapter by ]affredo and
Dzierzak). Most studies aiming at testing this "hemogenic endothelium" model are based on
the purification ofputative endothelial cells, CD45- CD34+ CD31 +(characterized as such by
the lack of expression of the "pan-leukocyte" marker CD45). This subset has been shown
capable of hematopoietic differentiation when cultured in vitro.64.66Since, we established that
such a phenotype could be independent of an endothelial phenotype as HSC in the AGM also
are CD45- CD31 + CD34+ and additionally express CD41 ,55 the latter marker being strictly
ascribed to the hematopoietic lineage, appearing before CD45 during development.P''

In another experimental set-up, in vivo lineage analyses were performed by injecti~

Dil-labeled acerylated-Low Density Lipoprotein (Ac-LDL), in early chick51and mouse
embryos at stages when intra-aortic clusters are hardly detectable. In these studies, it was
postulated that only endothelial cellsand, to lesserextent, macrophages, could up-take Ac-LDL.
One day after Ac-LDL injection, DiI-labelled intra-aortic cluster could be observed in the
chick embryo51 and circulating hematopoietic cells (erythrocytes) could be detected in the
mouse embryo.68Based on the assumption that only endothelial cells can uptake Ac-LDL, the
authors concluded that the clusters of hematopoietic precursors originate from the ventral
endothelium itself. Since, we have shown that purified HSC (c-Kit" CD41 +) also could
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incorporate Ac-LDL. 55 It thus appears that, at least during the embryonic stages considered
here, Ac-LDL uptake is not a feature specific to endothelial cells and macrophages, as initially
thought.

Due to these observations and the fact that HSC could be localized in other structures
than the intra-aortic clusters, the sub-aortic patches, we propose an alternative model (Fig. 3)
to the "hemogenic endothelium" model.

We previously quantified the number of mulripotenr precursors in the P-Sp/AGM region,
through limiting-dilution assays.5 This quantification showed that the first rnultipotenr
precursors were produced in the P-Sp from the 15 S-stage onwards, thus long before the
intra-aortic clusters can be detected in the dorsal aorta. In contrast, the sub-aortic patches are
already present by that stage, and persist during the whole period of HSC production in the
AGM , from 8.5 to 12 dpc.52This prompted us to propose the sub-aortic patches as the site of
HSC production in the AGM region.55Assuggested in the human embryo,54,7o the sub-aortic
patches could form a suitable environment for HSC emergence, presumably from a mesoder
mic precursor still unidentified. Then, HSC would migrate to the aortic lumen, where they
might form the intra-aortic clusters; this migration could explain the CD41 continuum observed
between the sub-aortic patches and the aortic clusters,55 from where they would enter blood
circulation to colonize hematopoietic organs, such as the feral liver and the thymus (Fig. 4).

Conclusion
The YSis the first site of hematopoietic production during embryogenesis. For this reason, it

was long considered as the emergence site for adult "definitive" hematopoietic stem cells. We
have shown here that the YS and the intraembryonic splanchnopleura could give rise to two
independent waves of hematopoietic precursors. On one hand, the YS produces distinct types
of primitive and definit ive erythro-myeloid-restricted precursors.39,40 On the other hand, the
Sp region produces HSC, endowed with LTR capacity.26 Thus, YShematopoiesis occurs in the
absence of rnultiporenr hematopoietic precursors.

HSC production starts at the 10-15 somite-stage, in the intraernbryonic P-Sp . This
transient process is achieved by 12 dpc. We have characterized the newly produced HSC at
their site of de novo producrion.P The levelsof enrichment obtained (almost 1:1) allowed to
ascribe a particular gene expression pattern to this subset, which permitted to localize these
cells in the AGM region. Thus, HSC are not only detectable in the previously described
intra-aortic clusters, but also in sub-aortic patches underlying the aortic floor. These structures
are present during the whole time of HSC generation.V This prompted us to propose that
these structures are involved in the process of HSC de novo production, from unidentified
precursors (Fig. 3).

In the human embryo , a similar dichotomy between the YS and the intraembryonic Sp
hematopoietic generation was also observed." Although the existence of structures similar to
the sub-aortic patches wasalso repotted,54,70 the involvement of these structures in the emergence
of HSC was no further documented.

Primitive hematopoietic cells produced in the YS are thought to rapidly provide the
developing embryo with blood cells. This contribution is limited compared to FL hematopoiesis.
Palis and collaborators ' f have shown that clonogenic "definitive" erythro-rnyeloid precursors
arising in the YScould bedetected in the FL as soon as 10 dpc, concomitantly to FL colonization
by AGM -HSC. We previously determined that the P-Sp/AGM region produced a pool of
about 500-700 HSC. 5This limited subset is thought to undergo many rounds ofsymetric cell
divisions in the fetal liver to expand the pool of hematopoietic rnultipotenr precursors (for a
reviewsee ref. 46). We propose that YSerythro-myeloid precursor can account for FL hemato
poiesis during an early HSC expansion phase, before the HSC pool is ready to supply the
organism with differentiated cells. From the FL, HSC are known to colonizeother hematopoietic
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Figure 4. Hematopoietic precursor circulation during embryogenesis. The YS produces primitive-rype
hematopoietic cells as soon as 7-7.5 dpc, The production ofdefinitive macrophages and erythromyeloid
precursors occurs at later stages (8 dpc), independently of HSC. At 10 dpc, these YS-derived precursors
colonize the FL,where they differentiate into allmyeloid lineages. From 8.5-9 dpc, the P-SplAGM produces
definitive adult -type HSC , which migrate to the FL, where they expand and differentiate, before they
colonize the fetal bone marrow, where they reside for the whole post-natal life.

organs, such has the fetal spleen4,5 and the fetal bone marrow, from 15-16 dpc onwards.6 After
birth, the bone marrow will remain the only source ofhematopoietic cells for the whole life of
the animal (Fig. 4).
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CHAPTER 10

Hematopoietic Development in Drosophila:
AParallel with Vertebrates

Marie Meister andShubha Govind

Abstract

D rosoPhild hematopoiesis includes two distinct phases. The first phase occurs during
the second half ofembryonic development, whereas the second hematopoietic phase
occurs during the larval stages. Blood cells (hernocyres) are responsible mainly for

phagocytosis, encapsulation of large invaders, and associated humoral melanisation reactions.
The primary Drosophila hemocyte lineage is essentially akin to the mammalian myeloid
lineage. In this review we describe the current knowledge of the molecular mechanisms that
govern hemocyte proliferation and lineagespecificationwhile drawing parallels with mammalian
hematopoiesis. A genetic hierarchy of four transcription factors regulates lineage
specification. Mammalian homologsof three of these four transcription factors also have critical
functions in mammalian hematopoiesis. In addition, as in mammalian hematopoiesis,
signaling pathways (Toll-NF-KB, JAK-STAT and steroid hormone) and chromatin remodeling
complexes regulate specific aspects of proliferation and differentiation in Drosophila
hematopoiesis.

Introduction
Hematopoiesis, the process of blood cell formation occurs in almost all animal phyla.

Blood cells play important immune and nonimmune functions in these organisms. The
process of hematopoies is has been investigated in a number of nonmammalian species. In
Arthropods, hematopoiesis has so far been described mainly at the morphological levelonly in
a veryfewspecies. Drosophila melanogaster, one ofthe most pOfular animal models isan exception.
After the pioneering studies of the Rizkis and E. Gateff,85,9 research on Drosophila blood cells
and hematopoiesis has recently attracted renewed interest.

In Drosophila, as in all other invertebrates investigated, host defense is based solely on
innate immunity mechanisms, whereas vertebrates have combined innate and adaptive
immune systems to defend themselves. Nevertheless, the immune system of invertebrates is
extremely efficient and involvesboth humoral and cellular components. Over the last ten years,
the molecular mechanisms underlying Drosophila humoral immunity have been the focus of
intense research . Significantly, the mechanisms that control innate immune response in
Drosophila and mammals are highly conserved as they both involve NF-KB- dependent
act ivation cascades.22,42,49
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Cellular immune responses are activated when Drosophila is wounded or challenged with
microscopic or macroscopic infectious agents. Here, we briefly review the blood cell types, or
hemocytes, that participate in cellular immunity, and we also provide an overview of our
current knowledge of hematopoiesis in Drosophila, underlining the parallels with mammals.

Drosophila Hemocyte Types andTheir Functions
In Drosophila, three mature hemocyte types are found in circulation, or hemolymph (the

blood analogue of invertebrates): plasmatocytes, crystal cells and lamellocytes (Fig. l).54.85.94
At the larval stage a majority of the cells (>90%), called plasmatocytes, exhibit strong

phagocytic activity. At the onset of metamorphosis, they further differentiate into active
macrophage-like cells and participate in tissue remodeling by ingesting doomed tissues. The
plasmatocyte lineage is comparable, both in terms of ultrastructure and of function, to the
mammalian monocyte/macrophage lineage. Present at all stages from the embryo to the adult,
it represents the totality ofthe blood cellpool at the latter stage.The contribution ofplasmatocytes
to host defense is considerable. This is illustrated in experiments with larvae carrying reduced
blood cells or flies in which blood cells have been inactivated. Such aberrant animals exhibit
reduced survival to bacterial infection.9.21

In embryos and larvae, a smaller proportion of hemocytes are crystal cells, initially
identified for their large cytoplasmic crystalline inclusions (Fig. lA, C). The crystals were
proposed to correspond to the enzymes and substrates responsible for humoral melanisation.83

We showed that they contain at least the zymogen of the key enzyme in this process, namely
prophenoloxidase (M. Meister, unpublished).

Hemolymph-borne melanisation is considered to be a defense mechanism common in
invertebrates and presumably serves to fight parasites that enter the body.68 Melanisation has
no known equivalent in vertebrates. It is easily observed when a black capsule forms around an
invader that is too large to be phagocytosed. Melanisation is also activated and has been found
to be essential in a wound healing reaction where a black melanin smear rapidly appears at the
wound site to seal it.??The activation ofmelanisation has been mostly studied in crustaceans96

and in the silkworm Bombyx mori.2 These studies have established that a serine protease
cascade , which ultimately cleaves inactive prophenoloxidase into phenoloxidase, is activated
upon recognition of foreign material. Phenoloxidase is an oxidoreductase that catalyses the
oxidation of phenols to quinones. It thus catalyses several key steps in the conversion of
tyrosine to the melanin. Despite the wide distribution of melanisation reactions in
invertebrates, a clear role for melanisation in host defense has not been firmly established.

The third hemocyte rype is only occasionally encountered in healthy animals and is called
the lamellocyte. Lamelloeytes differentiate after Drosophila larvae are infected by parasitic wasps
(Fig. ID). Since asp eggs are too large to be phagocytosed, lamellocytes wrap around the
invader to form a capsule (Fig. IE). Encapsulation is accompanied by melanisation, killing the
parasite presumably by asphyxiation or through the local production of cytotoxic intermediates
during melanin synthesis.l ' Lamellocytes are large flat cells, with few cytoplasmic organelles,
and have never been observed at the embryonic and the adult stages.

Arthropods appear to lack cells equivalent to those in the mammalian lymphoid lineage.
Drosophila plasmarocytes, as well as a number ofArthropod hemocytes investigated so far, are
reminiscent both in terms ofultrastructure and offunctions ofvertebrate myeloid cells, namely
the monocyte/macrophage lineage. It is not possible to relate crystal cells or lamellocytes to any
of the mammalian blood cell types. These features make Drosophila a suitable model for the
analysis ofsimple lineage specification and differentiation.
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Figure 1. Drosophila hemoeytes. A)Larval crystal cells visualized byheat-treatment at65°Cfor 10min: the
cells melanize and arevisible herethroughthe transparent cuticlein the posterior partof the larva; B)Adult
plasmatoeytes visualized by injection ofIndia ink into the fly: plasmatoeytes takeup the ink particles and
arevisible throughthe cuticle (arrows); C) Phase photomicrograph oflarvalcrystal cells (black arrows): D)
E)DAPIstainingofhemoeytes in circulation dissected froma larva48 h afterparasitization byLeptopilina
boulardi. Notethepresence ofabundantlarnelloeytes (white arrows), andinE)ofaparasite larvasurrounded
by larnelloeytes. The small round cells aremainlyplasmatoeytes. Bars: 10 urn in C, 50 l!ffi in B, D, E.

Hematopoietic Development
Drosophila is a holomerabolous insect, which implies that its post-embryonic development

includes a period of complete metamorphosis that transforms a crawling larva into a flying
adult. Four distinct developmental stages, embryo, larva, pupa and adult can be defined. Each
stage presents specific hematopoietic features.
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Figure2. Hematopoiesisin embryonicand larvalstagesin Drosophila. A) Embryonicmacrophages stained
with anti-croquemort antibody r' ? B) embryonic crystal cells stained with anti-prophenoloxidase anti
body;66 C) Scanningelectronmicroscopyoflarvallymph glands: the lobesarepairedand locatedalongthe
dorsalvessel. The anterior-most lobesarethe largest,and the hemoeytesthat makeup the organareclearly
delineated.A-C: anterior to the lett.

At the embryonic stage, hematopoiesis begins approximately at mid-development, when a
population of cells exptessing an early hemocyte marker (peroxidasinl'f differentiates in the

procephalic mesoderm .V These peroxidasin-positive cells disperse throughout the embryo. As
they migrate, they become active macrophages which dear apoptotic cells within the develop

ing embryo (Fig. lA). Their phagocytic role is dependent on the wildrype function of the
croquemort gene encoding a CD36 homologue.25,26 A second hemocyte population appears at

mid-embryogenesis which remains located around the anterior region of the gut and gives rise
to embryonic crystal cells (Fig. 2B).55 Finally, toward the end of embryogenesis, the furore

larval hematopoietic organ, the lymph gland, differentiates dorsally from dusters of lateral
mesodermal cells.sS
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During the three Drosophila larval stages, the lymph glands are the major site ofhemocyte
production.3,54,82,83,85,94They are composed of several pairs of lobes located along the dorsal
vessel, a pulsatile open structure that ensures a continuous stream of hemolymph throughout
the body (Fig. 2e). Lymph glands contain a majority of small undifferentiated cells,
prohemocytes, which are beli eved to be "rnultipotent" precursors. The anteriorrnost lobes
contain numerous differentiated cells (plasmatocytes and crystal cells) and their progenitors
while more posterior lobes mostly contain prohernocytes. Lymph glands also harbor a blood
cell type, the secretory cells,54,94 that was not found outside the hematopoietic organ . These
secretory cellsexhibit ultrastructural features characteristic ofactive protein synthesis, and their
function is not yet understood. In the hemolymph, circulating cellsinclude mature plasrnatocyres
and crystal cells,85 but also a small proportion of prohemocytes. Further, a considerable
number of hernocyres (about one third of the total larval blood cell pool) are nested in sessile
islets that are attached to the epidermis.54 The islets are segmentally distributed and located
mostly at dorsal and posterior positions along the body wall. The blood cell composition ofthe
sessile islets generally reflects that ofcirculating cells, except that it never includes lamellocytes
even after infection.

At the onset of metamorphosis, all plasmatocytes change their adhesion properties and
become so-called pupal macrophages.i" This modification is under the control of ecdysone
(see below), the steroid hormone that orchestrates moults and metamorphosis in insects.100

Simultaneously in the lymph glands, an abundance of macrophages is observed in all lobes,
including those which previously only contained prohemocytes. These macrophages ingest the
remaining secretory cells as well as the basement material that delineates the lymph glands,
before rejoining circulation. Thus, only a few hours after the onset of metamorphosis, the
hematopoietic organ is no longer detectable. At later stages (in pupae and adults), there is no
hematopoietic organ. The only blood cell type present in adults is the plasmatocyte , which
maintains strong phagocytic activity (Fig. 1B). Mitotic activity has not been reported in the
adult hemocyte pool. It is thus believed that adult hernocytes derive from larval/pupal blood cells.

Genetic Control of Hematopoiesis
A number ofgenes that control Drosophila hematopoiesis have been identified. Available

data are derived both from observations of hematopoietic defects in Drosophila mutants or
from the analysis of Drosophila counterparts of mammalian factors known to be essential in
hematopoietic development. These genes encode transcription factors as well as components of
signaling pathways and chromatin-remodelling proteins.

GATA Factor Serpent Specifies Hemocytes
Transcription factors of the GATA family are characterized by a highly conserved DNA

binding domain containing two zinc fingers. In vertebrates, they are involved in differentiation
and development of various organs. GATA-l, -2 and -3 are required for different aspects of
both myeloid and lymphoid hematopoiesis/" while GATA-4, -5 and -6 playa role in the for
mation of endoderm, lung, heart and genitourinary tract.65

Five GATA encoding genes have been described in Drosophila. Their expression patterns
and functions have been investigated mainly in embryos. pannieror dGATAa, grain or GATAc,
dGATAdand ehave not been implicated in hematopoiesis. serpent (srp) or dGATAb is expressed
mainly in five embryonic regions: midgut primordium, yolk, amnioserosa, fat body and
hernocyres. In all these tissues, srp is required for proper development of the corresponding
structures.78,80,81Significantly in srp mutant embryos , the early differentiation ofprohernocytes
is impaired as evidenced by the reduced size of the initial hemocyte primord ium. I'' Moreover
in srp embryos , no mature hernocytes are formed. It was proposed that srp might be required
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Figure3. A model for hematopoiesis in Drosophila (modifedfrom ref 54).The geneencodingthe GATA
factorSerpent isrp, alsocalleddGATAb) isrequiredforthe specification ofallbloodcells. The transcription
factors GlialCellsMissing(gem) and Runt-familymemberLozenge (lz) are required for the specification
of plasmatocytes and crystalcells, respectively. The Friend-Of-GATA homologueLl-shaped (ush) antago
nizes the differentiation of crystal cells. The Toll-NF-1(8and JAKISTAT pathways playa rolein hemocyte
proliferation and likelyin lamellocyte specification. It isprobable, although not demonstrated,that secre
tory cellsand plasmatocyres arevariantsof one lineage as intermediate formscan be observed within the
hematopoieticorgan.

both for the specification ofhemocyte primordium within the mesoderm at an early stage, and
later for gene expression during their maturation.

It is thus clear that the GATA factor srp is indispensable in Drosophila for embryonic
hematopoiesis. The srp mutations are late embryonic lethals.The role ofsrp has not been tested
during the larval stages, but as SRP protein is expressed in all lymph gland cells in last instar
larvae,55 it is likely that its hematopoietic function is not restricted to the embryonic stage.

Lineage Specification by Transcription Factors
To date, three transcription factors have clearly been demonstrated to govern lineage speci

fication in Drosophila hematopoietic development (Fig. 3). The glialcellsmissing (glide/gemJ'3.106
gene is expressed early and transiently during embryonic macrophage differentiation." In
loss-of-function gem mutants, one third of the hemocytes are absent , and that those present
exhibit defects in migration. Furthermore, ubiquitous ectopic gem expression during embryonic
development leads to a dramatic increase in peroxidasin-positive cells, which is not limited to
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the procephalic mesoderm territories. It was not known if these additional hemocytes were
previously SRP-positive, or ifgem is a molecular target ofSRP.

A role for the transcription factor Lozenge(LZ) in Drosophila hematopoiesiswas investigated
by Lebesrky et al (2000). LZ shares 71% identity within its Runt DNA-binding domain, to
that of mammalian AMLl Y Interestingly, human AMLl is the most frequent target of
chromosomal translocations in acute myeloid leukemias76and, like GATA-2, is essential for all
definitive hematopoiesis in mouse.107

In Drosophila hematopoiesis, lz function is required for crystal cell production and
differentiation during embryogenesis and later in larvae, as lz mutant embryos and larvae are
devoid of this blood cell type.55,84 As mentioned above, crystal cells in larvae originate in the
lymph glands, and their precursors (CCPs) are LZ-positive. srp funct ions upstream oflzduring
embryogenesis, and likely also in larvae as srp expression is observed prior to that of lz in CCPs.

Banerjee and coworkers also showed that gem is not expressed in embryonic CCPs.
Consistent with this observation, gem mutations do not affect lzexpression in CCPs. However,
misexpression ofgem in CCPs both in embryos and in larvae, specifies their change of fate to
plasmarocyres and prevents differentiation of crystal cells. Based on these observations, the
authors propose the following model: (i) a pool of SRP-pos itive cells serves as precursors for
plasmatocytes and crystal cells; (ii) restricted expression of gem is required for the developmen
tal program of plasmatocytes;rnisexpression ofgem can override lz-mediated crystalcellspecifica
tion and differentiation; (iii) restricted expressionof lz specifies crystal cell differentiation. Strik
ingly, misexpression of lz in the entire hemocyte pool does not convert plasmarocytes into
crystal cells.55

While GCM homologs have been described in mammals ,I,50 their expression in hemato
poietic cells has not been observed and their role in hematopoietic development has not been
reponed so far.

Finally, a role for the third transcription factor, a Friend-Of-GATA (FOG) homolo~,

U-shaped (USH) ,36 was recently discovered in hemocyte type specification of Drosophila. 3
FOG zinc-finger proteins regulate GATA factor activated gene transcription, During vertebrate
hematopoiesis, FOG and GATA proteins cooperate to promote erythrocyte and megakaryocyte
differentiation.16,104 Drosophila ush is expressed in hemocyte precursors and plasmatocytes
throughout embryonic and larval development23,24 and srp expression is essential for
embryonic ush expression. ush loss-of-function mutations result in overproduction of crystal
cells and conversely,overexpression of ush reduces crystal cells number. ush thus functions as a
negative regulator of crystal cell development.

Control ofLamellocyte Specification
Whereas the role of gem, lz and ush is unambiguously established in the specification of

plasmatocyte/macrophage and crystal cell lineages, factors that determine lamelloeyte
development are not as clearly defined. A number of mutations are known to result in aberrant
lamellocyte differentiation. However, it is possible that in some of these mutants, lamellocyte
differentiation is activated by nonhemaropoietic factors. Mutations in three genes have long
been known to stimulate lamellocyte production with formation of melanotic rumors in the
hemocoel. These are Toll and ]AK dominant gain-of-function, and cactus loss-of-function
mutations. The role of the Toll and the ]AK-STAT pathways in Drosophila hematopoiesis are
outlined below and summarized in Figure 4. It is important to note that, like srp, gem and lz,
the components of the Toll and ]AK/STAT pathways and other hematopoietic genes also have
multiple roles during development.
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The ToO Pathway
The Toll pathway was initially described in the establishment of the dorso-ventral axis

during early embryogenesis in Drosophila.5,33 More recently, it was also shown to be responsible
for activation of anti-fungal and anti-Gram positive response in the fat body of infected
animals.57,64 Toll receptors were subsequently identified in mammals where they serve as
receptors for nonself, and control the immune response in several immunocompetent tissues/
cells.63 The ultimate activation step in the Toll pathway is the nuclear translocation of Rei
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transactivators that regulate multiple target genes. Rei proteins and their I-KB inhibitors have
been implicated in hematopoietic processes in mammals through the analysis of knock-out
mice phenotypes.19.34 As an example, ReiB and NF-KB were shown to play critical roles in
hematopoietic system and lymphocyte development respectively; I-KBa knock-out results,
among others , in atrophy of spleen and thymus, and abnormal B and T cell maturation.

In Drosophila, all the three Rei proteins control the induction of anti-microbial peptides
in the fat body.95 Of these, Dorsal (DL) and DIF (Dorsal-related Immunity Factor) are con
trolled by the Toll pathway, and Relish functions in a Toll-independent manner. A first indica
tion that Toll and the related pathway is involved in blood cell development came from obser
vations of the severe hematopoietic disorders in dominant gain-of-funcrion alleles (ToIID) in
which this transmembrane receptor is constitutively active.32.56 These mutants exhibit good
viability and in larvae, the circulating hemocyte density is significantly higher (two-fold) than
in wildtype. Moreover, >50% of these cells are lamellocyres, This phenotype frequently in
cludes the formation ofmelanotic tumors, where the excesslamellocytes encapsulate self tissue
within the hemocoel. The capsules generally blacken due to the simultaneous activation of
crystal cells. As mentioned above, a comparable phenotype of hemocyte overproliferation (up
to ten-fold), lamellocyte differentiation and melanotic tumor formation is found in strong
loss-of-function alleles of cactus (cact).74,87 cact encodes the unique Drosophila I-KBhomolog.

These hematopoietic disorders in both TollD and cact mutants prompted an analysis of
the role of the intracellular components of the related cascade in Drosophila hematopoietic
developmenr. C It was shown that in loss-of-function mutants for Toll tube and pelle (tube
encodes a death-domain adaptor protein and pell« a protein kinase), the hemocyte count in
circulation is significantly lowered. Toll, Tube and Pelle, as well as Cact, Dif and DI are all
expressed in the lymph glands and represent potential players in the control of blood cell
proliferation in Drosophila larvae.

The Toll pathway is thus involved in the control ofhemocyte density in Drosophila larvae.
The abnormal production of lamellocytes in ToIID and cact loss-of-function mutants could
have reflected an indirect effect possibly due to defects in fat body cells that are detected as
abnormal self by overabundant hemocytes. However, experimental evidence speaks against this
possibility as cact rescue experiments with a UAS-CACT transgene using hematopoietic GAL4
drivers that do not have fat body expression.74

TheJAKISTAT Pathway
In mammals , a number of different]AK kinases and associated STAT and PIAS partners

are responsive to cytokines and growth factors to transduce signals for the proliferation and
differentiation of various cell types, particularly in hematopoietic lineages.45 In contrast, a
single ]AK-STAT pair is encoded in the Drosophila genome. The role of the]AK gene (named
hopscotch or hop) was first documented in embryonic development where it regulates
segmentation by controling pair-rule gene transcription.8.7l It turned out that a severe
hematopoietic disorder in Drosophila37 is due to a dominant mutation in the hop gene product,
where an amino-acid substitution generates a constitutively active form of the Drosophila ]AK
kinase (hop Tum-/).38·60T his mutation results in dramatic overproliferation of larval hemocytes,
overgrowth of the hematopoietic organs, abnormal differentiation of lamellocytes accompanied
by the formation ofabundant melanotic tumors. Transplantation of mutant lymph glands into
the abdomen ofwildtype adults resulted in rapid death of the host presumably due to invasiveness
of the cells from the transplanted lymph glands.37 hop is ubiquitously required for cell
proliferation in Drosophila as loss-of-function alleles result in underproliferation in all diploid
tissues in larvae.38 However, its role in hemocyte proliferation is particular, for in hopTum-l
larvae, only blood cells exhibit the overproliferation phenotype.
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A screen for mutations that suppress dominant hematopoietic defects of hopTum-lied to
the identification of Drosophila STAT.44,61,109 Significantly, a reduction in Dm-stat function
does not modify hemocyte overproliferation, but suppresses lamellocyre differentiation and
formation of melanotic tumors. Therefore Luo et al (1997) have proposed that hop controls
both hemocyte proliferation and lamellocyte differentiation in Drosophila larvae; Dm-stat is
required only for lamellocyte differentiation. These data are however still controversial as dif
ferent results were obtained by Remillieux and coworkers'" who showed that Dm-stat is re
quired for hemocyte proliferation in hopTum-l mutants.

The product of a Drosophila pias gene (PIAS for Protein Inhibitor of Activated Stats,59
also appears to playa role in hematopoiesis. Loss-of-function mutations in Dm-pias increase
the incidence of melanotic tumor formation in a hop Tum-l background.I whereas its
overexpression has the opposite effect. This indicates that in Drosophila, a PIAS homologue
that acts downstream of hop is likely to participate in hemocyte regulation.

The receptor(s)/ligand(s) that act usptream ofthe ]AK-STAT pathway have long remained
elusive in Drosophila. In particular, no sequence with clear homology with mammalian cytokines
(e.g., interferon or inrerleukins) is predicted from the genome sequence . However, a putative
ligand was proposed based on the embryonic phenotype of the corresponding mutants. The
unpaired gene (upd) encodes a secreted protein, associated with the extracellular matrix, that
activates the ]AK pathway in embryogenesisi" and in eye development.I 10 While UPD and
vertebrate cytokines do not share sequence similarity, it is intriguing that the 3D structure of
UPD contains two a-helical regions reminiscent ofcytokine structure.P"

The identification of a putative receptor acting upstream of the ]AK-STAT pathway is
even more recent. domeless/master ofmarelle (dome/mom) encodes a transmembrane protein
required for all]AK-STAT functions in the embryo.12,14 Despite extensivesequence divergence,
DOME/MOM has a significant similarity to the vertebrate gp130 family ofcytokine receptors.
The hypothesis that UPD is the ligand ofDOME/MOM issupported both by genetic interaction
experiments, and by direct interaction of proteins in rransfected cells. The role of both updand
dome/mom in hematopoiesis is not yet known.

Hematopoiesis and Chromatin Remodelling
A large number ofchromatin remodeling complexes have been identified in all eukaryotes

from yeast to human .I! Such complexes exert either repressive or activating regulatory activi
ties on gene transcription, depending on the target genes, on the tissue, the developmental
stage. In Drosophila, two groups of genes encoding subunits of such complexes have been
extensively analysed. They control Hox gene expression in developmenr.Y Genetic interaction
studies have defined the Polycomb group (PeG) proteins as repressors and trithorax group
(trxG) prote ins as activators of Hox gene activity. A number of PeGand trxG genes were
identified in Drosophila and, subsequently, in vertebrates where they also playa major role in
ensuring correct development.I I It was shown that not only do these proteins maintain proper
cell identi ty, but they also contribute to the regulation of cell proliferation.

Hox genescarry out important functions in the organisation and regulation ofhematopoiesis
in mammals.105 It could thus be expected that their regulators also contribute to the control of
hematopoietic processes. Indeed, a role for PeG genes in hematopoiesis was demonstrated in
mice carrying mutations in severalPeG genes. These mice exhibit various hematological disorders
ranging from impaired blood cell proliferation to loss of mature B and T cells.75,98 Furthermore,
the human trithorax homologue MLLIALU35 is a frequent target ofacute leukemia-associated
translocations.15,67 It is likely that mammalian PeG, and possibly also trxG genes, control
hematopoietic proliferation and lineage specification.

In Drosophila, a member ofthe PeG playsa crucial role in control of hemocyte proliferation.
Loss-of-function mutations ofmxe(multisex eombs;91result in severe lymph gland overgrowth,
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hyperproliferation of hemocytes and formation of melanotic tumors. 28,79,90 Although mxc
mutations cause pleiotropic defects, the blood cell phenotype is cell-autonomous, as mutant
lymph glands exhibit invasive properties when transplanted into a wildrype host. 30,79

Interestingly, the hyperproliferation of blood cells in mxcmutants isToll pathway-dependent
(as it is suppressed in loss-of-function mutations of Toll and tube), but is STAT-independent.79

Combination of mxealleleswith other PeGmutations does not result in additional effect
on mxe hematopoietic phenotype, as might be expected from other developmental processes
where PeGgenes often act in synergy. Significantly however, decrease in wildrype function of
the trxG gene brabma (which encodes a SWI2/SNF2 protein), had an antagonistic effect on
mxc hemocyte hyperproliferarion. These data suggest that PeGand trxG genes playa role in
Drosophila hematopoiesis and provide additional facers of molecular mechanisms shared
between Drosophila and mammals.

The Drosophila domino (dom) gene encodes two members of the SWI2/SNF2 family of
DNA-dependent ATPases.89 It can however not be classifiedamong PcG or trxG genes as dom
mutants do not exhibit homeotic transformations. DOM proteins are proposed to act as tran
scriptional repressors within large protein complexes that are believed to function by interfer
ing with chromatin structure. The molecular nature of these complexes is not yet known .
Loss-of-function mutations ofdom result in ubiquitous proliferation defects and mutant dom
larvae are devoid of circulating blood cells. The most striking phenome is a melanisation of
the hematopoietic organs due to cell death within the lymph glands.9,1 Blood cell precursors
fail to proliferate, then die during larval stages and blacken. Larvae carrying weak dom alleles
show reduced proliferation within the lymph glands, but such hemocytes are abnormal and do
not reachcirculation. It isproposed that domisnecessaryfor blood cellproliferation in Drosophila.
It is possibly also required for subsequent specification of blood cell identity. A human
homolo~efor domhas been identified which is called SRCAP (SNF2-related CPB activator
protein) 7 but its role in hematopoiesis has not been described so far.

A number of additional hemocyte proliferation mutants have been described in Drosophila
larvae (Table 1).18 Genes that are mutated encode ribosomal proteins (air8),103,108 a protein
necessary for chromosome condensation (proliferation disrupter),103a protein which can both
participate in ribonucleoprotein formation and associate with chromatin (modulo),n.73 an
importin homologue (oho31 or f.endulin) ,53,102 and a protein with homology to cytokerarins
(1(3) malignant bloodneoplasm).5 The exact rolesofthese genes in hematopoiesis are not known.

A DrosophilaPDGF/VEGFReceptor
Vascular endothelial growth factors or VEGFs in mammals playa central role in

vasculogenesis and angiogenesis,62 as they are mirogens highly specific for endothelial cells.
The mammalian VEGF family currently includes 6 members and several of them exist as dif
ferent isoforms that appear to have unique biological functions. They bind to three structurally
related receptor tyrosine kinases or VEGF receptors. VEGF signaling has been proposed to
function in hematopoiesis based on VEGFR-2 expression in hematopoietic stem cells.III In
addition, VEGF-Rl plays a role in the migration of cells from the monocyte-macrophage
lineage in mammals (see ref 92 and references therein).

Insects have no endothelial cells or blood vessels: hemolymph fills the whole hemocoel
and surrounds allorgans. Despite the absenceof an endothelial blood vessel systemin Drosophila,
the existence of three genes encoding VEGF homologues and one related receptor tyrosine
kinase was recently reponed.2M I The ligands were named PVFI-3 (for PDGFIVEGF Factor)
and the receptor iscalled PVR (PDGFIVEGF receptor). PVFl and PVR playa role in guidance of
cell migration during Drosophila oogenesis.j" Strikingly, the major splice form of PVR is ex
pressed in cells of the embryonic macrophage lineage,41 starting in the head mesoderm at
mid-embryogenesis, then persisting as the cells migrate throughout the embryo. In embryos
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Table 1. Mutations thatalterhematopoietic proliferation in Drosophila larvae
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Drosophila Gene Protein References
Vertebrate
Homologues

Reduction in hematopoietic tissue

dom ino

1(3)hem

proliferation disrupter

Toll (g.o.f.)

tube

pelle

member of SWI2/SNF2 family

not characterized
chromatin binding

transmembrane receptor

death domain containing
serine/threonine kinase

10, 89 SRCAP

29
103

74,40 TLRs,IL-1R

74,58
74,93 IRAK

Increase in hematopoietic tissue

cactus

ecdysoneless

hopscotch (g.oJ.)

1(3)mbn-7

multi sex combs

oh0238

pendulin

modulo

airB
Toll <gain-of-function)

ankyrin-repeat containing
not characterized
receptor-associated tyrosine kinase

cytokeratin domain contai ning
not characterized
ribosomal protein
nuclear-Iocalization-s ignal-binding
protein

nucleolar; RNAbinding domains
ribosomal protein
(see above)

74,31
27,97
38,60

52
91,79

101
102,53

72,73
108

74,40,56

l-lCB

Janus Kinase

rpS21
importin

rpS6

A list of Drosophila hematopoietic mutants organized by phenotype: under- or over-proliferation of
hematopoietic tissue in larvae. Unless otherwise specified, mutations are loss-of-function mutations.
g.o.f.: gain-of-function.

lacking a functional PVR gene, hemocytes are still present but their migration is hampered and
they remain mainly located in the anterior region. The distribution of the three PVF proteins

is not known at this stage . In the Drosophila S2 blood cell line, the addition of anti-PVR

antibody to the culture medium abolishes cell division in conditions that normally stimulate

mitosis (A. Munier & M. Lagueux, manuscript in preparation) . This same antibody stains

larval hemocyte sub-populations. These data indicate that a PVF/PVR signaling is used in
Drosophila both for hemocyte migration in embryos, and probably for their proliferation at the
larval stage.

Hormonal Control of Hematopoiesis
Larval and pupal development in Drosophila are under the tight control of hormones. As

mentioned above, the steroid hormone ecdysone controls larval transitions (molts) and orches 
trates metamorphosis, the conversion of the larval body into adult strucmres. In its molecular

mechanism, the signal transduction pathway activated by ecdysone is very similar to that found in
mammals: a complex ofcytoplasmic DNA-binding hormone receptors is recruited to the nucleus.
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By controUing the transcription ofspecific genes, these transcription factors unleash a cascade of
molecular and cellular changes, that ultimately results in development of the adult fly. 100

Like all other tissues of the larva, the lymph gland is under the control of ecdysone.
Studies with the ecdysoneless mutants have revealed that the development of the hemoeyre
progenitors in the lymph gland is under hormonal control. ecdysonelessl, orecdl, is a temperature
sensitive mutant in which levels ofecdysone are very low at nonpermissive remperature.V Asa
result, lymph glands from third instar mutant larvae, while normal in morphology, are unable
to respond to the parasitization. A limited burst of mitosis and the differentiation of both
lamellocytes and crystal cells, changes that normally follow shortly after infection and are
required for encapsulation, are blocked in ecdmutants.97 Thus, an ecdysone-activated pathway
appears to potentiate precursors ofeffector cell types to respond to parasitization by proliferating
and differentiating. By affecting a specific pool ofhematopoietic precursors, this pathway thus
confers immune capacity to third instar larvae.

The requirement of ecdysone for hematopoiesis in normal and infected larvae is much
like the role of glucocorticoid in mammalian erythropoiesis, Mice lacking the glucocorticoid
receptor show no obvious defects in normal erythropoiesis, However, like infected ecdl mutant
larvae, GR-deficient mice are unable to respond to stress situations such as erythrolysis or
hypoxia and are unable to expand the population of immature erythroid cells during stress
erythropoiesis."

A second and distinct requirement for ecdysone in hematopoiesis is evident at the
larval-to-pupal transition. Asmentioned above, the appearance of macrophages in the lymph
gland coincides with the onset ofpUfariation. In a few hours subsequent to this transition, the
lymph gland is no longer detectable. 5 At nonpermissive temperature, in developmentally-delayed
ecdl larvae, lymph gland integrity is maintained; unable to make the transition, they do not
disperse but continue to grow and become hypertrophic.97

Drosophila as a Model System for Understanding Mammalian
Hematopoiesis

For a long time Drosophila has failed to be a leading model organism in the analysis of
hematopoietic mechanisms, despite its long-standing importance in the study of other
developmental processes. However, a number of recent studies described in this review, have
demonstrated that Drosophila has a role to play in the understanding ofblood celldevelopment. In
particular, the function of transactivators such as GATA, FOG and AML-l homologues, of
pathways such as the Toll-NF-lCB and the ]AK-STAT signaling cassettes, have been successfully
investigated in Drosophila hematopoiesis, and clear parallels with mammalian mechanisms can
be drawn. In addition, evidence for the involvement of other Drosophila genes such as gem or
mxc for instance, could provide new directions to research in mammalian hematopoiesis.

The lack of data previously was due mostly to the absence of cell markers in Drosophila.
While an increasing number of markers for mature hemoeyres are now available, markers for
multipotent stem cells and for precursors of the various lineages are still lacking. Future data on
Drosophila blood cell development and functions should accumulate rapidly, and thanks to the
powerful genetics of this model system, soon contribute to our general understanding of
hematopoietic processes and blood cell functions in invertebrates and vertebrates.
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CHAPTER 11

Intraembryonic Development
of Hematopoietic Stem Cells
during Human Ontogeny:
Expression Analysis

CarolineMarshall

T he adult hematopoietic system is composed of a number of different cell types,
including erythrocytes and cells of the myeloid and lymphoid lineages. It is generally
believed that allthese cell types derive, through a seriesof maturing progenitors, from

a common stem cell, which first appears during embryogenesis and persists into adult life.This
hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) is defined by its ability to self-renew and to generate cellsof all
hematopoietic lineages. Clearly these cells would have enormous therapeutic potential in the
treatment ofblood disorders. However, because of the circulatory nature of the hematopoietic
system and the multiple cell types involved, the processes controlling the generation and
development ofHSCs have proved difficult to study and are poorly understood.

Thus far, putative HSCs have been isolated from bone marrow, peripheral blood,
umbilical cord blood and fetal liver largely on the basis of expression of the membrane
glycoprotein CD34. In mice this CD34-positive (CD34+) population is able to reconstitute
all hematopoietic lineages in myeloablated recipients. However, CD34 expression is not
restricted to hematopoietic cells, nor is its function in terms of blood cell development
established. Moreover, the existence of human hematopoietic cellswith similar reconstituting
ability but that do not express CD34 has been demonstrated.! The identification of more
specific and developmentally relevant molecules is required to increase our understanding of
how the hematopoietic system is formed, how HSCs are maintained and how to culture these
comparatively rare cells ex vivo.

During human embryogenesis, definitivehematopoiesisin the fetal livercommences around
the fifth week ofgestation and subsequently switches to other hematopoietic tissues including
the bone marrow, thymus and spleen. The discovery of cells with pluripotent hematopoietic
repopulating ability in a region of the embryo distinct from the extra-embryonic yolk sac and
preceding the onset of fetal liver hematopoiesis suggested a previously unknown source of
HSCs. These cells were initially identified in the mouse at 8.5 days postcoitum (dpc)2-4 and
subsequently in the 4-6 week human embryo' and mapped to a region of the intraembryonic
splanchnopleural mesoderm comprising the dorsalaorta, gonadal ridgeand mesonephros, termed
the AGM region. Indeed, cells with lymphoid and myeloid potential can be detected in the
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murine splanchnopleura as early as 7.5 dpc, before circulation between the embryo and yolk
sac is established.6

HSC activity within the embryonic AGM region is tightly regulated both spatially and
temporally and precedes the appearance of the various lineage-restricted cellsthat subsequently
develop to form the complete definitive hematopoietic system. It therefore provides a relatively
simple environment in which to study gene expression during HSC induction and development
prior to and distinct from lineage commitment.

Techniques
There are a number of established techniques available for the analysis of gene/protein

expression in fixed tissuesand isolated cells. Whole embryos can be embedded in wax or frozen
and cur into thin sections to expose cells held within their natural environment. These tissue
sections can then be incubated with antibodies raised against a protein of interest. Coupling
the antibody to a simple enzyme-substrate detection system allows the expression of the
protein to be visualised by immunohistochemistry. Alternatively, where no antibody is
available, radioisotope-labelled probes can be used to detect RNA expression by in-situ
hybridisation. However, it should be noted that the presence of RNA transcripts within a cell
at a given time is not necessarily an indication of the proteins, such as surface growth factor
receptors, that are expressed.

The expressionlevels of a number of proteins can be analysedsimultaneouslyby incubating
dissociated living cells with fluorescent-labelled antibodies and comparing the relative
fluorescence by flow cyeomerry. In a similar way, viable cells can be isolated from tissues by a
process of fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) for subsequent culture.

Another approach is to generate transgenic animals in which a reporter gene, such as
beta-galactosidase, has been inserted into a gene of interest at the embryonic blastocyst stage.
Gene expression within individual cells of transgenic animals can be detected and followed
dur ing development via expression of the reporter gene.These methods provide powerful tools
with which to study the differential expression pattern of growth factors, cell-surface receptors
and downstream signalling molecules both temporally and spatially and have been used
extensively to identify and characterise potential HSCs within the embryonic AGM region.

The purpose of gene expression analysis within the AGM region is threefold. First, to
confirm that cells within the intra-aortic clusters are indeed true hematopoietic stem cells.
Second, common expression patterns exhibited by cluster cells and neighbouring cells would
provide clues as to their cellular origin. For some time the possibility of a 'hemangioblast'
precursor cell from which both hematopoietic and endothelial lineages are generated has been
discussed. Whilst cells with such potential have been demonstrated in vitro, the existence of
hemangioblasts in vivo has yet to be proven? Finally, the identification of candidate factors
contained within the surrounding microenvironment would be an important step forward in
our understanding of how HSCs are produced and regulated in hematopoietic tissues and,
therefore, our ability to reproduce these conditions in culture. To this end, gene expression
analysis in the embryonic AGM has been extensively studied by a number of researchers and
the results have provided a fascinating insight into the generation and development of HSCs
during human ontogeny.

Analysis of GeneExpression Patterns in the HumanAGM
Within the human embryonic AGM region, HSC activity can be detected between 4-6

weeks gestation. It is spatially restricted along the anter ior-posterior axis of the embryo to the
region between the upper limb bud and umbilical vein. Transverse sections of tissue taken
through this preumbilical region reveal clusters of cells which appear to bud out from the
ventral wall of the dorsal aorta (Fig. 1). The appearance of these clusters coincides with HSC
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Figure 1. A) 34-day human embryo. Arrow placed at level of preumbilical aorta-gonad-mesonephros
(AGM)region. B)Transverse sectionthrough embryoat level of arrowimmunostainedfor the membrane
glycoprotein CD34 (CD34+ cells indicatedbybrowncolourarion), AclusterofCD34-expressingcells can
beseenadheringto theventralwallof the dorsalaorta (arrowhead). da:dorsalaorta;I:liver; nt: neuraltube.

activity in the AGM region, between 4-6 of weeks gestation and is restricted to the ventral
aspect. In common with other vessels, the wall of the dorsal aorta is lined with a single layer of
vascular endothelial cells. Immunohistochemical analysis has shown that both vascular endot
helial cells and cells within the associated clusters express CD345,8,9 and the platelet-derived
endothelial cell adhesion molecule (PECAM)/CD31. However, the two populations can be
distinguished from each other by expression of the lectin Ulexeuropaeus, which is restricted to
endothelial cells lining the aortic wall.5 In contrast, the hematopoietic-specific pan-leukocyte
marker CD45 is exclusively expressed on cells within the cluster and defines these cells as
belonging to the hematopoietic lineage.5,9 Similar intraluminal cell clusters have been reported
associated with the walls of the vitelline artery where it connects with the dorsal aorta.10 This
unique population of CD34+/CD45+ cells within the 4-6 week human embryonic AGM is
believed to comprise the preliver HSC compartment and, therefore, the first site of adult-type
HSC generation.

Expression of Receptors and Ligands in the HumanAGM
It is thought that the decision of a cell to commit to a particular differentiation pathway is

largely determined by extrinsic signals that trigger downstream events culminating in the
expression oflineage-restricted genes. Generally, these signals take the form of receptor-ligand
binding and require the ligand, such as a eytokine or growth factor, to be available outside the
cell, and the appropriate receptor to be expressed on the target cell surface.

A number of extracellularfactorshave been implicated in hematopoietic stem cell regulation
including Flt-3 ligand (FL) and stem cell factor (SCF), which are routinely used to extend the
proliferative potential of bone marrow-derived CD34' cells in culture. Immunohistochemical
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analysis has shown that cells within the S-week human intraaortic CD34+/CD4S+ clusters
express both FL ligand and the corresponding stem cell tyrosine kinase receptor STK-1,
human homologue ofthe murine Flt-3 receptor." Interestingly, endothelial cells lining the wall
of the dorsal aorta also express FL and STK-1 . However, compared to adjacent endothelium,
FL appears to be expressed at a higher level within the cluster cells. Previous studies suggest a
role for FL in promoting early progenitor/stem cell proliferar ion.l ' This difference in
ligand expression levelswithin the AGM may reflect differential signalling intensity related to,
or indeed determining, cell type. In contrast, the expression of c-Kit , the receptor for SCF, is
restricted to cells within the intraluminal clusters at both RNA and protein level.8

Aspreviously stated, putative HSCs within the AGM arise within and are closelyassociated
with vesselwalls. During murine embryogenesis , organised vesselformation requires signalling
through the tyrosine kinase receptor for vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) , Flk-1.J2
Expression analysis in the S-week human embryo reveals that KDR, the human homologue of
murine Flk-1, and VEGF ligand are expressed by endothelial cells lining the dorsal aona.8,9At
the protein level, KDR and VEGF are also expressed on cells within the CD34+/CD4S+
clusters .' However, RNA expression ofKDR within the cluster appears to be restricted to the
basal layer, closest to the endothelium.8Ifhematopoietic cells are indeed budding out from the
endothelial layer, this loss of RNA but not protein expression as cells move away from the
ventral aortic wall may reflect a downregularion of KDR concomitant with acquisition of a
hematopoietic phenotype.

Although jlk-I-deficient mutant mice have reduced numbers ofhematopoietic progenitors, a
specific role for KDRlFlk-1 in hematopoiesis has yet to be established. In contrast, mice
lacking the endothelial-specific tyrosine kinase receptor TIe-1 have no known hematopoietic
defects and this molecule appears to playa role solely in established vessel integrity.13 The
AGM region ofmurine embryos aged between 95-115 dpc also bears clusters ofCD34+ cells
preceding the onset of liver hematopoiesis. l" Within this region at 10.5 dpc , TIe-1 is expressed
on vascular endothelial cells and on cells within the intraaortic clusters.P This expression
pattern, in the absence of a functional role for TIe-1 in hematopoiesis, suggests that CD4S+
cells within the clusters may be generated directly from cells within the endothelial wall.
Expression of endothelial markers, such as KDR (Flk-l ) and Tie-l are carried over initially in
these cells but subsequently down-regulated.

Expression ofTranscription Factors in the AGM
The generation of transgenic mice lacking defined transcription factors has identified

these proteins as essential for the development of adult-rype/definitive hematopoietic
cells during embryogenesis. Amongst these are SCLltal-l, GATA-2, c-rnyb and AMLl.
Disruption ofthe genes encoding these factors results in a block in all definitive hematopoietic
lineages, suggesting that they act, at least initially, at the level of an early stem cell or
progenitor.16.19

SCL is required for the development of all hematopoietic cells, of both primitive (yolk
sac-derived) and definitive lineages. In the 5-week human embryo SCL protein is clearly
expressed in both cluster cells and the aortic endothelium whilst SCL RNA expression appears
to be restricted to cellswith in the aortic clusters, an apparent reversalofthe pattern for KDR8,9

In mice lacking GATA-2 and c-myb expression,definitive but not primitive hematopoiesis is
affected suggesting that these two factors may act directly on committed HSCs/progenitors at
a slightly later stage to SCL. Both GATA-2 and c-rnyb RNA expression is detectable
specifically in cells in the aorta-associated clusters in the 5-week human AGM region, but not
in neighbouring endothelial cells.8 GATA-3 RNA transcripts are also detectable in cells within
the intraaortic clusters and also in scattered cells underlying the ventral floor of the aorta/'
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However, these subaortic cellsdo not appear to express other markers associatedwith endothelial
or hematopoietic cells within the region, such as KDR and SCL, and their identity and
possible role in AGM hematopoiesis has yet to be established.

The transcription factor AMLl is also required for normal definitive hematopoiesis. The
generation of a mouse model in which normal AMI] gene expression has been coupled to a
reporter gene reveals that within the murine embryonic AGM at 8.5 -1O.5dpc AMLl is
restricted to a subset of endothelial cells in the ventral floor of the dorsal aorta.20 A limited
number ofAMLl+ cellsare alsofound in the endothelium of the vitellineand umbilical arteries in
regions where intraluminal clusters ofadherent CD34+ cells have also been reported. At 10.5
dpc, AMLl + cell clusters are found associated with the endothelium of these vessels. Transient
AMLl endothelial expression therefore appears to correspond with and precede sites of
putative HSC emergence. This is further supported by the absence of intraaort ic CD34+
clusters in mice lacking AMI] gene expression.r'' It is possible that AMLl expression may
mark 'hernangioblast' -like cells undergoing transition to the hematopoietic lineage. The
expression pattern ofAMLl in the human embryo has yet to be investigated.

How the spatial progression from hemangioblast to HSC may be related to changes in
expression patterns ofmolecules described above is illustrated in Figure 2.

Expression of CellAdhesion Molecules in the AGM
Cell-cell/cell-substrate communication within tissues plays an important role in cell

behaviour and fate determination. For example, interactions between blood stem eells/precursors
and underlying stromal components regulate cell proliferation and differentiation within the
bone marrow. Such interactions within tissues are frequently mediated by cell adhesion
molecules (CAMs). CAMs may therefore be involved in generating the dusters ofhematopoietic
cellsassociatedwith the ventral floor ofthe aorta in the embryonic AGM or indeed in maintaining
the integrity of the cluster within the aortic lumen during its formation.

Hematopoietic cell antigen (HCA/ALCAM/CDI66), a member of the immunoglobulin
family, is expressed at the surface of all the most primitive CD34+ hematopoietic cells in fetal
liver and bone marrow, by subsets of nonhematopoietic stromal cells contained within these
sites and some other nonhematopoietic embryonic tissues. Within the 4-6 week human AGM,
HCA RNA expression around the dorsal aorta is mainly concentrated in the region underlying
the ventral wall, leading to the suggestion that HCA may playa role in mediating interactions
between HSCs and supporting stromal cells during HSC generation or developmenr. f !

In contrast to HCA, the hematopoietic cell adhesion molecule (HCAM) is strongly
expressed on the surface of cells within the intraaortic clusters in the 5-week human AGM
region but absent from underlying and endothelial cells22(Marshall unpublished) . HCAM is
associated with cell migration and homing. Interestingly, express ion ofWiskott-Aidrich
syndrome protein (WASP), also thought to play an important role in cell homing during
immune responses,23 is similarly restricted to AGM cell clusters at this stage of development
(Marshall unpublished). It is possible that these molecules may be involved in the subsequent
migration of AGM-derived HSCs, via the circulatory system, to seed the fetal liver.

At 5-weeks of gestation , the vascular-associated adhesion molecules VCAM-I (CDI06)
and VE-cadherin are expressed, not surprisingly, by endothelial cells lining the dorsal aorta as
well as other embryonic vessels. Both molecules are also expressed by the associated hemato
poietic clusters possibly reflecting a common, recent origin (Marshall unpublished).

Common expression patterns shared between endothelial cells lining the dorsal aorta and
cells within the hematopoietic dusters in the embryonic AGM are summarised in Table 1.
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Figure2. Sequential expression of markers during HSC devdopment in the 34-day human embryonic
AGM region. Transverse sectionthrough the dorsalaorta within the AGM region immunostainedwith
antibody to CD34. Positive cells are indicated by brown colouration. Progression through putative
hernangioblast, earlyHSC and HSC types in the ventral cell duster is indicatedby arrows. Progressive
changes in expression panerns ofspecific molecules isindicatedforeachcelltype.L: lumenofdorsalaorta.
V: transected smallblood vessd lined with CD34+ endothelialcells.

Environmental Expression Patterns in the AGM
The ability of a single cell to change its identity during development is well documented.

If the cell is mobile, it can migrate through different environments, encountering different
extracellular signals, which, if the cell is receptive, can alter its mobility, shape and phenotype.
However, if the cell is held within a defined structure, it may only respond to changes in the
immediate microenvironment. A powerful example ofhow this is achieved during embryogenesis
is the patterning and shaping of tissues such as the lung by opposing gradients of two or more
morphogens and/or antagonists. Cells in the wne of highest concentration of a particular
morphogen will respond differently to those at the interface and those furthest away. In this
way a 'niche' is created in which the placement ofa cell may be critical to its development. An
understanding of how the immediate surroundings of a cell change through time and space is
necessary to explain the behaviour of that cell.

The identification of a morphological polarity across the dorso-ventral axis of the
embryonic dorsal aorta suggested the existence of a localised microenvironment which could
regulate cell fate both spatially and temporally and therefore explain the highly restricted
appearance of intraaortic hematopoietic clusters.f Around the aorta, cells underlying the
ventral floor are more closely packed together compared to those adjacent to the lateral and
dorsal aspects. The possibility that this cell-dense region could represent a hematopoietic stroma
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Table 1. Comparison ofmolecules expressedby endothelial cells lining the dorsal
aortaand by cells within intraaortic haematopoietic clusters in 4-6 week
human embryonicAGM. Shared expression patternssuggest a common
haemangioblast precursor.

Intraaortic Aortic
Lineage Hematopoietic Endothelial
Association Cell Cell

CD34 H, E + +
CD31 (PECAM) E + +
CD45 H +
c-kit H +
Flk-l/KDR E + +
SCL H + +
GATA-2 H + +
VE-cadheri n E + +
VCAM-l E + +
c-myb H +
WASP H +
Lectin E +

H: hematopoietic lineage; E: endothelial cell

supporting the localised and highly regulated develop ment of HSC has led to an extensive
analysis of molecules expressed within it.

As already described the stromal-associated cell adhesion molecule HCA is expressed on
the surface of cells corresponding to this region in the 4-6 week human embryonic AGM.21

Furthermore, smooth muscle a-actin (SMa-A), a marker for human bone marrow stromal
cells, is expressed in multiple layers of cells underlying the ventral wall of the dorsal aorta
specifically associated with the presence ofhematopoietic clusters. Dorsal and lateral aspects of
the aortic endothelium, and ventrally outside the AGM, are lined with only a single layer of
SMa-A+ cells.10Together these data suppon the presence ofstromal cells ventral to the dorsal
aorta associated with sites of hematopoietic activity.

An important class of molecules associated with cell proliferation and fate determination
during embryogenesis and organogenesis are the extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules.T hese
molecules function extracellularly to influence cell shape, physiology and motility and may
also play a role in creating or maintaining morphogen gradients . Tenascin , an ECM molecule
closely associated with the transformation of cells at the epithelial-mesenchymal interface in a
number of structures during embryonic development, is also upregulated at sites of abnormal
cellular activity such as wound healing and tumour formation in established tissues. The ECM
molecule fibronecti n is also expressed during these processes at higher than basal levels.

During embryogenesis , at 5weeks ofgestation, fibronecrin is expressed uniformly around
the entire aorta suggesting that it may playa role in vessel formation.9 Tenascin, in contrast,
exhibits a very distinctive and highly regulated pattern of expression and is concentrated in a
tight 'knot' within the stromal-like region underly ing the ventral wall of the dorsal aorta. 9 This
expression is specifically associated with the presence of hematopoietic clusters at the luminal
surface since, as the cluster may be skewed to right or left descending the aorta, the 'knot' of
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tenascin is invariably coincident. Conversely in more caudal regions, where no hematopoietic
clusters are observed, the level of tenascin expression appears lower within the stromal-like
region than in the surrounding mesenchyme. The precise role of tenascin in embryonic
hematopoiesis has yet to be investigated, however, this distinctive expression pattern suggests
that it may be involved in the generation ofHSCs within the AGM region, ifnot directly then
possibly by recruiting and/or stabilising appropriate hematopoiesis-inducing factors.

One group of factors which are known to play a critical role in cell fate determination
throughout embryonic development are the transforming growth factor-~ (TGF-~) superfamily
ofsecreted polypeptide growth factors. This family includes TGF-~1 and bone morphogenetic
protein-4 (BMP-4) which have been implicated in hematopoietic specificationand development
in a number of species. BMP-4 has been shown to specify blood formation, via the induction
of hematopoietic transcription factors, in Xenopus embryos. 24 TGF-~1 can inhibit the initial
proliferation and differentiation of long term repopulating-HSCs in culture .25 At 4-6 weeks
gestation, BMP-4 isexpressedat high levels, and with striking polarity, in the ventral stromal-like
region underlying the intraaortic hematopoietic clusters within the human AGM, compared
with surrounding tissue.26In younger or older embryos, this polarisedexpressionisnot detectable
(Fig. 3). The related growth factor TGF-~1 is expressed predominantly by hematopoietic cells
within the clusters and is scarcely detectable in the underlying 'stromal' region.26 These
contrasting patterns suggest that both BMP-4 and TGF-~1 may be involved in hematopoietic
development in the AGM but at different stages.The ventral polarisation ofBMP-4 expression
suggests an early role in the specification ofhematopoietic cells from hemangioblast precursors
or mesodermal cells located within the ventral wall of the dorsal aorta. TGF-~I , on the other
hand, appears to act at a later stage on the emerging hematopoietic cells, possibly to inhibit
proliferation and/or differentiation of nascent HSC prior to their migration to the fetal liver.

Comparison ofAGM and Fetal Liver Expression Patterns
Unlike the comparatively simple environment of the dorsal aorta, the liver is composed of

multiple cell types,which are organised into a complex network of duets and canaliculi.Through
out the liver, blood is carried along sinusoids, cavities lined with a monolayer of flattened
endothelial cells.Vesselscarrying blood to the liver are derived from the vitelline arteries that
branch from the dorsal aorta. Theoretically,this could provide a simple route viawhich intraaortic
HSCs circulate from the AGM to seed the fetal liver. Alternatively, HSCs could arise de novo
within the liver from preexisting cells dependent on the presence of a supportive mi
croenvironment such as exists in the AGM and bone marrow.

The first CD34+ hematopoietic cellsare detected in the fetal liver at around 30-32 days of
gestation, after their appearance in the dorsal aorta. 10 The liver continues as the major fetal
blood-forming organ up to 16 weeks when hematopoiesis switches to the bone marrow. At 30
days, flattened endothelial cells lining the cavities or capillaries are faintly positive for CD34.
Within these spaces,often associatedwith the endothelium, are round CD34+ cellsthat coexpress
CD45 indicative of a hematopoietic phenotype.l'' Initially these hematopoietic cells are rare
and scattered but progressivelyincrease in number reflecting an increase in liver hematopoiesis.

A comparison ofCD34+/CD45+ hematopoietic cellsFACS sorted from 5-week fetal liver
and dorsal aorta by reverse transcriprase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis ofRNA
expression shows that the hematopoietic-associated transcription factors GATA-2, GATA-3
and c-myb are expressed by aortic but not liver-derived cells.SCL expression can be detected in
both populations at this stage.8

The liver is a site ofHSC renewal, lineage commitment and differentiation and therefore
contains a highly heterogeneous population of hematopoietic cells at different stages of
maturation. In this environment stem cells and early progenitors can be distinguished from
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Figure 3. Temporal relationship between hematopoietic cell cluster development and BMP- 4 expression
within the human embryonic AGM region. Transverse sections through the AGM regions of human
embryos aged 28, 34 and 38 days immunostained with antibody to BMP-4. BMP-4 expressing cells are
colored in brown.
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more mature cell types on the basis of CD38 expression. CD38 is a membrane glycoprotein
expressed on precursors of all hematopoietic lineages but not on pluripotent stem cells.

At 6.5 weeks CD34+/CD38- cells FACS sorted from the fetal liver continue to express
SCL RNA and an increase in GATA-2 and -3 transcripts can be detecred.f By 12 weeks the
CD34+/CD38- stem cell/progenitor population also expresses c-myb, c-kir and, at com 
parativelylow levels, KDR Interestingly transcripts for allthese moleculesare alsodetected in the
more mature CD34+/CD38+ population at 12 weeks, suggesting that in the liver expression is
not restricted to stem cells.Transcripts for AML-I~, FL, STK-I (flt-B),TGF-~ and a number
of eyrokine receptors have also been detected in CD34+ livercellsat this stage of development.27

Summary
Expression analysis within regions of early hematopoietic stem cell activity, particularly

the embryonic AGM, has revealed fundamental similarities acrossspeciessupporting the use of
animal models to further our understanding of early human blood cell development.

It has revealed that CD34+/CD45+ cells in the intraaortic clusters within the 4-6 week
human embryonic AGM region, the first identified intraembryonic site of HSC activity:

• express factorsassociated with or essential for hematopoietic stem celldevelopment,
• express a number of markersin common with vascularendothelialcellswith which theyare

in closecontact,
• are contained within a microenvironment in which specificfactorsare expressed at higher

levels compared to the surrounding mesenchymeand
• express a number of factors in common with the CD34+/CD38- HSC/early progenitor

compartment in the 6-12 weekfetal liver.
Together these observationssupport the stem cell/earlyprogenitor identity ofhematopoietic

cell clusters within the 4-6 week human embryonic AGM and the existence ofa bipotential cell
which can give rise to cells of either the hematopoietic or the endothelial lineage. The
mechanism by which this is achieved is as yet unknown but is likely to involve the switching of
a genetic programme within an immature cell, followed by the proliferation of that cell, in
response to localised extracellular factors.

This approach has also emphasised that it may be more accurate to define hematopoietic
stem cells, and possibly all stem cells, not only by the molecules they themselves express but
also by factors expressed within the microenvironment, or niche, in which they reside.

It is likely that the progressive commitment from mesodermal to hematopoietic stem cell
within the embryonic AGM, as well as other hematopoietic tissues , involves a complex
collaboration of factors. Whilst the presence of some candidate factors, such as BMP-4 and
TGF-~ has been demonstrated, a far more extensive analysis of other morphogen families is
required . Recent technological developments such as genechip expression analysis may allow
us to identify precise molecular signalling pathways involved in commitment to the hemato
poietic lineage and pinpoint critical extracellular factors. An understanding ofthe first stages of
HSC induction and regulation would greatly improve our ability to expand and maintain
HSC in culture and , consequently, their usefulness as therapeutic tools.

The enormous importance of stem cell biology is now widely acknowledged. In recent
years there have been major advances in the understanding of these remarkable cells in a
number of systems, opening up the possibility of their use in the repair of adult tissues. The
hematopoietic system presents a particular challenge because of the number ofprogenitor and
mature cell rypes generated and the complexity of the microenvironment in which HSCs
reside. Uncovering the secrets of hematopoietic stem cells will not only be a major scientific
and clinical breakthrough but may also teach us valuable lessons about stem cell commitment
and maturation in general.
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CHAPTER 12

Gene and Cell Therapy Involving
Hematopoietic Stem Cell
Isabelle Andre-Schmutz and Marina Cavazzana-Calvo

Abstract

H ematopoietic Stem Cells (HSC) possess two characteristics, long term self-renewal
capacity and pluripotentiality, that render them able to develop into the different
blood cell lineages. HSC transplantations (HSCT) have thus been used to reconstitute

hematopoiesis after myeloablation for more than three decades. The range of therapeutic
applications ofHSCT has increased from hematological malignancies to immune deficiencies,
solid tumors and auto-immune diseases. Until recently, HSC were collected from bone marrow.
Additional sources ofHSC can be used, like peripheral blood from eytokine-mobilized donors
and cord blood. Although autologous HSCT remains the most frequent approach, mainly for
malignant diseases, allogeneic HLA compatible or partially HLA incompatible HSCT are more
and more frequently used . This has been made possible thanks to the development of
techniques ofHSC selection. The present chapter will reviewthe different possibilities ofHSC
sources and donors, the various indications of HSCT used either for cell or gene therapy.

Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation (HSCT): Generalities
Autologous and allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCn is the first

achievement in the field of cellular therapy. Based on the research carried out by Van Bekkun
and Billingham, HSC allogeneic grafts were first performed at the end of the 1960s and aimed
to replace the recipient's "diseased" lymphohematopoietic system with a healthy system from
an individual of the same species. From the time the first clinical studies were carried out
(l967), the approach developed rapidly. The number ofpatients treated with HSCT in Europe
increased from severalhundreds per year in the eighties to more than 6.000 in 2000, with some
degree of variation in the distribution of the type of donor and stem cell source. Today, stem
cells from bone marrow, eytokine-mobilised peripheral blood and cord blood from a family
donor or an unrelated matched donor can be used. The development of international registries
of volunteer donors explains, at least to some extent, the two-fold increase in the number of
grafts performed over the last 10 years. Although the principal indication for this therapy
remains malignant hemopathies (85%), other diseases, such as inherited immunodeficiencies,
metabolic diseasesand red cell deficiencies are currently treated by allogeneic HSCT., ,2

In Europe , the increase in the number ofautologous HSCT performed is even higher; in
2000 more than 12,500 patients underwent autologous grafts, 80% for malignant hemopathy
and 18% for solid tumours.
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HSCT requires the use ofa hematopoieric cell that is sufficiently immature to repopulate
the bone marrow of an individual, at least partially, and to ensure peripheral blood homeostasis
throughout life.The exvivo processingofHSC has three objectives: firstly, to reduce the effects
of chemo- and/or radiotherapy-induced cytopenia; secondly, and this is more theoretical than
scientific, to reduce tumoral contamination of certain autologous grafts . Furthermore,
allogeneic HSCT, unlike autologous HSCT, has a therapeutic purpose related to the immuno
logical activities of the mature T lymphocytes contaminating it. Correction of chemo and/or
radiotherapy-induced aplasia before HSCT raises several issues: the minimum number of
hematopoietic progenitor cells to inject, the hematopoietic quality of any cellular product
intended for grafting, and the more recent issue regarding in vitro expansion/differentiation
into one or more cell lines.

Donors ofHematopoietic Stem CeOs and Impact ofthe Degree ofHLA
Compatibility

Although the majority of allogeneic bone marrow transplantation have been performed
using HLA-identical sibling or closelymatched family donor (62% in 2000), alternative donor
sourcessuch as unrelated (31%) or more highlyHLA-disparate familydonors (7%) haveemerged
as viable alternatives.f Many different studies have shown an inverse correlation between HLA
disparity between the donor and the recipientand the rate of graft rejectionand Graft-versus-Host
Disease.3-5 HLA disparity can be classifiedaccording to the techniques required to reveal them
in antigen mismatches (revealed by serological techniques) and allele mismatches (determined
by DNA typing or sequencing). Two meticulous studies were performed on more than 400
patienrs grafted with bone marrow stem cells from matched-unrelated donors for malignant
hemopathies to determine the impact ofantigen or allele mismatches on the clinical outcome
of HSCT.6,7 The first showed that most patients who received a transplant from donors
compatible for HLA A, B and DR antigens as determined by serological techniques were
mismatched at the allelic level. In addition, in the second study, Petersdorfet aldemonstrated
that class I antigens mismatches induced a statistically significant higher rate of graft rejection
than classII allelemismatches.6 The explanation for the difference in rates ofrejection may rely
on the fact that antigen mismatches implicates amino-acids substitution in regions of contact
with both HLA molecules and T cell receptor, while allele mismatches concern less
substitutions only in the region of contact with HLA molecules.

As discussed below, T-cell depletion of the graft and intensification of the conditioning
regimen have demonstrated a good efficiency in prevention of these complications when
partially incompatible donors are used. A recent study comparing T cell depleted HSCT from
phenotypically matched unrelated donors , one antigen mismatched unrelated donors and
haploidentical related donors demonstrated ident ical rates of engrafrment and incidence of
acute or chronic GVHD, but higher incidence of relapse in the haploidentical group.' The
addition ofThymoglobulin in the conditioning regimen of the last group could explain both
the low rate of GVHD and the higher incidence of relapse.Transplant Related Mortality was
higher in the two HLA disparate groups than in the phenoidentical group. Overall survivalwas
significantly better (58%) for the group of matched unrelated donor than for the two other
groups (34 and 21%). Another retrospective analysis performed on children grafted with
geno-identical or pheno-idenrical group with 0, 1 or 2 HLA class I mismatches demonstrated
a similar survival and rate ofengraftment between geno and matched unrelated donors, while
the presence of one or more mismatch was deleterious on both criteria.9,lo

At present, most centers employ phenotypically matched HSCT as the next best option
for patienrs who do not have an identical or closely matched related donor. In case ofabsence
ofany suitable matched unrelated donor (MUD) or when HSCT has to been performed within
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a time period that does not allow finding such donor because of the severity or fast progression
of the disease, a more HLA disparate related donor is considered.

Related HSCT with donors (usually the parents) who are mismatched at either 1 or 3
HLA antigens , i.e., haploidentical donors, are employed as next best option for those patients
who do not have a geno- or pheno-identical donor. Depending on the degree of HLA
incompatibility, a stronger conditioning regimen and immunosuppression as well as T cell
depletion of the graft are required to avoid graft rejection and graft versus host disease. When
these conditions are fulfilled, transplantation with HSC from haploidenrical donors was shown
to be quite safe.8,11-16 Nevertheless, beside their role in GVHD, T lymphocytes playa key role
in the protection against infections and reiapses.17,18 Their depletion associated with a delayed
T cell reconstitution in the haploidenrical setting as compared to MUD and geno-identical
HSCT resulted in a higher incidence of severe infections and relapses. Conse~uently, overall
survival was globally lower than for MUD and geno-identical HSCT.8,IO,12,14,1

To conclude, although the use of partially matched related donors is advantageous by
creating immediate donor availability, unrelated pheno-idenrical donors are preferred overall,
when 10 out of 10 HLA antigens are identical.

Sources ofHematopoietic Stem Cells
During thirty years, the major source of HSC has been the bone marrow. Since the early

1990's, peripheral blood stem cells (PBSC) are increasingly used in place of bone marrow cells
both for autologous and allogeneic transplantation. They represented more than 80% of the
transplantations performed in Europe in 2000.2HSC are mobilized in the blood by treatment
with granuloeyre-colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF). Because of the higher number of both
CD34+ and CD3+ cells-more than 1 log difference for both-in the apheresis from mobilized
donor, it was hypothesized that transplantation ofPBSC would result in higher engraftment,
but although higher rate of GVHD. Several studies performed on HLA-idenrical siblings
donors have shown a faster engraftment using PBSC, but conflicting data concerning GVHD
issue. Four suggested idenrical rates of acute and chronic GVHD,19-22 whereas 3 others
described higher rates of cGVHD but similar rates ofaGVHD when PBSC were compared to
bone marrow stem cells (BMSC) .23-26 Three factors may explain the discrepancy in the rates of
cGVHD observed in the different studies: (1) the small number ofpatients included in most of
them, (2) the difference in the prophylaxis against GVHD and, (3) the dose ofG-CSF used in
the different protocols.22 In the EBMT/IBMTR analysis performed on several hundreds of
patients, the difference in cGVHD incidence was confirmed,27 but had no impact on overall
survival rate, which was similar in both groups. The difference observed in the speed of engraft
ment may rely on G-CSF used to mobilize HSC in the blood.26,28-3o Indeed , this treatment
results in a higher number ofhematopoietic precursors infused when the PB is used compared
to normal BM. This hypothesis was confirmed by the absence of difference in speed of
engraftment between BMSC and PBSC, when BMSC donors were treated with G-CSF like
PBSC donors.

More recently,mobilization ofHSC was also performed on matched unrelated donors. 31-33

Except a faster recovery of granuloeyres and platelets, no statistically significant difference was
noted in the overall clinical outcome of PBSC vs. BMSC transplantation. However, for
advanced leukemias, transplanted related mortality and disease free survival were significantly
better for patients transplanted with PBSC than with BMSc.2I,22,34,35

All these data suggest that PBSC is rather safe, despite a higher risk of cGVHD for
HLA-identical HSCT, and constitutes a viable alternative source ofHSC.

A third source of HSC, umbilical-cord blood (CB), has been investigated since the early
1990's. This last HSC source presents particular biological characteristics due to its ontogenic
origin; its self-renewal and proliferation capacities are superior to those of adult bone marrow
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cells,36-38 allowing them to be ideal target cells when available to correct inherited monogenic
diseases by gene transfer.

GVHD incidence was lower than the one expected, even with HLA-mismatched CB.39-43

This observation may be related to reduced number or immaturity ofT lymphocytes in cord
blood as compared to BM or PB. Two studies showed no difference in survival between pediat
ric patients who had received transplants of 0 to 3 HLA antigens mismatched unrelated cord
blood or matched unrelated bone marrow.44,45 CB was then considered as a viable source of
HSC and an acceptable alternative to haploidentical related donors, because of the apparent
less stringent requirements for HLA-identity between donor and recipient. In addition, CB
presents the advantages of rapid availability and very low rate of contamination with herpes
group viruses.

Conversely, the low number of HSC in the CB is probably responsible for the slow
engraftment and high rejection rate when these cells are used to transplant adults,46,47
although HLA incompatibility may partially explain this observation. It thus justifies the
efforts aimed at expanding in vitro CB HSC without loosing their transplantation capacity.36-38,48

Hematopoietic Stem Cell Processing

HSC Selection and Doses
Even in the case ofHLA-genoidentity between donor and recipient, unmanipulated bone

marrow transplantation results in high incidence of graft-versus-host disease (GVHD). This
complication, which can be classified in acute or chronic GVHD on timing of onset and
clinical features, remains one of the major cause of morbidity and mortality after allogeneic
HSCT.The keyrole ofT cells in the physiopathology ofGVHD is known since the 1970s.49-51

The use of HLA-non genetically identical donors , and more recently for pediatric patients,
HLA-haploidentical donors -one of the parent who shares only one HLA haplotype with the
child- has been made possiblethanks to the development of tools (anti-T monoclonal antibodies)
and technologies able to remove T cells.

Other cellsin the bone marrow harvest are considered as unwanted in certain circumstances:
B lymphocytes which can carry viruses such as Epstein-Barr virus able to induce lymphomas in
immunocompromised hosts, and residual tumor cells in the case of autologous graft.

HSC can be purified by positive or negative selection thanks to monoclonal antibodies
against differentiation antigens expressed on cell membranes. Negative selection involves
monoclonal antibodies used alone.52 In particular, CAMPATH-1M antibodies directed against
CDw52 expressed both on lymphocytes and monocytes53combined with rosetting with sheep
red blood cells54 have been extensively used. Positive selection ofHSC, which has been devel
oped more recently, is based on the expression of the CD34 antigen by human HSc.55.56

The threshold of CD34+ cells required for engraftment in the autologous setting is 3 x
106/kg of the recipient's body weight. For allogeneic HSCT, this dose has to be increased
depending on the major histocompatibility complex (HLA) disparity between the donor and
the recipient. For HLA-identical allogeneic HSCT, the optimal dose of CD34+ cells was
recently discussed by Zauchaet al, for whom high doses ofCD34+ cells (>8 x 106CD34+cells/
kg) were associated with accelerated engraftment, but also increased incidence of cGVHD.57

When an allogeneic graft is only partially compatible, a threshold of lOx 106 CD34+cells/kg,
referred to as a HSC megadose, has been suggesred. P It is also based on data from mice
show ing that large numbers of immature hematopoietic precursor cells are able to cross the
residual immunological barrier of a lethally or sub-lethally irradiated recipient.58.59 This proce
dure, carried out extensivelybecause ofthe availability ofclinical grade monoclonal antibodies,
has two major drawbacks: insufficient knowledge of the phenotype characteristics ofHSC and
the loss during positive selection of the accessory cells that could facilitate hematopoietic
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engraftment. Several recent research articles suggest that CD34 negative stem cellsand stromal
cells favor engraftment.6o-63 lt would therefore appear more appropriate to try to develop
biotechnological tools which aim to eliminate those mature cell populations whose functions
are well known , rather than encourage methods that select cells that are poorly defined at
present. Negative selections of mature T- and B-lymphocyres, CD14+monocyres and/or natural
CD56+killer cells may help to select grafts better adapted to new biological findings.

USC Ex VIVO Culture
Purified CD34+ cells can be easily made to differentiate rapidly into more mature

progenitor cells or used to transfer a "new" gene. The optimization of so called expansion
protocols must take into account "ontogenic" constraints since it has been demonstrated that
the potential for self renewal ofHSC from CB, BM and PB are different.36.64

The recent cloning of cytokines involved in HSC proliferation and differentiation has
opened up new possibilities of treatment strategies. All cytokines may be divided more or less
into two groups: those involved in the proliferation of immature stem cells, and those involved
in their terminal differentiation. Stem Cell factor (SCF), FLT3-L and thrombopoietin (TPO)
are the most important cytokines in the first group,65-68 whereas G-CSF, GM-CSF, M-CSF
and erythropoietin are the cytokines involved in the various differentiation routes.69.70 This
subgrouping however is still rather vague since the activity of these cytokines differs greatly
depending on the target cell; for example, on the one hand, thrombopoietin stimulates the
proliferation and survival of the more immature HSC (CD34+, CD38-),71 and on the other
hand , it acts as a differentiation factor on megakaryocytesproducing platelets.72Thrombopoietin
is also referred to as Megakaryocyte Growth and Differentiation Factor (MGDF). Similarly,
G-CSF (Granulocyte Colony-Stimulating Factor) used extensively in the clinical protocols to
mobilize HSC is also a powerful inducer of granulocyte differentiation.

HSC can be grown in the presenceofvarious combinations of eytokines and hematopoietic
growth factors to increase significantly the number ofprecursor cells and/or mature cells, with
the aimof shortening as much as possiblethe 10-12 dar cytopenic aplasiafollowingconditioning
regimen for autologous bone marrow grafting.7 The disappearance of myeloablative
post-chemotherapy neutropenia after the injection of autologous cells cultured for 10 days in
the presence ofSCF, G-CSF and MGDF was the most significant clinical result reported in the
litterature.74 Other eytokine combinations have been assessed in preclinical models aimed at
speeding up platelet reconstitution. Clinical research has been carried out on the SCF, MGDF,
FLT3-L and IL-3 combination, which appeared to produce the best results in monkeys.75 In
this study, ex vivo different expanded HSC had normal biological function. More recently,
activation ofNotch signalling in human CB HSC in vitro was shown to enhance myeloid and
lymphoid marrow-repopulating ability in a xenogenic murine model of rransplantation.t"

This technology is referred to, inappropriately, as "in vitro expansion" ofHSC, since most
culture conditions favor differentiation over expansion and result in net HSC losses. Until
recently, there was no available method to increase the number of stem cells present at the start
of cultures. In addition, from several studies has emerged a new group of intrinsic factors that
could allow expansion without or with a low rate ofdifferentiation of HSC. 76.n In particular,
a member of the Hox family of transcription factor, HoxB4 in the mouse and its human
homologue HoxC4, were shown to induce ex vivo expansion of HSC without loss of
mulriporency and/or engraftment capacity.78•79

Other Indications for HSCT
HSCT is associated with a complete renewal of the immune system, an effect that lead

some investigators to test it for some indications different than leukemia and hematological
deficiencies, mainly solid tumors and autoimmune disorders. Beside the beneficial effect of
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HSCT for aplasia induced by high dose chemotherapy in caseofsolid tumors, the idea for both
indications is that resetting the immune system and eradicating aberrant immune cells will in
addition allow the development of anti-tumor immune responses and treat severe but limited
visceral injuries in case of autoimmune diseases.

In 2000, around 2400 patients with solid tumors were treated with high dose chemo
therapy followed by autologous HSCT. 2 The most frequent solid tumors considered as an
indication for HSCT are metastatic breast cancer, germinal tumors, neuroblastoma and Ewing
sarcoma.f Despite a high number ofclinical studies, it remains difficult to draw any conclusion
about the impact of this approach, mainly because of the small size and heterogeneity of the
populations analyzed and the absence of randomization against standard therapy.80 The caseof
breast cancer, for which HSCT is associated with high dose chemotherapy as adjuvant therapy,
perfectly illustrates this situation. Two phase II clinical studies, which compared included
patients to historical groups concluded to a benefitial effect of HSCT. 81,82 Conversely, no
advantages were observed by 3 other groups, who performed two-arms trials, comparing
autologous HSCT with high dose chemotherapy with either conventional chemotherapy; or
autologous T cell depleted or not depleted HSCT. No differences were noted between each
group ofpatients , and especiallyno difference in disease-freesurvival or overall survival.83-85As
underlined by Lippman,86 the two first trials presented a bias due to the detection of disease
stage which was performed much more carefully in the treated group as compared to the
historical groups, leading to the inclusion of patients with small metastases, no intercurrent
illness and no brain metastases.

The proof of potential role of HSCT for the treatment of autoimmune disorders was
given by a few patients who had in addition to their autoimmune disease a life-threateniny
hematological disorder (aplasticanemia, leukemia), and were then treated by allogeneic HSCT.
HSCT has been described as a possible treatment for patients with severeautoimmune diseases
such as systemic sclerosis (SS), rheumatoid arthritis (RA), multiple sclerosis (MS) and systemic
lupus erythematous (SLE) refractory to conventional treatments.87-92 Patients with less
frequent autoimmune diseases have been included in pilot studies.f In particular, some
promising results have been obtained in patients suffering from severejuvenile chronic arthritis
treated with autologous HSCT. 93

Although autologous HSCT was shown to lead to a higher rate of relapses than allogeneic
HSCT, it is associated with lower transplant-related mortality. Current protocols thus include
a conditioning that insures the complete ablation of host lymphohemopoiesis and infusion of
CD34+ selected HSCT. Indeed, T cell purging is essential to avoid relapse.94 Over MS, SLE
and SS, which are the most common diseasestreated by HSCT, efficacyofHSCT was found to
be the best for SLE and SS.I,95 In 2000 , 400 patients were treated by autologous or allogeneic
HSCT worldwide in phase I or II clinical trials.

Autoimmune diseases treated by HLA matched siblings also include hemolytic anemia,96
pure red cellaplasia,97 Ewanssyndrome,98,99 and autoimmune thyroiditis.100 Non myeloablative
or reduced intensity allogenic HSCT protocols are being writren for all these indications.

Until recently, the use of HSC to treat inherited diseases other than those of the
lymphohernaropoieric system was inconceivable. One recent clinical trial has in part modified
this view. Shapiro et al have shown that a rapidly progressive neurodegenerative disorder that
affects central nervous system myelin as well as adrenal cortex can benefit from HSCT overall
when the procedure isperformed at an earlystageofthe disease.101X-linked adrenoleukodystrophy
is a demyelinating disorder of the central nervous system leading to a vegetative state and death
within 3-5 years once clinical symptoms are detectable. The rationale for bone marrow
transplantation has relied on the hypothesis that functional bone-marrow cells from the donor
could cross the blood-brain-barrier in the recipient and exert a favorable effect on the
mechanisms leading to demyelination. The clinical results reponed that in eighteen transplanted
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children indeed provide a proofofthis concept, since twelve ofthem survived. Moreover, CNS
disease progression has been halted and a good quality of life maintained. In two out of the
twelve long-term surviving children, a complete disappearance of the cerebral lesions was
observed on MR!.

Gene Therapy
Gene therapy is a powerful tool whereby a normal gene can be introduced into patient's

cells to correct an inherited defect. In patients with a hematologic genetic defect, the type of
defect determines which target cell, vector and gene are used. In theory, all of the genetic
defects treated by hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) would benefit from gene
transfer into HSC, while genetic defects treated by protein replacement would benefit from in
vivo gene transfer into a cell able to export the synthetized protein. In practice, this distinction
is only partially true because ~-thalassemic symptoms are improved by continuous erythropoietin
delivery from muscle,102 and adenosine deaminase (ADA) deficiency may benefit from gene
transfer into HSc.103

As HSC are easily harvested and manipulated ex vivo, they seem to be ideal targets for
gene transfer. However, in practice, this assumption must be modulated: (1) stem cells have not
been identified in human beings but only in mice,l04 (2) HSC cannot be expanded without
loss ofengraftment potential,105 (3)human HSC is poorly transduced by oncoretrovirus vectors,
which only integrate if the target cells proliferate extensively,106 and, (4) as some genetic
diseases ofthe lymphohematopoietic system involve tight regulation or lineagespecificexpression
of the mutated protein or both, further improvements in gene therapy tools are needed to treat
these diseases using this approach. 107

Nevertheless , progress in basic hematopoiesis, immunological mechanisms, vector design,
and molecular insight into disease should lead to improvements in gene therapy for patients
with genetic blood diseases in the near future . A recent clinical trial in patients affected by
severe combined immunodeficiency d isease provides the proof of principle that this new
approach can be beneficial for the patients.

Severe Combined Immunodeficiency Disease
Severe combined immunodeficiency disease (SCID) is a group of diseases characterized

by impaired T lymphocyte development. Several conditions have been described according to
the cell and gene affected, and the modality of inheritance. To date, nine SCID genes have
been identified;16,l08-lll however, the molecular mechanism of reticular dysgenesis and some T
(-) B (+) NK (+) scmremains unknown.

SCID is an ideal candidate for gene therapy because it is the most severe form ofprimary
immunodeficiencies (PID), it is lethal within the firstyear oflife, monogenic, and characterized by
an early block in T cell pathway differentiation. Relieving the block should provide a growth
advantage to the T progenitor cells. Furthermore, toxic effects should not occur due to the
nonregulated expression of the transgene, as the gene involved may be a housekeeping gene,
such as in adenosine deaminase deficiency (ADA), or a protein regulated by otherwise normal
subunits such as in the yc deficiency. Lastly, allogeneic stem cell transplantation in the absence
of a HLA genoidentical donor is only partially successful. Although a recent study showed a
78% survival rate in patients without GVHD, a severedeficiency in B cells is common in these
long-term survivors, and involves long-term treatment with immunoglobulins.l'v' 12,1 13

Adenosine Deaminase Deficiency
Adenosine deaminase (ADA) deficiency was the first disease to be treated by gene therapy

as this gene was among the first genes identified. The adenosine dearninase enzyme is responsible
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for detoxification of metabolites in the purine salvage pathway. Six clinical trials have been
conducted since 1990. The first protocol consisted of repeated infusions of peripheral T cells
transduced ex vivo with an ADA-eDNA retroviral vector.114 Of the other three clinical trials
which targeted autologous HSC, 115-117 only the study ofKohn et al showed unequivocally the
selective advantage conferred in vivo by ADA transgene expression in T lymphocytes. In fact,
transgene-containing cells ranged from 1 to 10% in the T lymphocytes versus only 0.01 % to
0.1% in the other hematopoietic lineages. Despite these encouraging results, a functional im
mune system was not restored due to insufficient expression of the ADA-gene. Infants and
children with ADA-deficient SCID have transgene containing per~heral blood lymphocytes
more than seven years after treatment without any adverse effects.1 8,114 Three major changes
in the gene therapy protocol have significantly improved these clinical results leading to
restoration of the clinical phenotype. Stop of the PEG-ADA substitutive treatment administered
simultaneously to the modified hematopoietic precursor cells, combined with the use of a mild
conditioning regimen and of an optimized ex vivo transduction protocol based on the use a
human recombinant fragment of fibronectin and early-acting hematopoietic cytokines such as
FIt3-L and MGDF have allowed a complete restoration of immunological compartment in
one out of two treated patients. 103 The role played by the conditioning regimen in this
achievement seems to be of primary importance.

X-Linked SCID
The X-linked scm (SCID-XI) is caused by mutations in the yc encoding gene and it

accounts for 50-60 % of patients with SCID. The yc chain is shared by several hematopoietic
cytokine receptors including the IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-9, IL-15 and IL-21 receptors (R),1l8,1l9
which explains whyT/NK lymphoid lineages are absent in this disease. Several studies in
mutant mice have thrown light on the key role ofIL-7 / IL-7R binding in inducing survival
and proliferation of early T cell progenitors in the thymus. 120,121 These findings were
confirmed by the absence ofT celldevelopment in two patients with IL-7R a deficiencies.122,123
The NK cell deficiency is due to a defect in IL-15 induced signaling,124,125 even though IL-21
may play a role in the function of these cells. As yc belongs to the hematopoietic cytokine
receptor family, and is constitutively expressed by T, B and NK cells, as well as myeloid cells
and erythroblasts, 126 it is likely that nonregulated expression is not toxic for hematopoiesis. yc
gene transfer studies in animals are consistent with this hypothesis.127'129

On the basis of extensive preclinical data accumulated by our team I25,130,131 and other
groups129,132,1 33 supporting the use of gene therapy to treat patients with SCID-XI, the first
five patients were enrolled in a clinical trial in March 1999, and approval for a further six
patients was recently obtained. This trial was proposed for SCID-XI patients lacking an
HLA-genoidentical donor. The protocol consisted of marrow harvesting, CD34-cell purifica
tion , cell preactivation in the presence ofSCF, FLT3-L, MGDF and IL-3, followed by 3 cycles
of infection with the supernatant containing the defective retroviral vector in a bag coated with
the CH-296 fibronectin fragment over 3 days.134 Clinical results of the first five treated
patients were reported recently.135,1 36 A more than two-year follow-up of these five patients has
confirmed the preliminary data, which showed a favorable clinical outcome. Transduced T
cells,and, to some extent, NK cells developed within 3-4 months, which led to the development
of both T and B cell antigen-specific responses. So far nine patients have been treated in our
hospital and in light of them the infusion of transduced CD34+ cells resulted in the generation
ofperipheral transduced T-cells with characteristics similar to those of age-matched controls in
terms of cell count, subset distribution, TCR diversity and antigen-driven activation within
6-12 weeks. Correction ofT-ceil immunodeficiency has been sustained for a period of up to 3
years. Furthermore, despite a low rate ofB-cell transduction, immunoglobulin production was
at least in part restored. If the correction of humoral response is sustained, this treatment could
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be proposed to patients who have been transplanted with a haploidentical related donor and
who lack B-cell reconstitution. It may also provide insight into the absence ofT and B cell
cooperation in haploidentical HSCT setting. To date, the first treated children have normal
serum levels ofIgG, IgA and IgM and have not required immunoglobulins substitution more
than two years after the treatment.136

However, although these findings provide evidence that gene therapy can correct the
immunological phenotype of SCID-XI , a much longer period of observation is needed to
determine, in one hand, how long this effect persists and, in the other, its safety. Several
possible mechanisms including silencing of the transgene as in ADA-deficient patients ,115or a
decline in transduced precursors cellsand thymic function,I37 could lead to a decreasein clinical
benefit over time. Sequential analysis of the provirus integration sites in lymphocyte and
myeloid cells using the method described by Von Kalle et al are currently underway to answer
two key questions: how immature is the hematopoietic cell transduced by this protocol and
how great is the risk of insertional mutagenesis. 138 This last concern is raised from the
recent observation ofa gamma!delta T cell monoclonallymphoproliferation developed in one
child treated three years ago. Molecular studies revealed that all the yo T-cells have a single
provirus integration site in the intron of the LMO-2 gene, which is aberrantly expressed in
these cells. This theoretical risk was aware but it seemed very small, as this phenomenon did
not occur in animal experiments.127,1 28 Its understanding should shed light if this is a very
unluckily random event or if this risk has been under-estimated in the past. In the meanwhile,
this protocol is hold up at least temporarily.

Other scm conditions, including]ak-3, IL-7Ra, and RAG-I and RAG-2 deficiencies,
could benefit from the same selectivegrowth advantage observed in the SCID-XI clinical trial
and their development is ~artialll dependant on a deep appreciation of risk/benefit ratio in the
gene therapy approach. l" ,123,13 The specific association of the yc receptor subunit with the
tyrosine kinase ]ak 3 explains how mutations in the ]ak-3 encoding gene results in a SCID
condition with a strictly identical clinical phenotype to that of the yc gene mutation.108 In
vitro gene transfer studies using lymphocytes from ]ak-3 deficient SCID patients have shown
that it is possible to restore normal cytokine signaling.140 A recent report on the correction of
immune function in]ak 3 knock-out mice without any conditioning regimen provides further
evidence for the use ofgene therapy in this SCID disorder.141

The great concern with this diseaseisthe potential toxic riskdue the uncontrolled expression
of a tyrosine kinase in the hematopoietic system and to the positional effect. To date, mouse
models have not shown any undesirable effects. Similarly, patients lacking expression of either
RAGI or RAG2 proteins suffer from a SCID condition characterized by a lack ofT and B
lymphocytes. RAGI and RAG2 genes are essential components of the V(D) ] recombination
leading to the formation ofB and T cell receptor diversity.We are currently considering ex vivo
gene therapy ofhematopoietic stem cells as an alternative to partially incompatible HSCT, as a
selectiveadvantage oftransgene expressing cellson endogenous RAG deficient cellsis expected.
Moreover, constitutive expression of only one of the two RAG proteins should not be harmful
since concomitant expression of both genes is required for recombination activity. Murine
RAG I and RAG2 deficient models, which exhibit the same phenotype as RAG-I- patients, will
allow us to test these hypotheses. Correction ofRAGI or RAG2 deficiencies by gene transfer in
mice will constitute a step towards clinical application.142

Fanconi Anemia
Fanconi anemia (FA) is an autosomal recessive disorder characterized clinically by bone

marrow failure , multiple congenital abnormalities and susceptibility to cancer. 143Comple
mentation analysis of FA cells using somatic cell fusion has identified at least eight different
forms. The common feature of this condition is the hypersensitivity of FA cells to DNA
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damage by interstrand cross-linking agents, which varies greatly between complementation

groups and families. Regardless of the group , most patients with FA die from complications
due to bone marrow failure . Identification of the FA genes mayJrovide an alternative

therapeutic approach in patienrs without a histocompatible donor. 1 Given that the 3-year
survival rate using HLA-matched unrelated donors is only 33%,145 the search for alternative
treatmenrs is warranted. Recent reporrs of in vivo selection of wild-type hematopoietic stem
cells in a murine model ofFA,146and in one oftwo affected siblings,147provide further support
for the use of gene therapy to obtain a selective advantage of transduced cells. A recent study
showed that the presence of 74-87% of reverted cells was sufficient to maintain adequate,
although not normal, hematopoiesis at age 16, whereas the affected sibling had severe bone
marrow failure by 6.8 years of age.147 This observation raises a number of questions because,
despite the partially-reverted phenotype, the child developed a clonal abnormality within the
nonreverted FApopulation , which indicates that complete eradication of the FAcellpopulation is
necessary in this setting. Nevertheless, despite the development of this clonal abnormality, the
partial correction of hematopoiesis indicates the benefit ofgene therapy.

A clinical trial has been initiated at NIH and four patients have been enrolled. 148Three of
the four patients have been successfullymobilized, despite the low number ofHSC present in
the bone marrow ofthese patienrs. PCR+CFU-GM colonies which were resistant to treatment
with mitomicin-C (MMC) were detected in two of the patienrs several months after the gene
therapy. Of note, transduced positive cells were detected in one patient only after irradiation
for a gynecologic malignancy. A nonoptimized transduction protocol of HSC associated with
late harvest of HSC and the absence of in vivo selection by a pharmacological agent or a
cytokine to amplify the survival advantage of the transduced cells may explain the absence of
clinical benefit. The latter may be essential to ensure the success of gene therapy in FA as the
same group recently reported the hematopoietic correction of FANCA deficient mice by in
vivo administration of MMC.149 Finally, Rio et al recently reported for the first time that the
transduction of murine FANCA deficient progenitors with vectors encoding for the human
FANCA gene reverrs at least in vitro their hypersensitivity to MMC.150,15l These experimenrs
not only demonstrate the efficacyof retroviral vectors for correcting a characteristic FA pheno
type but also demonstrate the applicability of FANCA deficient mice for assessing the efficacy
ofvectors encoding the human homologous gene.

Chronic Granulomatous Disease
Chronic granulomatous disease (CGD) is an inherited immune deficiency characterized

by failure of respiratory burst and impaired anti-microbial activity due to defecrs in anyone of
the four subunirs of the phagocyte NADPH oxidase (phox).150The incidence is approximately
1 in 250,000 individuals, and the most common form (about two thirds of cases) is
X-chromosome linked resulting from mutations in the gp 91 phox gene. CGD patienrs are
predisposed to recurrent and often life-threatening bacterial and fungal infections.I50,152

Despite adequate antibiotic and antifungal lifelong prophylaxis, patienrs are still susceptible to
life-threatening infections especially from pathogens such as Aspergillus spp. A recent study in
368 patients estimates the morrality rate at approximately 5% per year for patients with the
X-linked recessiveform of the disease, and 2% per year for those with the autosomal recessive
form. When an HLA-identical donor is available, HSCT is an alternative approach in selected
patienrs . Nevertheless, the choice of "when" HSCT becomes a good therapeutical option for
patients with recurrent serious infection despite adequate prophylaxis is still debated due to
transplantation-related toxicity, especially when HSCT is performed in patients with invasive
infection, multiple liver abscesses, and inflammatory sequelae.153,154
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Thus, for "high risk" patients without an HLA-identical donor (i.e., 70% of cases), gene
therapy should provide a good alternative. However, in contrast to SCID patients, one obstacle
to this approach is that corrected CGD cells have no selective growth advantage in vivo over
the defective, nontransduced counterparts. Nevertheless, as little as 5-8% of oxidase positive
cells may be sufficient to improve the clinical status of these patients, given the findings in
asymptotic X-CGD carriers,155 and in animal models.'56.157 Moreover, in patients without
stable neutrophile correction, gene therapy may be beneficial as a short-term adjuvant therapy
for life-threatening infections. The feasibility ofgenetic correction ofdifferent forms ofCGO
has been demonstrated in vivo after transplantation ofgenetically corrected bone marrow cells
into gp 91phox or p47 phox deficient CGO mice.157.158

In contrast to the romising results in mice, the results of the NIH clinical phase I trial
were disappointing.P In this protocol, autologous peripheral blood C034+ cells were
transduced with p47 phox cONA containing retroviral vector and then infused. Peripheral blood
neutrophiles with respiratory burst oxidase activity were seen for up to 3 to 6 months in all five
patients studied, although the frequency ofoxidase-positiveneutrophiles was 0.02% to 0.005%.
The most likely explanation for the discrepancy between the human and mouse studies was
that the patients did not receive pretransplant conditioning, whereas the mice were subjected
to high-dose irradiation. A "mild" conditioning regimen and improved C034+ transduction
should lead to the achievement the therapeutic levelofstable 5% transduced neutrophils in the
near future.

Currently, two approaches to increase the transduction efficiency ofC034+ cellsare being
investigated. First, the transduction efficiency of the MFG-based retrovirus can be improved
by changing the envelope. Recent studies have shown that human stem cellsexpress a low level
of receptor for the amphorropic envelope, whereas they express high levelsof the receptor for
RD 114, the feline endogenous retrovirus envelopelGO or Gibbon ape leukemia virus. Second
HN-based vectors have been shown to circumvent the requirement ofcell cycling to integrate
oncoretrovirus vectors.161A recent study ofin vitro transduction ofhuman X-CGD cellsshowed
a correction of CGD phenotype after gene transfer by a lentiviral vector.162.163 Finally,
preclinical and clinical studies have demonstrated that in vivo selection of transduced cells
increases corrected neutrophiles to the required therapeutic leveJ.164.165 Clinical trials in
patients with CGD are currently underway in Europe and the United States; and these should
provide new insights into ways to improve the therapeutic approach to this inherited disease.

Hemoglobinopathies
Thalassemia and sickle cell disease were the earliest monogenic disorders considered for

gene therapy. These hemoglobinopathies are associated with high morbidity and mortality.
Severe~-thalassemia ischaracterized by ineffectiveerythropoiesis and hemolytic anemia, which
need lifelong red cell transfusions. Despite recent improvement in patient survival, ~-thalassemia
remains a serious public health problem.

To date, l3-globin gene transfer into HSC in mice has been too low to warrant investigation
in a clinical trial. The most important technical challenge has been to design vectors containing
the functional globin gene and the regulatory elements necessary to achieve high-level and
stable globin gene expression in developing erythroblasts .

Initial reports have indicated that despite the inclusion of elements from the locus control
region (LCR) into the retroviral vectors, the level of ~-globin expression decreased over time ,
suggesting complete silencing of the vector-encoded globin gene.166.167 Another major
obstacle to achieve sustained expression of transduced globin genes in differentiating erythro
blasts is the risk of position effect variegation (PEV) of expression, which is a reRection of the
effects of Ranking chromatin in differentiated cells and ofchromatin remodeling at the site of
integration in the progeny of pluripotenrial cells. To avoid in vivo stem cell ~-globin gene
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silencing, exvivopreselection of retrovirally transducedstemcells usingGFP expression (green
fluorescent proteingenemarker) juxtaposed to the~-globiniLCRsegmentwas investigated.1b8,169

All mice engraftedwith preselected cells showedsustainedexpression of human ~-globin and
GFP in red cells.

Lentiviral vectors were recently successfullyexploited to achieve efficient and stable
transfer of large~-globin gene/LCRsegments resultingin therapeutical levels of ~-globin gene
expression in both ~_thalassemiaI70-173 and sickle celldisease (SCD) mousemodels.174 In par
ticular, the data published by Pawliuk174 basedon the use of an anti-sickling lentiviral vector
show that virtuallyall HSC from the graft appearedtransducedwith several integratedprovi
rusesper cellconversely to the data publishedbyMay.172 Thesedifferences are likely due to the
differentlentiviral vectoras further provedin the Imren's work.173

Conclusionsand Perspectives in the Use of HSC for Regenerative
Medicine

To complete this overview on the therapeutical capacities of bone marrowderivedstem
cells, somerecently published datahave to bementioned.Thesedataarebased on the observation
that stem cells, particularly those from bone marrow, havethe ca~acity of colonizing different
tissues and transdifferentiate into cell lineages of the organ.175- 79 In particular it has been
reported in experimental settings that bone marrowderivedstem cells can repairan infarcted
heart as wellas a geneticliverdisease. 116.180,181

These data have to be interpreted with caution and they require further experimental
work beforeclaimingthat adult derived stem cells can be used to cure a number of geneticor
acquired diseases. Nevertheless theyhavechanged old"dogmas" on boundaries and differentiation
capacityof adult stem cells.
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Hematopoietic Stem Cell Development

u
U-shaped 129, 130

v
Vascular endothelialgrowth factor (VEGF)
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Vasculogenesis 19,64,84,92-96, 134
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148
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VEGF receptor 95, 134
VEGF-R2 34,36-38,40,41 ,47
Ventralblood island (VB!) 1, 3-6, 8-10
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Ventrolateral marginalzone 9

w
Wiskon-Aldrich syndromeprotein (WASP)

125, 146, 148
Wnt signaling 52

x
Xenopusembryo 1-3,7,8, 10,87, 149
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